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The Warning Star,
The

conversion,

which may interest

and the far south and west.

‘| your “readers.
never

given

His parents,
him

much

some

of

it seems, had

religious instruc-

Peru,

to

Queenstown,

his men,
hands.
lar

and one
It was

fell into

this

written by Ryle, the popu-

tract-writer of England,

and

bore the

This

was the word fitly spoken that, by God's
lessing, reached the sailor's careless
heart. So powerful was the impression
made on his mind by this tract that he at
once began to seek Christ in earnest, and
he found him to be truly the sinner’s Friend.
He no sooner tasted of salvation himself
than he longed to communicate its pre-.

cious blessings to others.

He soon sailed

for India, and there he was constrained, by
the love of Christ, to leave the ship and go
out among the natives to tell them of the
way of life. He providentially fell in with
Bro., Skrefsrud,

of the

Santal

mission

in

Birbhum, who invited him to join them.
How strange this seems, that a Swede
should thus meet a Dane and a Norwegian,

and yet not strange, when we bear in mind
the goodness and the power of God.
Now

these three Scandinavian brethren are laboring together for the Santals of Birbhum.
Two of them have already a good com-

At

of the Santal language, particularly

One turneth east, another south,—
They never come again;
And then we know they must
But neither how nor when.

have sunk,

Ebenezer,

Rev. T.

Evans,

With just a bird’s light care,—
If only one, perchance, doth fall,

God knowseth when and where.

Missionary Correspondence.
Co

CAMP AsaANBANI, INDIA, Dec. 81, 69.
HINDU CONSCIENCE.
i. e.,

“whatever does not exist in a country has no
name there,” said a Hindu Pundit to Rev.
J. Munger, the Bible tramslator in Calcutta,

when asked to give the Bengali word for
conscience. In our\journeys among the
people very often we are reminded that
these Hindus and Mussulmans have a dumb
or dead conscience, if any at all. 0, that
we might see them troubled on account of
their sins, and hear them crying out for
salvation! As we go from placeto place
preaching that the Son of God has come to
seek and save lost men, we often feel like
this :
PREACHING,

| mission

Missionary

history, that I sent you a while

a Welshman,

has

been

out here

about

a

dozen years, and is one of that heroic
band of Europeans, who were shut up for
months in the fort at Agra, during the

mutiny of 59.
ezer

The three brethren at Eben-

belong, I

have

said,

Denmark,

Norway

and

self, you

may call me Hindu or Yankee as

you like.

Sweden.

to

One

love of Christ,

us all together and

this common

for

my-

evening we were speaking

of the wonderful

brought

And as

field,

when

which had

placed usin

some one began

toreckon and found that our party of sevencould

preach

the gospel

in no

fourteen languages.

:

should

less than

.

be said about

the

making thls, so fir as possible, an independent effort, drawing its means of support from generous friends in India, instead

to rouse these careless souls, and wake up
these slumbering sinners. . When we have of from the home Board. So that this is,
prepared our own hearts, by bringing them to all intents and purposes, an Indian misin fresh contact with the living Word, for sion, auxiliary to the Parent Society in
preaching the truth to the people, then it is England. It is to be hoped that this good
that, be they never so much disposedto design can be carried out. Several misturn away their minds, the people hear sionaries are much interested in the move-

most gladly; and then it is that our faith is
most active and our hopes most cheering
for the evangelization of India.
Many
-such precious seasons has it pleased God to
give us during this month, and throughout
the year that closes to-day.
What a
blessed pleasure it is to preach, when we
feel the truth warming, animating and impelling our own hearts! .It is true here
and true the world over, that people hear
best when the speaker feels the truth he
utters. Be they Spaniards or Santals, enlightened Christians or idolatrous Chinese,

people must listen to a man who preaches
the truth in earnest. How many times,
both ‘in America and India; I have seen
proof of this, as I have sat with the attentive audience, eager to catch every word
" that fell from the preacher's lips! And

how many times, since I became a missionary, have I found it true that it is easy to

ject of religion when I myself come fresh
from the study of the Bible and secret
prayer. Here among the heathén we are

unless we

a suitable prepara¢

This month I have spent several
very pleasantly
founded among

days

at Ebenezer, a station
the Santals about two

ears ago, by some English Baptist misnig
Of the place, the brethren la. boring bere and the good work so auspielously begun, your readers have been in$id

‘by

and act as agents

my

father,

her last autumn,

who

spent
a short

So Lneed say but

for securing

the

funds.
Mr. Evans, in particular, is much
devoted to this Santal mission, and is do-

ing a great deal to interest the government
and the public in it. And Mr. Borresen
spends several weeks of each year in traveling from place to place collecting money.
Already about 10,000 rupees have been
laid out for buildings at Ebenezer.
There
are

two

dwellings

small chapel, and
school children,

for

missionaries,

a

several native houses for
teachers and others.

Tke

station is located right in the midst of
many Santal villages and isin just the right
place for such a mission. During thetwo
years of its existence it has done a good
work.

Quite a number

of boys and a few

girls have been gathered into the school,
and already seven Santals have here publicly put on Christ by baptism.

Santal

work,

such

as

preaching tours

among the people, establishing and superintending village schools, translating the
sacred Scriptures and preparing other
books for the reading community, which,
it should be remembered, is constantly on
Shall this be done?

Reader,

you vote yew or nay.
:
VOLUNTEERS FOR THE SERVICE.
And as I close this last letter of the
year, I am reminded that time is leaving
its deep,

sure

traces

on

some of our little

band. Next week my father will complete
his fifty-eighth year, a few days later my
colleague, Dr. Bacheler, will be fifty-three,

my mother is almost fifty-two, day before
yesterday
Sister
Crawford,
mercifully
raised up from serious illness, entered upon her fifty-first year, and ten weeks hence
both Sister Bacheler and Bro. Smith will
reach the fiftieth milestone of life's rugged
way. This will place one half of our number over

the

line

of two score

and

ten.

May it be that they all have strength given
them to reach three score and ten! But

should¥ be

ordered

otherwise,

should

some of these devoted taborers have to quit
the field on account of fai
health, or
for

eternal

glory in

heaven,

who

stands

ready to help fill the broken ranks? What
brother in all our favored Zion will say ‘Lo
here am I, send me”; and what sister is
willing to teach those seven score orphan
girls at Patna, or carry the glad tidings of
salvation into
the secluled Zenanas?
Doesthe F.M. Board, or do the churches
think that the present staff of missionaries
is to last forever? Let us hear of some
one

at least,

us, that we
thanksgiving.

who

wantsto come and help

may

Vermont

sing

a new

song of
J.L.P

Correspondence.
Bee

ter’s presence, we must be forgiven for a
very prosaic preference for in-door seclusion, instéad of those healthful recreations

we enjoyed, over hill and mountain and in
the grand

old

woods,

some

weeks ago,

when favored with more temperate skies.
Until quite recently, the weather here, as
elsewhere in New England, had been unusually mild, and the invalid few, with myself, who still linger here in quest of that
boon, for which summer crowds
little or would not’ remain, were

care but
rejoicing

the

woods

and

leaden

o'erhangings that seem ready, every moment, almost, to discharge gathering snow.

flies,

And yet, thid is the spot we found so
Benutiful in summer; so delightful a resort
for the weary and the invalid; and so
abundant in those charming ‘and picturesque scenes and surroundings,—the gift
and handiwork of nature and nature’s God.

riety of diseases and

constitutions, and

are

at

bowels of mother earth, waters, laden

with

all may

missions

tals of Rajmabal.
large tract of territory that properly belongs to us. Stretching far to the west
and south ‘are many populous Santal villages, where as yet not a single word of
gospel truth has been published. - Shall we
wait and wait" until somebody else finds

and fills this place, still vacant?
not rather go forward

Shall we

by God's help

to

developed by capital and enterprise, will
promote the interests of the whole state.
Marble quarries hereabout have supplied
building material for many of our palatial
city homes and business homes, and have
also furnished monuments for nearly every
cemetery in the United States.. The State
quarries are not less productive, both in the

spell

négro

correctly,

five

Republicans

and one Democrat. -One Senator frequently uses the term ‘‘colored citizens.” The
term ‘‘woolly head,” so popular previous to
the

XVth

Amendment,

has

now

become

nearly obsolete.
It may seem strange,
but it is a fact that gentlemen who come
from districts having a large colored population, generally speak better English
than those who have no such neighbors.
Whether this difference is the result of
their association with gentlemen and ladies of color, or the immediate effect of the
XVth Amendment, I can not decide.
I

had forgotten to say that Ex. Gov. Pierpont, in an eloquent speech of one hour, on
the Logic of Events, to which the House,
lobby and a portion of the Senate listened

attentively, thoroughly demolished the legal
sophistries of Mr. Davis,

mentioned

above.

West Virginia has, with-al, many things
to be proud of. Nearly all of her state officers are excellent Christian men. Both of
her governors and the present U. S. Senators have been and are still, strict temperance men. Nothing stronger than coffee
has ever been furnished at any executive
entertainment,

since

she

became

a state.

Wheeling,

promptly respond.

W. Va.,

who

will

N.C. BRACKETT,

ap

»

of the Week.

PUBLIC DEBT STATEMENT.

The monthly

statement

shows a much

larger decrease in the Pabliec Debt during
February than there was any apparent
reason to hope for. Unusual expenditures
for pension payments were made; nevertheless,

the reduction

is considerably more

than that for January..
round

numbers

The

decrease

is $6,500,000.

The

in
coin

in ‘the Treasury has also increased, the
surplus now amounting to $102,000,000.
Gold is at present resting at about 113 1-2,
and we are manifestly approaching the
condition and time when the resumption
of specie payments cannot be delayed.
MARINE DISASTERS.
The past week has brought intelligence

The name

as he has given to this church; and thathe
never deserts those to whom he vouchsafes
holy zeal for his kingdom, such as he has be-

stowed on many here present.

Boston

Tetzel.

In this enlightened land, in this year of
our Lord, 1870, is

sent

out

from Boston,

Angel Guardian.

8. A plenary Indulgence in the hour of
death.
4. A partial Indulgence of three hundred
days as often as the members shall recite a
Pater, Ave, and Gloria Patria in honor of
the Angel Guardian.
* * * These are times for laying up

treasures in heaven.”

If this is not blasphemous, what is?
A. S.

taken

off by

the

steamer Colorado.

A dozen or fifteen are missing, some of
whom are supposed to have perished or become exhausted during the long walk to

Santa Maria, where they were taken on

the story ofthe barley cake that overturned the tents of Midian, did not straightway
go to his home and renounce the enterprise
because God was with him.
No, but on
the contrary, thus encouraged, he gathered
together his three hundred valiant men in
the darkness of the night, they broke’ the

board the Colorado.
The British steamer

Bombay

collided

with and sunk the U. 8. gunboat Oneida,on

the 24 of January, about 15 wiles from
Yokohama. Of the 176 men, who composed the officers and

ported saved.

crew, only 56 are re-

Signal guns were fired, and

pitchers, bade the torches shine, and shout-

cries for help were

ed the watchword, “The sword ‘of the Lord
and of Gideon! The sword of the Lord
and of Gideon!” Even sobe it with us at
this hour.
Knowing that God the Holy
Ghost is with us, left us lift the cry amid the
midnight of our age, ‘“The sword of the
Lord and of his Son Jesus!” and we shall
see what God will do, for he will surely put
to flight the armies of the aliens, and get
himself renown.

cident occurred, but the Bombay steamed
on her course, offering no assistance what-

But, brethren, let

us

combine

ever.

and break

fifties and

single effort made

the hun-

blessed, for the hungry must be fed; not
only men, but women and children must be
satisfied. ‘Behold, my brethren, this great
city, hungry and faint and ready to die.
Bring hither, all ye disciples of Christ,
your loaves and fishes,—I mean not to me,
but to the Master.
What you have of
ability, however slender, bring it out.
Christ will not begin to multiply till you
have brought forth all you have.
Miracles
are not to be expected till nature is brought
to a nonplus. - Bring out, then, whxtever of
talent or grace you have, consecraté.all to
Jesus, and thenas he begins to multi
stand ready as your Master's servants to
wait upon the crowd ; and if they push and

ill-fated

and the case will be thoroughly investigated.
In addition to the

entertained
steamer,

New
of

York
her

above losses, fears are

for the

safety

of the Inman

City of Boston, which sailed from

January.

for Liverpool on the 25th of
No

tidings

since

leaving

ward bound

have

been received

Halifax,

and

as in-

vessels experienced

heavy

gales about that time, it is feared that she
may have gone down.
Her owners, however, express confidence of her safety, and
think that her engines have become disabled, and that she is trying to make port
under canvas and againsthead winds. Al-

thrice blessed, nay, sevenfold blessed, to
turn a sinner from the error of his ways,

Nay,

vessel, and officers and men went

down at their posts. The conduct of the
English Captain is universally condemned,

till every soul shall have been supplied. Go
on, go on, and do not say thetoil is hard,
it is so blessed to do good to others.
It is
death.

The

Perfect discipline prevailed on board the

clamor, yet weary not, break still the bread

and save a soul from

to assist them.

boats were stove by the collision,

excepting one, in which the surgeon and
16 of the crew succeeded in reaching land.

with this

that Christ had

One shudders to think that such in-

Oneida’s

they must then go

the bread

made as soon as the ac-

humanity can be in human hearts. There
is no doubt that nearly the entire crew
might have been saved, had there been a

confidence in the Holy Spirit the most earnest effort on the part of every one to do
all he can. I have a scene before my mind’s
eye at this moment: I see in this church
and neighborhood the counterpart of the
mountain side when the multitude were
fainting for lack of bread.
They must be
fed, Christ willed it.
The disciples must
bring their barley loaves and fishes—what
were they among so many? Christ must
break and multiply.
The disciples must
among the many, the

Ja,

until

Let us be

wet with dew, and when by night he heard

dreds,

A

were safely landed, but the passengers suffered great hardships on the barren coast,

encouraged
by his presence.
Gideon,
when he obtained the token of the fleece

receive from his hand,

Wheeling, W. Va., Feb. 24.

weary

so,

the

Bremen

steamer,

Schmidt,

which

sailed from New York about six weeks
since, is not yet reported. Each of these
steamers have about 300 souls on board.
THE MORMONS TRAVEL.
Brigham Young is apparently seeking a
new country. He recently packed several
bales of housekeeping utensils, with which
he loaded several large ox-wagons,and with
these and a score or two of attendants con-

stituting his train, he has set his faee toward
Arizona.

Butone probable

reason

can

be

assigned
for this movement.
Brigham affirms that it is merely a sanitary movement,
undertaken in accordance with medieal ad-

vice for the sole end of improving his health.
It is suspected, however, that the malady is
in his spirit as much 3s in his body, and that

the continuance of the ** peculiar institution”
The recent
that your spirit is faint. My brother, your expression of counter opinions in Utah,
physical frame is weary, but be of good the rash conduct of several of his disciples
cheer. Do ye not hear them? Hearken, I in condemning polygamy, and the support
pray you! Up yonder there are angels which Mr: Cullom's bill has received in
bending from their thrones, and I think I Congress, have weighed quite heavily on
hear them say, ‘How blest a work to feed the Prophet's mind, and it is supposed that
the hungry, and those men, how honored to he i3 now in quest of a new home for-himbe permitted to hand round the Master's self and followers.
precious gift!” Do they not whisper, “We
CUBA.
would fain be with them?” One bright
Dispatches from Santiago report a most
spirit thinks he would exchange his crown inhuman butchery which recently occurred
with the meanest of the disciples, if he at that ‘place. The Spaviards elaimed to
might share the service of gospel teaching. have discovered the existence of a secret

not, though you

have been so long at it is his main object of interest.

| Might they not envy you—those blessed

Cuban organization there, and immediately

harpers upon the sea of glass? because you arrested about fifty of the leading citizens."
oan do what they cannot; youcan tell of There was a mere form of trial, the victims
Beechet’s Theology.
Jesus, you can fetch in the prodigals, you were condemned and speedily executed,
can find the lost jewels for the Master's with hardly any
positive evidence of guilt.
'
Responding to the reported claim of Dr, crown!
The number kill
and the condaet of the
Bellows, that Mr. Beecher wasa good Uni.
proceedings indidate a degree of barbarism
tarian, the Christian Union,

edited

by

the

Plymouth preacher himself, expresses its
satisfaction at Dr. Bellows’s conversion to

fift1a' ofthese things now, but will mention these regions beyond, and carry the glad coarser material for roofisg purposes and the orthodox faith, and proceeds thus :

i

10

is too small for- them. It does not compre| Notes from Wheeling.
-heind gil the truths which they have found
out.
Christ was only one round in the ladIt seems to me that Senate Bill, No. 27, der of progress; they have stepped on him
never will come up. These lawyers are so and gone higher. He did very well as an
of an unusual number of disasters at sea.
full of unexpressed wisdom! I wonder if acorn ; but oaks are able to bear acorns of
The Missionary schooner, Morning Star,
they ever get tired of hearing themselves their own, and'do not need to look back to
is reported wrecked on Ibionga Island, in
talk. Surely, everybody else does.
their ancestral germ.
Now such company
the Pacific Ocean, on the 18th of October
I mentioned in my last letter that a Res- will injure Dr. Bellows’s faith, while yet it last. She was built at East Boston in 1866,
olution had been introduced to rescind is tender,and unconfirmed.
for the American Board of Commissioners
West Virginia's ratification of the: XVth
for Foreign Missions, by contributions from
*
Amendment. While I was writing in the
the-children of the different religious 8ociSenate
Chamber,
John J. Davis,
an
Faith and Works.
eties which sustain "that Board. She has
erudite lawyer of the old Virginia pattern,
been used exclusively to keep up interwasmaking a four hours’ speech, to prove
Mr. Spurgeon concludes a sermon on course and carry Missionaries and supplies
the unconstitutionality of the XVth Con- “Work in us and Work by us,” wish this
between the Sandwich Islands ‘and other
stitutional Amendment.
His argument be- earnest, discriminating
and fervid ap- missionary portsin their vicinity. There
gan with the doctrine of John C. Calhoun, peal:
was more than a usual interest attached to
and ended with the logical conclusion, | The conclusion of the whole matter is the Morning Star, on account of the work
viz., that we have no general govern- just this. Let us combine the two things in which she was engaged, and we imagine
ment, or if we have il is usurpation. This
of which we have spoken. Dear brethren, that her place will be filled as speedily as
gentleman is fearfully agonized over what let us rely uponithe Holy Ghost; and the possible.
is known here as ‘Nigger Suffrage.”
The steamer Golden City, bound from
Holy Ghost only. Let us not go to warfare
I have been for a week or two collecting at our own charges.
Let us believe that San Francisco to. Panama with five hunstatistics in reference to the orthography, without the Lord nothing good can be done. dred passengers, was wrecked on the 22d
etymology,
&c., of cur Legislators. I But let us rest assured that Jesus is never of February on the coast of California. have succeeded in finding six who can absent where he gives the spirit of prayer, The passengers, baggage and treasure

Mass., the ‘ Athens of America?a circnlar
from Rev. Geo. F. Haskins offering for sale
Providence, for its own wise ends, gives us
the pardon of sin on terms spedified below.
all seasons, and that Omnipotence that doThe circular states that a great difficulty
eth all things well, we know will, in a few
stands
in the way of providing for the large
short months, dispel those huge snow
drifts, unlock the frozen streams, re-adorn | family in the ‘Home of the Angel Guardian,” in Boston, which purports to be an
those leatless trees and enrobe mountain,
‘asylum for orphans, homeless and wayhill and valley in richest green.
ward
boys, where all are alike taught the
The good people here, who are famous
principles
of the Catholic faith and the
for their hospitality and warm-heartedness,
are quite alive to the prospective importance virtues of a Catholic life.” ‘To aid in reof their place as a popular watering resort. moving the difficulty referred to, this Boston Tetzel otfers for $10, or $1 anbually,
Phe two rival spring companies have very
the privileges granted to benefactors of the
happily united under one: corporation, and
Society of the Angel Guardian, which he
consolidated their interests so as to work
says ‘‘ were graciously accorded by our
jointly and harmoniously for a common
Holy Father, Pope Pious IX., during my
good. A large and elegant hotel is to be
visit to Rome in 1854 :
in readiness for the coming season, and
1. A plenary Indulgence [i. e., entire foreverything gives promise that the comfort
and convenience of the visiting public will giveness of past sin] on the day of admission.
5
be duly attended to.
2. A plenary Indulgence, each year, on
The chalybeate waters, strong and pure,
the 2d of October, which is the feast of the
of the springs, seem adapted to a great va-

drink without money and without price.
work among the SanThe surrounding hills of this section are
South of them lies a rich in marble and slate deposits which,

them are the Church of England
zealously

is more

scorn to be called Christians.

storms;

health giving properties, of which

crow

work of the Lord Jesus Christ. Mr: Beech‘any but an expert.
2
er holds and teaches the doctrine of the
But we fear to trespass upon your space. Trinity as
was eld by his father, Dr.
But, above all other
and will close by expressing our gratefulap - Lyman Be 4er.
preciation of the many kindnesscs extended
things, Mr. Beecher’s ministry is peculiar
us by the good peaple whose hospitality foy an enthusiastic advocacy of the proper
we are enjoying, and with whom we have and absolute Divinity of the Lord Jesus
passed a most agreeable sojourn, now fast Christ! . . . Dr. Bellows must, therefore,
drawingto a close. We hope for a return allow us to rejoice over this new testimony
at some future
day to these grand old to the power of the truth upon the human
t mountains and a renewal of the precious soul. But he ought to shake off bad comfriendships that have sprung up among ‘pany. There are some men in the Conference who it is. generally believed, would
them,
ANTHON.

Stevenson,

frozen,

~ Events

eye of

vestments, and the skies heavy with

snow, the streams

tion of the Santal country, and thanks be
unto God for sending them.
North of

as the

design and finish as to deceive the

mountains cheerless in the glitter of glacial

than a hundred miles north of Midnapore.
These brethren will take up a good sec-

Ebenezer,

duces patterns frequently so elalforate in Spirit, the vicarious suffering and atoning

What a pity that Maine and New Hampshire have not been thus favored.
Iam glad to be able to say that there is
now, in W. Va.,.a very friendly feeling toward New England people. The majority
of the people are anxious for them to come
here. Any one wishing for information in
reference to the country, can address Gov.

in those sports and pastimes in the rural
surroucdings which give a ruddier tinge
to the cheek and promote the healthy action
of the whole system. Now much is changed.
The earth is deeply encrusted with

certainly efficacious in a great many cases
that have come under our observation.
Here again we cannot fail to recognize the
wonderful benevolence of providence in
sending us, bright and sparkling from the

MISSION FIELDS.

aries,

THE SAILOR MISSIONARY.

fed

ment

attention of people on the sub-

baffled in a thousand ways,

be located, that he

‘might in the first place master the language and then give himself up wholly to

—

These poor creatures don't realize that | methods adopted for conducting this Santal mission. Our Baptist brethren design |

come to the work with
tion of heart.

should

of Allehabad,

ago.
Mr. Wenger is a Swiss, and has
been in the field thirty years. He is engaged on the Bible translation work, and
stands at the head of Bengali scholars
among Indian missionaries. Mr. Evans is

Just a word

they are lost, how then can they receive
the gospel? But, thanks be to God, the
Word committed to us is itself calculated

engage the

at least,

There,. one

and your correspondent, in all, seven mis- |
MippLETON, FEB. 23, 1870.
sionaries from different parts of India. And
It may well be imagined that there is
it was a little singular that we should benothing very attractive at a watering place
long to seven different countries.
Mr.
at this season of the year. With the therPearce is an Englishman of upwards of
mometer indicating something below zero,
forty years’ experience in India, and your
{ and the chilling touch of the winds without,
readers may recollect his reminiscences of
giving one a feeling reminder of mid-win-

One buildeth high, another low,

“Je dese jaha nai tahar namo nai,”

a

Conference that was held for the purpose
of considering the claims of the Santal
work.
There were present, besides the
three brethren engaged directly in the
work, Rev. G. Pearce and Rev. J. Wenger,
of Calcutta,

God sends his happy birds abroad,—
“ They’re less than ships,” say we ;—
No moment passes but he knows
How many there should be.

I attended

man,

the increase.

sailor's

SANTAL CONFERENCE.

Men send their ships, the eager things,
To try their luck at sea;
But none can tell by note or count
How many there may be.

HEART

was not

simple title, “Is your heart right?”

et

—

and there

a Christian on board. One Sabbath morning the captain distributed tracts among

Bro. Skrefsrud, whois preparing a grammar and vocabulary for publication. -

Difference.

-

should raise our Ebenezer,

and that too at once. It is central asregards Midnapore, Chyebassa, Santipore

mand

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9, 1870.

we

and has been a sailor for many
told me the simple story of his

tion, and having followed the sea from his
boyhood, he had grown careless
hard.
To whom all letters on business, remittances of But it pleased God to convert him thepugh
money, &o., should be sent. All communications
the instrumentality of a little tract. He
designed for publication should be addressed to the
was at sea, on the voyage from Callao,
vance,

tals, where

is a'Swede;
years. He

No:

The
eneouraging fact or two, which came to tidings of salvation to this’ vast multitude of the finer for ornamental furniture.
Mr. Beecher preaches the sinfulness of
nowledge while at Ebenezer. One ignorant, degraded Santals? There is a latter undergo s a process of marbleizing, every living man, the indispensableness of
of costly merble, which pro- achange of heart wrought by the Holy
fairly swarming with-San- in-imitation

rare among
A little boy twelve years old once stopped
at a country tavern and paid for his lodging
and breakfast by sawing wood, ingtead of
Fifty years latter the
asking it asa gift.
same boy passed the same little inn as |
George Peabody the banker.

people claiming to be civilized.

as
victimes.
Oc

are amon
asked ths

3 American aay

ps
yir bo

pry yp fh Consul has also sent
frigate
ment a at Santiago
The excitement

very reat atlas accounts:

a
we

'

fie 2

BT
.

~_ Gommunications,

ing of Thomas Binney; and it may

be said

anthems, songs, and

Pitchers and Trumpets,” by Edwin

be unhappy in ministration.

Paxton

which

are

ment of its truths,”

But all speak-

the

argument

is

ina

this age must Thomas Binney be spoken of

the pulpit, or for the great occasion; then,

as the preacher to the young,tothe thought-

if the

ful and the earnest of the young—to young
men and young women ; in a word, to noble, eamest-hearted manhood.
He evidently hasmore sympathy with mental than
merely [emotional sorrows ; for sentiment-

and the self-possession of the soul be equal

al

sorrows he’perhaps

for

the seeming

of

has

no

largely adfliots) many

prominently

and there-

distinguishes

truth.
It is the case, no doubt,
many. states of mind and heart he
known or felt; but I believe he
attempted to speak to them.

I have had repeated to me

a tradition of

somewhere to ada very demure and

well-intentioned brother was fated to precede him. He divided his homily into two
parts ;—‘‘And first,” said he, ‘‘ young men,
that you are to be

men

of one

book, the Bible ; thas is the book you have
to read and expound, and you must know
other;

and

remember

a8

you

pass

through great cities, pray ‘Turn away mine
eyes from beholding vanity ;’ let your eyes
look straight on; the shops are nothingto
you, their shows,
gauds;” etc., etc.

their
When

prices, and
Mr. Binney

their
rose,

hesaid he was so ‘‘unfortunate as to have
to giveto them advice exactly opposite to

that they had just heard; hence,” he’ said,
‘“‘althongh
the reading of other men may
be slight, for amusement, or professional,
you must read everything.
Look at all
_books—bad books,

that,

if necessary,

you

‘nay brand them, or point the bad page to
the readers of them ; good books,

that you

may commend them; then, as you walk
through the streets, having prayed in the
study, keep your eyes

open

there;

look at

all things—prices and people—how they
buy and how they sell, the sellers and the
purchasers, the hours of labor and the hours
of rest; try to look at all, try to know the
whole tariff of trade, and do not be afraid
to find in it all matter for your sermon.
You are teachers!

Commend ‘yourselves to

every man's conscience in the sight of
God.” Know then the world’s thoughts and
the world’s ways, that you may be the
world’s masters and ministers.”
These
words

must

have

greatly

first tedious brother,

astonished

but how

the

much more

human and gdbd!
To Mr. Binney’s style I may applya
remark by way of characterization he has
himself used in prefacing oné of his discourses,—*‘It is of that rough, rude order—.

that artificial and somewhat exaggerated
sort of utterance, which I designedly adopt
when writing what is to be read to a mixed
multitude.”
Artificial, in the ordinary
‘sense of the word, his style can
said to be, only in the fact of a

usage of forms of expression

never be
conscious

which it is

well known will strike and tell. It is often
the case that a man describing a style of
thought or argument describes his own;
this, too, he has done when he says,—‘ An
illustration is' not a mere prettiness, an or-

namental phrase that might be left out
without detriment to the train of thought;
it is something which really lights up that
train of thought, and enables the reader or
hearer to ‘see the aim as well as feel the
force of the logic, when, the understanding

having done its work, passion

and

genius

shall crown the whole with some vivid illustration, which shall make it stand out
with a vivid’ distinctness that shall never

be forgotten! It is one great faculty of the
* mind, holding up a lighted torch to the

workmanship of another.”

Thisis

a very

fair description of all the greater efforts of
our writer, and of his usual style in the
pulpit. Itis a rare thing indeed to find in

union such a force of thought so wholly
free from dialectic bands, and winged by
so much

passion, yet with no

action,

ever

breaking against the ealm and dignity of
the lofoy purpose ; there are no prettiness-

" es inthe style—no elegant
fancy dandyism of ‘dress

and

tropology, or
adornment.

Everything there seenis necessary—passion
‘and thought hold each other in check, and

for

of freedom,

give a glitter to a paragraph.

On the con-

trary, there is nothing cold; there is great
idiomatic strength, frequently in his preaching there

is

great 'terseness;

but

in

the

written sermon this yields to argument and
to the sustained and resolute conception of
the topic.
:
The author of the Lamps of the Temple
has introduced into his sketch of the subject of these remarks many illustrations of
his

combined

humanity

and

humor.

He

that

many of those racy words will be found
which atonce relieved the discourse and
lightened the argument,
and perhaps waksublime is ed up some drowsy auditor;
but in his

mind,

the

printed discourses there are

many

of those

tion.

They are penitential, jubilant, adora-

tive, deprecatory ;—they are tender, mourn-

ful, joyous, majestic; soft as the descent of
dew ; low as the whisper of

love;

loud as

the voice of thunder $terrible as the Almightiness of God! The effect of some of

the centric shock of his, in those days, cave-

What is meant by a call tothe ministry?

impenitent is one evidence of this call.
True it is, that many of the laity havea

and the change becomes
world.
¢

Sn

says unto

these” things,
heart;

visible

whereunto

son, give me
they

do

take earnest heed, until the day star arise in
their hearts.
“J. W.S.

Chips.

The true saint, like his Master,

tioned by Paul, they are not called
to the

nothing to do, and the

long a8 he neglects the principal duty, his
religious enjoyments will be small, and the
extent of his influence circumscribed. A
desire to enter the ministry will not arise
from selfish motives, but purely to do

The poorest mén are those who have
those who make
of life.

multitude,—there

would

be

every ‘variety of ‘‘pleasant movement,” and
all the forms and forces of sodnd, personal
recitative ; individual song; dual and semichoral antiphonal response ; burst and swell
of voice and instruments; attenuated ca-

talk so.

much

about ; they think it would be more proper
to term it a change of the head; as people

as nails ;” they are also as ‘rivers

They think. God has nothing to do with this
change of character whatever. Hence we
see a disposition in all these characters to
rob God of the glory that belongs to him.
We do not wonder they can not fully comprehend the meaning of this new birth, for
it is understood only by experience. .

of water

in a dry place;” and the reader will believe
that those, scenes stand out in the
them in the temple service must have been
memory for the life they communicated.
immense. Sung by numbers carefully * instructed,” and accompanied by those who The memory of some of those tones is
the first surprise of some
could play “skillfully ;” arranged in parts thrilling yet;
sudden turn of thought comes upon me
for “courses” and individuals, who answered each other in alternate verse ;—various now; I am again one of that vast congrevoices, single and combined, being ¢ lift gation of young men—the first, perhaps, of
ed up,” sometimes in specific and ¢* pergon- that kind ever seen in London ; I feel again,
al” expression, as the high service deepen- as then I felt, the honor of being born for
ed and advanced,—priests, Levites, the ' manhood—bo¥n to live in a hard, strugthe

Christians

lessly worn but beautifully glossy hair; and
soon, with a cogent appeal to practical
thought the end. “The words of thewise are

gling, much-enduring world.

Certainly,

think

and act from

the brain, they believe.

Nicodemus, a Pharisee and ruler of the
Jews, could not see how these things could
be;

but Jesus plainly

told him, ‘excepta

man be born again he can not see the king-

dom of God"; yet Nicodemus could not understand it. Again, Jesus said unto him,

in the days of youth, many of my first wid-

“except 2 man be born of water and of the

er conceptions

Spirit he can not enter into the kingdom of

of the reality

ness of life.were given

to

me

and
by

nobtleThomas

Binney.

/

a

God.” Jesus also taught that from the
heart proceed all evil thoughts and com| munications;

and

from

the abundance of

the heart the mouth speaketh,
wr
dence; apostrophe and repeat
; united, full,
Opportunity is the flower of time; and as | We understand, then, that the heart is
harmonious, combinations,
With such a
service, and such psalms, it was natural the s'alk may remain when the flower is not only the seat of life, but the seat of ac-

that the Hebrews shoud love with enthusi- cut off, ‘to time may be with us when op| asm and learn with elight, their national portunity is gone for ver.
i

:

»

tion, also; and when we let Christ into our

heart he purifieth it and cleanseth it from

fyey
v

»
0

——

There is,in the Old Testament, this story :
Hazael was the favorite of Benhadad king
of Syria. And Benhadad was sick. Hearing that Elisha was come to Damascus, he
sent Hazael to him with costly presents, to
know if he should recover.
When the man
of God saw him he burst into tears.
And

The Pharisee’s ‘‘swéet hour of pray:
er” is always when there are men to see

and hear.

Little Beginnings,

thine

well, if they |

will often *‘go apart” to pray.

holy and consecrated work of the ministry.
One thus called will be unhappy in the pursuit of any other employment.
In his
view, everything of a worldly
nature
sinks
into comparative
insignificance,
when compared with the transcendently
glorious work of preaching Christ. He

to the

all that understand not |

‘My

Solemn view of the worth of souls; yet, if
they lack some of the qualifications men-

heart-work - that

Select
elections,

pall sin,
It is then that the ‘new born
| soul thinks, talks, acts, aided by the Spirit;

has offered, also, an apology for the introduction of humor into the pulpit; and in
can not endure the thought of spending his
this particular has placed Mr. Binney by life in accumulating wealth, or in seeking
the side of some eminent and illustrious the honors and emoluments of the world.
names, especially Latimer and South. I He will feel that he has a more important
have no need, therefore, to enlarge here mission to fill.
by way of defense, but it’ may suffice to
He who is called to preach and refuses to
say that Mr. Binney uses humor and wit, obey the call,can not be so usefual,nor serve
he does not abuse them.
In his print- God so effectually as he could otherwise. So

ed discourses it is not to be expected

.

most unhappy are

happiness their chief aim

The ‘most ignorant are those who

Hazael said, Why weepeth my Lord?

And

he answered, I k
the evil that thou
wilt do unto the children of Israel; their
strongholds wilt thou set on fire, and their
young men wilt thou slay with the sword
and wilt dash their children and wilt Ti
up their women with child.
And Haz
answered in amazement and perhaps in
horror, ‘Is thy servant a dog that he should
do this thing P" And Hazael went back and
told the king that he should recover of his

‘know best of themselves, and the most noillness, and the next day took a thick cloth
ble are those who are most honest. The Land dipped it in water, and spread it on his
greatest are those who feel themselvesto be
the least; and the best preacher is he whose
life most nearly resembles the life and example of Christ.

master’s face so that he died, and reigned
in his stead, and went on to do those very

things which were
does a man know

prophesied.
So little
himself, and to what

Fectlias little deviating from the right may
ead.
fhe
‘
The temptations a young man will maingives more pleasure than actual possession ;

—The

anticipation of worldly

riches

but it is- otherwise with heavenly riches.

ly find himself exposed to will come

from

The human mind can readily compass all the society of which he finds himself a part,
fronx his companions, from. his occupation.
the known regions of space, measuring the | here are of course temptations in himself,
distances of remotest stars, but it can not but they are more or less affected—created,
behold the glories of the saint's eternal Shaped, intensified—by his external relaons.
;
home, at present, only as ‘‘through a glass
None of these, however, assert their full
darkly”; nor can the heart of man conceive power
at once. A man does not see, does
of those things which the Lord has prepared not suspect the end to which they lead from
for those who love him.
She Vogiinning: . He will not believe

~The real heroes of the cross may not

human touches which can only proceed good, to save souls and to honor God. He always be known.
Unnoticed by the
who has any other motive in view, can not
from the humorous pencil, for human and
world,
they
are
performing
those deeds of
be called of God to the work.
humor are one.
Thus he describes the
moral heroism over which angels’rejoice.
neath the very weight of ‘ the burden of mere popular preacher as ‘‘a strolling star, _ The church, if it have any spiritual dis- Were the fires of persecution again tq be
the Word of the Lord.”
But even in the tempting benevolence with a promise of cernment, will sometimes be able to de- faced, doubtless many that are now first
cide upon the validity of one's call. Those
failure of such .souls there is the sign of pleasure.”
:
would prove to be ingloriously last, while
who are subjects of divine grace will, in
that which is greater than the finest suc. others who are now of little account, would
Would that I could carry you back to an
cesses of other men ; even as we have seen, old scene in the Weigh House, beginning many instances, be better judges of our
prove to be as “‘gold tried in the fire.”
when Robert Hall broke down in the pulpit with my experience nearly a quarter of a ministerial qualifications than we ourselves
There are those who sincerely atcan be. Then if a church that is alive in
in his first efforts, his failure sent old Dr. century back.
Thither I often went on a
tempt to worship God secretly. without
the
cause
of
God,
is
convinced
that
one
or
Ryland to his knees in prayer,that so prom- Sabbath evening.
The singing always
making public profession; and there are
ising a spirit might be kept for the church. hearty and strong, but profoundly devo- more of her members have this call, it others who make public professions withshould generally be taken for granted that
Sacreflly and seriously prepared, the tional and clear;
the minister standing
out any inclination to or delight in secret
such should preach the gospel.
or er of the thought established in the mind, there tall, still, collected, and announcing
In addition to the qualifications necessary prayer. Bothclasses, when weighed in the
and the ‘emotions felf,-but held: in leash,
thé hymn.
Then the prayer, always so to Christian character and usefulness in balance, are found wanting, but the former
ready for $48 ppl
surely this gives fresh, and hallowing and real; then the
any other sphere in life, the minister must. are nearer the kingdom of God than the
some conception of the way in which men sermon, in which somehow everybody felt
have access to that fountain .of divine grace latter.
may preach; and while there is, perhaps,
as if the preacher were talking with him. so essential to ministerial success. Without
That Cain's offering was rejected
no necessity that this should be the ordina- Preaching of all’ kinds and styles, but althis the ministry would degenerate to a mere while Abel's was accepted, proves that,
ry process of preparation, yet men who ways new, always fresh, to a young mind.
profession, as law, medicine, or teaching. prior to this, the Creator had given man a
have really been prophets, and have had What scenes I have beheld there! SomeBut this is not God's economy.
: law of worship; for otherwise they would
communion with souls, have usually pre- times the preacher,standing in perfect,cool,
S. H. B.
have been alike accepted. In Abel's ofpared thus, and thus men must prepare if supreme command, holding all the hearts
Arioo}
fering
we see, 1. Without obedience to
they would have their preaching to become of the audience in his hand, and doing
God
all
worship is mockery.
2. Thereis
Help
to
Pastors.
a power. Hence, although Mr. Binney’s’ what he would with their tears.
Such was
here
a
recognition
of
human
sinfulness,
for
———
.
2
books are mostly “small, they are thought bis sermon for Robert M'Kenzie, the cowhich
no
fruits
of
the
ground,
or
good
Every
pastor
ought
to
hail
with
joy
the
books. A sermon is sometimes a closely pastor of Dr. Wardlaw, lost in the wreck of
compacted compendium of the process of the Pegasus. Always all along the preach- presence of Rev. C. O. Libby in his field of works of man could atone. 38. Thereisa
labor. His spirit commends him as the recognition of the honor and majesty of
thought, and the delineation of truth on the ing was heard—
|
representative of our F. M. interest. His God’s law, which could be satisfied with
subject of which he treats.
Far from beearnest efforts tend to give force to the la- nothing short of the death of man or of
The still, sad music of humanity.
ing mere sermons in the ordinary sense—
bors of the pastor inthis good work. His some one in his stead. Thus Abel’s offerthat is, a slight, sketchy illustration ofa
Scarcely ever did the preacher dilate on manner of unfolding the wants of the hea- ing recognized the truth, ‘‘that without the
text—they often, like the sermons of BarNature, or any of her majestics; his landshedding of blood there is no remission of
row, exhaust a subject, thus—‘‘ The Law scapes were always the hights and depths then is both interesting and impressive.
sins”; and all the saints since his day have
Many,
doubtless,
may
be
awakened
by
him
our Schoolmaster,” thus, ‘¢ Salvation.
by
of human souls, or the solemn mountain
built their hopes upon the same foundato enlist in the cause of missions, that the
Fire and Fullness,” thus, ¢ Life and Impasses and peaks of abstract thought, and pastor could not successfully reach. While tion, All religious forms and schemes,
mortality brought te Light;” each is an ed- the more gloomsome questions of human
ifice of Christian theology. But Mr. Binney history. Sometimes the sermon was *‘ one his heart yearns so deeply for the F. M. however grand and imposing, which fail
rears for himself; scholastic, scientific the- perfect chrysolite”of pure abstract thought, work, he has also a spirit of sympathy and to recognize ‘Christ our sacrifice,” are to
words of appeal for our Home Mission in- be counted as Cain's offering. As no one
ology is unknown here; the
preacher's very variously impressing
the hearers; terest. We had an appointment on the under the former dispensation was good
soul, the Bible, and the Spirit build togeth- sometimes a spirit floating in an ether of its
the
second Sabbath in Feb. to take a collec- enough to be accepted of God without
er, and alone.
. . .
:
own world; and sometimes, like a spent
tion for Home Missions. Bro. L. spent bleeding sacrifice, so none now can hope
Ang, at the risk of quoting too freely, I swimmer, toiling, raftless and buoyless, that Sabbath with us, and I was glad to for acceptance only as they plead the merAt a later
must present the comprehensive and glow- over and through a difficult sea.
know from his own efforts, thathe had a its of the Lamb of God slain for them.
period, I heard many of the ‘‘ Lectures on
ing delineation of the Psalms of David in
God's acceptance of Abel's offering
heart to aid the Home, as well as the ForProverbs ;” truth to say, too, I beheld scenes
was so manifest, that even a Cain knew it;
eign Mission.
THE SERVICE OF SONG.
of strange humor flowing over that great
May God bless his faithful labors and and all who truly worship God, may like“The songs of Solomon were a thousand assembly; but look whichever way we
crown
them with
abundant success. If wise have such manifestations of divine
and five.
But, how shall we describe will, we are compelled to see that tall,compastors
and
churches
cheerfully sustain our favor as to convince even a wicked world
those of the Psalms? Than Solomon’s fewer manding figure slowly shaking itself into missions, greater blessings will yet be be- that ‘the Lord is with them of a truth.”
action,
as
a
lion
might
shake
the
dewdrops
in number, but of higher inspiration and
stowed upon our denominational efforts.
“Every scribe which is instructed
richer thought. As to their ‘‘form,” they and the sleep from his mane, after a night
. Gonic, N. H. _
G.J. A.
unto
the
kingdom of heaven, is like unto a
in
the
cave;
the
hand
slowly
passing
include all varieties of lyric composition ;
householder,
which bringeth forth out of
through
the
hair
on
one
side
of
the
head
;
the
they are of every character as to the nature
his treasures things new and old.” How
The New Birth.
of their subjects, and of all shades and col- speech, now a little more rapid, 80 rapid
many valuable treasures will he find in the
ors of poetic feeling; butas to their es. tnat the speaker saves himself from stumbOld
Testament! Old as they may be, they
ling
by
picking
up
the
last
word,
pronouncMen
of
the
world
hate
to
believe
that
sence,” they areas a Light from heaven or
an Oracle from the sanctuary ;—they dis- ing it again, and making it the starting they must be born again; hence some re- are of priceless value. The ten commandpuint of a new sentence; then the sentence, fuse to believe the Scriptures, because they ments have all the binding force upon the
cover secrets,
Divine and human ;—they
world which they had when first promullay open the Holy of Holies of both God or the division, completed ; and the heaving teach this doctrine, and spend their money,
gated.
The biographies of those who
of
a
long
sigh,
audible
over
the
whole
time
and
abilities,
in
fighting
against
God
;
and man, for they reveal the hidden things
walked with God, ‘of whom the world
chapel,
and
a
feeling
of
indeterminateness
and
as
a
consequence
must
suffer
his
wrath
belongingto both, as the life of the one is
was not worthy,” lose none of their value,
developed in the other.
The Psalms are from the speaker passing to the hearer; that they have been so willingto kindle.
though time bends towards its tomb. The
then some broken words, a careless use of Others believe a part of the word of God,—
the depositories
of the mysteries, the
old rites and ceremonies of the Jewish
record of the struggles, the wailing when the left hand and the forefinger and thumb in fact are willing to believe all but that
church
‘contain living lessons, and have a
of
the
right
hand,
engaged
as
if
the
preachwhich calls for self-sacrifice; but to . be
worsted, the pmans when triumphant of
significance which the world would do well
er, instead of standing
in the pulpit, were
changed
into
a
new
creature
and
commence
that life.
They are the thousand-voiced
standing in the cogpositors’ room, throw- a new lifeis too much to accept.
God is still’ to heed. Those old altars, stained
of the Church, uttering from within, from
ing type into ‘‘pye.” Then, perhaps, some
too good, they say, to require such great with the blood of so many victims, taught
the secret depthsand chambers of her bedark question casts a strange shadow across things of such feeble creatures; and thus to generation after generation the great
ing, her spiritual consciousness,—all that
no one of their number was
For instande—*‘Could God they put from them the most important truth, that
she remembers, experiences, believes; suf- his thought.
by power destroy sin? Could He by a truths of the gospel until it is too late to be good enough to be justified of God otherfers from sin. and the flesh, fears from
physical act annihilate it? Could he make benefited by them.
wisethan by the ‘shedding of blood for
earth or hell, achieves by heavenly succor,
a seraph out of .a-=Tiberias or a Borgia,
In this day of
While some of the more candid admit the remission of sins.”
and hopes from God and his Christ. They
each retaining his memory
and conscious- there is a change in men’s lives whom they
boasted light, the world and a part of the
never can be outgrown.
No Dispensation,
ness, as he can make an angel or an arch- beliege to be Christians, yet they attribute church seem to be ignorant of this imporwhile the world stands and continues what
:
angel out of nothing?” And now. the. it to the man that makes up his mind to re- tant-truth.
it is, can ever raise ug above the reach or
wheel is in motion, and words come, blow form, and then acts up to his purpose.
Here, too, inthis old treasury of divine
need of them, They describe every spiritafter blow; and the preacher, as he ad- They think there is nothing deeper than truth, we find those evidences of the diual vicissitude ; they speak to all classes of
vances to the close, puts ‘his hand through this about it. They do not understand this vine origin of Christianity which nothing
minds; they command every natural emo-

monarch,

80 produce 8 truly admirable unity; hence
thought never seems cold, becanse it is

winged by genius, and the genius is never
undiseiplined:or
wild, because it is. com-

mind is free, or capable

9, 1870.

heart that lives its teachings and its uttered
impulses,to whom it is impossible to preach
traditions, must often fail—fail perhaps be-

‘his preaching than its humanness—its re-

our preacher.
Called
dress some students,

value .of

earnest,

ages of the subject, then how
the power! Of course the free

so

fore héunderstarids and speaks to living
“gounls; thmg io man has done moreto bring
to an end that sentimental style of talk
which proffers: consolations never felt, to
souls by whom they are never needed.
‘more

and

\

enemies required ©f them this capacity. One 80 called must possess the
seriousness or derision ‘it qualifications mentioned by St. Paul in first
‘the words of a song,” and | Timothy 8:1—7. His mind, on the subone of the songsof Zion."
ject of preaching the gospel, must be deep+ To the order of men of genius' eminently ly imbued with the influences ofthe Holy
does Mr. Binney belong. In his sermons Spirit. This internal or special call exhibthere is nothing florid, flickering, or fine; its itself in a great variety of ways.
nothing merely said to finish a period, or to
A sense of ihe deplorable condition of the

hints before the eye—then when long preparation has toned down all the superfluous
and meretricious adornments,or append-

Christian souls, and

lives,

long,

the

to its instincts, then the notes and papers
all discarded, or only in brief prompting

needs—a#
itis a seeming itself—the ministry and @onsolation which seems, he has
no sympathy; all about him and about his
words isgithoroughly human ‘and thoroughly real; inall he«says he

this is indeed

preparation, clear,

sympathy;

suffering which

And

‘

Henee it upon certain individuals to serve God in

wasthat their
(whether in
matters not,)
said‘ sing us

blaze.

no

x

Call to the Ministry,

amon

recitation by tongue and harp.

here brought together. Mr. Hood says:
Pre-eminently beyond most preachers of

remember

x

treasures of verse, and devoted to their{fi implies, to say the least, a duty devolving

ers who speak not merely wordsof rote
must well know that state in which the
accoun of Rev. Thomas Binney, minis- mind is pursuing its way in public, attemptter at Weiga House Chapel, London, es- ing to set forth thoughts perhaps rather
pecially interesting and instructive.
Hav- | pondered than either perceived or felt; the
ing heard Mr. Binney in his own pulpit, mind arrives at a certain stage of its jour-and been strongly impressed by his char- ney, where it drops the spark which sets
acter and preaching, we are glad to meet fire to the concealed, the hitherto unknown
such an appreciative and thoughtful pres- wealth, there
are juices and spices for the
entation of him as Mr. Hood has given us. incense, there is fuel tor the flame, there is
Believing that the account will be interest- oil for the lamp. Admirably has Mr. Bining to othersas well as to ourselves, we ney himself described this state when he
give our readers some liberal extracts from speaks of ministers ‘‘who are never visited
Mr. Hood's second volume.
The whole by gushesof light irradiating the word—
chapteris too long for use, and we quote
never filled with emotions of solemn rapture from the vivid impressions and enjoyonly one of the several extracts from Mr.
discourses,

nor is it|

the heathen asa people possessed of toss

Hood. Among many other excellent things
contained in this work, we have found his

Binney's published

melodies;

surprising that they were known

he is only happy when he sees clearly;
and happy are those moments to the hearers
| too, when the understanding and the emotions are en rapport. The reason, at any
A Pulpit Monograph.
time, any speech is uneffective upon the
Sometime since, we noticed, with strong hearers is because either the statement is
" commendation along with some exception- not clearly seen or clearly felt—with Mr.
aljcriticism, the volumes, erititled ‘‘Lamps, Binney, eminently not to see clearly is to

ality and
there are
has not
has never

TRL
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na

Nothing

LO

one

who warns him

about results.

does not seethem, so

he ‘will not believe

them. But nothing grows more
and secretly than the power of temptation.
It begins a little thing, asthe mighty river
begins , in some tiny, for back spring.
It
WS upon you astropical

emics grow.

ts power lies in the swiftness of attack,
the

insidiousness

of repetition; the added

strength
that every repetition gives.
A
man
first only an evil desire, them it.
grows to a wish,then to a purpose,then to's

eed, and then to many deeds or to some
bigone. You couldnt make him believe

what danger lay in that far-back evil desire.
He will not allow that any such innocent
looking thing has any harm in it.
But Judas had first only an avaricious feeling,
then it became a longing, then,

as

he

han-

dled the money in the bag'in which the disciples kept theirlittle property, he began
to take it, and at last thirty pieces of silver

tempted him to betray his

Master.

Hazael

dignation,

servant

a

shrunk with horror from the picture Elisha
drew. He answered in confidence—in in‘What,

is

thy

dog

that he should do this thing?” Yet the
prophecy worked in him.
It mastered every props of loyalty, friendship and
principle;

he

killed his master, and entered

relentlessly on the very career he had shrunk
from, became even worse than the prophet
had said.
ort
fay
Just so subtle and insidiousis the power
of temptation in us all, as every man finds
in his own experience. At firstit is some-

thing just a little wrong, something
excites no suspicion, something

that

not wrong

at all, only one of the things he haa

better

not do. You could not give a moral reason, lay down a law against it, only he had
better not do it. He repeats it. You can’t
define the reason of your caution to him or
your apprehension for him, nor can
you
draw the line where .the repetition tr
the difference, and the thing becomes positively injurious, immoral or fatal. Atoms
make the solid reefs on. which. great ships
go down; trifling things re
ed break
the strongest frames ; and so little yieldings
give, at list, a power to temptation, gigantic and

tyrannous,

and

the man’ is over-

whelmed by them before he realizes that
in an any wa
has lost self-mastery. Or
you recognize the danger in the outset.
here is something you know you ought
not to yield to.
Itis persistent and imperious, and it has that fatal ally within yourself without which its appeals would be

powerless—for it is the traitor within that,

after all, makes the mischief.
| danger rather

pleases,

The sense of

excites,

adds

zest.

You know you shan't yield, so you toy with
it a8 man with poisonousreptiles. You aréwary for a while, but you become bold,
careless, the fatal

while

Then

you

are

fang

showing

is

off

planted in you

your power.

conscience rouses, has its say, inflicts

its lash ; or

consequences

show themselves,

or the great fear of detection
you must cover up the wrong.

comes, and
The terri-

ble, oftentimes fatal, next step is necessitat~

ed—the step you never dreamed of taking,’
that you shrink from and shudder at as
Hazael did. You didnot mean to- go so
tar, did not dream of this, but inexorable
law—an interior impulsion, an exterior
compulsion—goads you. You are no more
your own master, have not the power of
holding back. ' You are like the locomotive
on the downward grade, the rails coated
with ice, no grapple for the brakes, the
wheels slipping, the head of steam full and
not to be shut off, the deep, dark, broad,
black gulf before, and the headlong, inevitable, deadly plunge from which no law of
matter orof man or of God can save it!
And that point is reached before the reckless, desperate man is aware.
The downgrade is under him before he detects the
shiftin the level. He passes the point of
hope while he yet flatters himself upon the
time and power of recovery.
He may apply all known outward means to stay his
career, but they don’t take

hold.

He

has

lost the power to grapple, and becomes, at
last, inevitably, utterly, hopelessly, the
prey of that thing which once he laughed
can shake. And here we find some of the at as having no power to injure him. Not
the most detersublimest poetry which mortals have ever the most desperate man,
known. And then we may turn to old mined scoundrel, but is surprised to find
where he has not dreamed te be,
prophecies, thousands of years old, which himself
with no power of recoil amid his terrors
are now fulfilling before our eyes.
: and agonies. We are not born scoundrels
We open the New Testament, and here
any more than we fre born saints.
We
laid open to our view, are many wonderful grow into either gradually.
This
gradual power and over-power of
things which prophets and wise men ‘‘detemptation is-one of the worst things about
sired to see, but did not see them.” How it. If we but realized results, there would
rich indeed are those who love the Bible,
be scarely the shadow of difficulty, Hazael,
and who can understand. it, and claim its Judas, no one would lave begun: to yield
had they known
what a first yielding
promises!
re
entailed.; If results were at once before
—The child of God has meat to eat

which the world knows not of; but false
professors live on a mixture of worldliness
and

folly,

with

very

little

religion

for

spice.

Sonie of the publications of our day
in

one

respect

resemble

gold.

A

small

amount of gold will spread over a very
large surface, so a half dozen thoughts are
expanded into a large and popular volume,
J. HaxpewN,

If the’ sun is going down, look up to the
starg—if the earth is dark, keep jour eyes

on'h-aven,

R

m—

i

us, sheer and abrupt, we should “at once
draw back. A man with a precipice before
him starts back and is safe, hut a land-slide

loosens itself, has fatally started before it is

noticed, and 17@t till we are helplessly under
way do we see the danger.
That is why
heathen philosophy as well as Christ put the
emphasis on to the entrance into temptation.

1t is at the gate which leads to destruction

that tho struggle is to be.
Enter, once
pass it,’and you are beset by all sorts,of

things you cannot

name or number.

The

record of the gallows uniformly is. that the

first step was the fatal one; that
ceeding step followed surely and
the links of the chain follow each
the side of the vessel, when the
dropped into thé black abyss.

cach sucrapidly as
other over
atchor fe .

.
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MORNING

you see my hand is withered? How can I
do any thing. They are members of the
Christian churches. But the work of the

Thine.

STAR:

the resurrection” shine all around the glow-

ing heavens! what an effulgence lies on
They have a nae to live while they are the destiny of the soul as the faceof the
n the burn
eser
dead. They are mere hangers‘on to the Crucified shines upon it! and what possiOr pd pn green I'm fed,—
life of‘others. They give no life to any one. bilities of attainment, beautiful and joysunshine
or
sors
the
‘Whether
They are utterly useless, yet their names giving, rise afar in the delighted vision!
take ;
a
<a B
encumber the church books.
; -| Yes, reach by earnest prayer these mounts
ep is in Thine, my Father;
po
Thou wilt not Thy child forsake.
One of these hangers-on lately had: a of precious communion and discovery, and
dream®-and dreams teach some wholesome you are more and more amazed at the subAnd it shall not cause me sorrow, °
truths sometimes, and so it did in this lime spectacle of Calvary, you are touched
Though the path be steep and rough;
into a deeper contrition, are more and
case.
:
I am Thine, Thine own forever,
"And that shall be joy enough.
She dreamed that she died,” and was more enamored of the beauty of the King
Thine is the care, my Father,—
borne by two angels, and let down within and of the life that is hid inhim, Then
The work of providing, Thine;
the gates of ‘the Celestial City. "They the forbidden world not only assumes its
Only the trust and pleasure
stretched her out before them. She lay proper place in your: regard, but the prom=~ “And the calm content are mine.
there as she lay when she was dying. One ised world widens and glows in the embrace
Neither shall I be anxious;
of a horizon whose light is the smile of God.
said to the other, in evident surprise,—
For the dear ones whom I love,
The heart learns there the mystery of trial,
‘
What
a
little
Christian
!”
H
From Thee are never absent,—
¢‘ Yes,” said the. other; .‘‘ the smallest is fortified to endure patiently, discovers
Thou reachest them from above;
Christian, I am sure, that. ever entered the deepest malignity of sin, tastes the.
And, Lord, I know they are dearer
To Thee than they are to me;
savor of Christ's indescribable sweetness,
heaven.”
Bo I only ask Thee to take them,
and comprehends the meaning of life as it
‘‘
Let
us
get
the
golden
measuring
rod,”
And do as it pleaseth Thee.
is sphered inthe awful splendors of eternisaid tke first, ¢* and measure her.”
‘“ No, no!” said the second angel, ‘¢ let ty.—Independent.
But others are only strangers, ©
And know not the
perfect peace
ue do no such thing. She is not worth measOf those who, beneath
Thy banner,
uring.”
Are finding their sorrows cease.
This vision of herself, as ‘the smallest
They are away in the darkness,—
Christian in heaven,” was the means of
In the gloomy and silgnt night;
making her one of the most active ChmsO Father, receive them also
/
scssntiy
fp lene
And welcorne them into the light..
tians on earth; and when she gets to
To many this extract from McDonald’s
heaven, she wili be welcomed ‘as the good
8o, then, it will not matter,
and faithful servant. She, who could find “Annals of a Quiet Neighbor-hood,” will
Whatever the future be;
Gladly we take our journey,
nothing to do. in times gone by, and so did give a new view of the guilt that goes with
Ledvifid Lie rest 3s Tees
"
:
nothing, now finds her hands full of labor,
being the victim of the saddest crime that
And in
ness, or
m, or tempest,
and ‘she is working with all her might to
* Stil shall
the
best light shine,
is committed :
win
souls
to
Christ,
and
works
not
in
vain.
And the joy shall come top.qur spirits ;
“Catherine Weir,” I said, “did not God
She
is
not
a
noisy
Christian,
but
she
is
a
For, F
er, we all aré Thine.
ive you a house to keep fair and pure for
stirring one. She takes a Sunday school
he
m? | Did youlkeep it such P”
class of young ladies, and such is the spirit
‘He told me \lies,” she éried. fiercely,
of faithfulness and benevolence that she can
% Barrel-Organ Teachers.
deemed to pierce through
scarcely speak to one of her dear pupils be- with a cry that
fore she is melted intq a flood of Wesping. the storm over
our heads up toward the
everlasting justice.
¢¢ He lied, and
I trustThe barrel-organ is an ingeniously con- She can scarcely say, ‘‘ Let us pray toget!
structed instrument. It requires aboutas er,” before both are upon their knees. She ed. For his sake I sinned, and he threw
little skill to play correctly on one as on can hardly recommend Jesus as worthy of me from him.”
“You gave him what was not yoursto
love and trust before a spirit springs up
any other known instrument
of mugic.
you to cast your
When it isin good repair; and in the hands that is a new creation in that trusting heart, give. What right had
: earl before a swine? - But dare you say
of one who is skilled in playing on it, and .and she is created anew in Christ Jesus.
‘When this lady comes home to glory, she it was all for his sake you did it? Wasit
when the pla; ing is not continued too long,
Was there no selfindulthe music f
easantly on the ear of the will not enter heaven with a withered all self-denial
when its bel-

But

listener.

unaccustomed

w wheezy, its pipes are out of
lows
tune, and its machinery becomes rickety
and disjointed, the sensation produced by

its tones isone of weariness rather than of

joy. In fact, the effect produced by the
music of barrel-organs, which are from

time to time played at street corners, is
such, in many instances, as to cause the

neighbors to offer a pecuuiary inducement
to the proprietor of the barrel-organ to exercise

his instrument

anywhere

tunes
with

are

played

over

It is that the same
and

over

again,

ever wearying recurrence.

The writer never owned a barrel-organ,
nor does he remember ever to have playéd

a

note

on

one.

And

he

has

often won-

dered exactly what must be the effect produced on the minds of their owners by the
constant repetition of the same tune or tunes.

Probably the musician who grinds out tune
after tune from his wearisome organ thinks
little, and cares less, what particular tune
is being ground.
And it is more than
likely
that the organist would feel no serious loss, nor realize

any great difference,

if mischievous boys were vo unship the con-

nection

between

gence?”

come home to heaven with her crown all
ablaze with stars of glory. She was reproved by her thoughigin her dream. Her
Christian life had been all a dream before.
‘Butnow it is all wide awake and real. _ .
Oh!

Christian

sisters

in

this

hands

meeting,

the crank and the barrel,

- and leave him to turn the crank without
bringing forth a note of his customary mu-

It is said that Jesus went up into a mountain apart to pray. If occasional seclusion
it is good for his

disciples. For his spiritual interests a man
needs to go apart now and then to consider
the true mednings of life, and the state and
bearings of his own soul. Separate fora
season from the din and struggle of the
best discover how far he de-

pends for his chief good upon whatis material and unsubstantial, and how far the
things of sense are controlling his inner
life. As from the solitude of his contemplation he sees pleasure disrobed of its enchantments, the illusions that bewilder and

lead astray, the toils that are inspired by
covetousness and the interests that are begotten in lust and vanity, how the luster
dies from the splendors of wealth and
place, and

much that once looked so allur-

ing in the eyes of sense
grows hollow and
hastly in the awful radiance of eternity.
ere,

in

sight of reality,

he

can

them

drop

from

strength of the woman is as

Prayer on the Mountain,

world, he can

head, let

take

a

the

by her

your

father on

earth, you

rage

over

your injuries, and cherish hatred against
him who wronged you. But I will go yet
farther, and show

you wronged

his keeper

your seducer; for you were
yours.

What

if he

ed him in the

face,—would

been

before

ashamed

her,

he

and

and look-

not have

so before |

himself, seeing in the glass of her dignity
his own contemptibleness? But instead of
such a woman,

he

found

you, who let him

do as he would. No redemption for him
in you. , And now he walks the earth the
worse for you, defiled by. your spoil, glory-

old .stock,
the
“‘barrel-organ” teacher
grimls on his tedious way, repeating, in

ning fashion, to his class, the same old
things the class have heard so often that

they not

only

know

them

by

heart,

but

their patience is exhausted by the mention
of them.
The dreary, plodding seuls, who weary
their classes by telling over and over what

they have often told - them before, have the

best intentions, perhaps, but grievously fail
of success in

carrying

them out.

There is

a lack of that freshness and inferest which
come from the overflowing heart and mind
of the teacher who is ready with living
thoughts on a newly learned lesson. The
children seek in vain for the stimulus
which proceeds from interest founded on
curiosity ; for,

as soon as the teacher opens

his mouth on any subject, they know what
is coming next.
Let us have almost anything that will
break un

the

wretched

monotony

of

the

barrel-organ,

“0 sing

unto the Lord & new song!

Put your
barrel-organ among the old lumber in the garret, or sell it for what it will
bring to somebody who has none. And so
ring forth the gospel melody, with all its
rich harmony of precepts, promises, and assurances, that ‘‘his praise” shall be “in the

congregation
Workman.

of aaints.”—Sunday

School
R:

The

Smallest

Christian.

Lr

A Baptist clergyman said that in the time
of Christ there was probably more than ons
example of a man who hada withered hand.
There might havé “been many others than
) the one whom

Christ met with a hand hang-

ing down by his side perfectly useless, and
commanded
to stretch it forth, It was utterly useless and helpless. All the poor
man could do, to whom it’ belonged, there

—

infinite heart,
vine.

But

and

communion

with the

appropriates the'life di-

this spiritual”

/

elevation—{8

reek}

only

gained by earnest effort. He who would enjoy the sweet fragrance of the blossoming
mountain and the dewy airs that fan the
upper cliffs, where the sky looks tenderer

in its infinite depths, must struggle up from
the dusty way below, even though briars
are tangled across his path, though he
must break through woven thickets and
climb the rough recks that frown above
him. So, to reach the high places of spiritual observation and communion, he must
exercise the vigor of ‘a steadfast purpose,
and by faith push onward and upward
with eager aspirations. As he proceeds,

the very energy of his aim

is inspiriting.

The cleaver atmosphere
of the higher
region braces the sinews of the soul,
cleanses

the motes

from

his spiritual eye,

and flushes his heart with a keener joy.
He is stronger now and in a healthier
frame that he has exercised his nobler facvliies and risen to loftier seats of vision and
desire.
It is hore above the world that tho riches
of the heavenly’ grace are more fully revealed. Plodding in the confined air of the
manufactory or the counting-room, shut
in by the dingy city habitations, a man can
realize.

little

of the

freshness

and beauty

that lie on the glorious works of God.
Glimpses of the green fields, the sweet
sky,

and

the

come to him
may wander
phere

in

clear

waters

may,

indeed,

in memory; and his thought
beyond the murky afmos-

which he

dwells,

to

the golden

landscapes that stretch amid the distant
hills. Yet, if he would taste the inspiration of the scene, he must go up where his

will of the owner

wishing it was might, and

morning;

When

by the

love

and honor in which we hold graves, cen‘tury after century.
Surely, in our hearts

we believe that® each such

spot

Lyiog an

becomes

forever unlike all'other ground; by whatever process the dear flesh crumbles, rein our hearts,

and that at

is sure:

we believe that the grave remains
least this much

the happy, soaring, growing

a grave,
that

spirit,

which

has gone on in the worlds, will
never
forget where the tiny spot is on this one,

in

which

its

human

body

was

I

the glory that is revealed to me!”

Beautiful is the expression of the dying
poetess, Mrs. Hemans:*¢ I feel as if IT were
sitting with Mary at the feet of my Redeeth-

er, hearing the music of His voice, and
learning of Him to be meek and lowly.”
No poetry, she said, could express, nor
imagination conceive, the visions of blessedpess that flitted across her fancy, and made

her waking hours more delightful than
those even that were given to temporary
repose. Similar was the experience of Mrs.
Rowe. She said, with tears of joy, that she

knew not that she had ever felt such happipess in
words
“0,
bot, of

all her life. Hannah More's last
were, ** Welcome, joy !"
sweet, sweet dying!” said Mrs. TalReading.
¢* If this be dying,” said

Lady Glenorch, ‘‘ it

imaginable.”

is

* Yctory,

the blood of the

the

pleasant

|

laid.—

up her last

breath.

sho opened her eyes
air as it seemed

But

again,

of joy

in a little

and

and

time

with an

wonder, she

continued looking upwards with a “fixed
gaze for near half an hour. By degrees
she let her eyes full,

shut

thering in

them, and yield-

‘| of their class.

agonv and

gpain, unable

a

DONALD

KENNEDY,

Reed & Cutler,

~ston; W. F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port

land; Joseph Balch

Son, Providence,

all druggists.
Price $1.50 per bottle.

At retail by

u

Lo,
J
21t52

The Register for 1870 is universally

desiring it,

LIBERAL DISCOUNT

to Sunday

te

BEAUTIFUL HAIR.
Nature's Crown {

GRAY HAIR
Is & certain indication

of decay at the root
New Style.
Importan: Climnge.
A REAL HAIR BESTORER AND DRESSIX®

Combined in One Bottle,

MRS. S.A. ALLEN™
HAIR RESTORER/
Wiil

itestore

Natural

Mra. B.A: ALLEN'S

PAUL,

. . AGENT,
N, H.,

MANUFACTURERS
Machines, &ec.,
DolSpecimens
and lists e. Send a
" Publisher, New York.

anorizer

clear amd tyransparens,

It is very simple and oftes frodiuces

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

GIDC

lar, Flue and

Cylinder

OF

Portable

human

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw

skill.

WEEKS’ MAGIC COMPOUND has been submitted
to the severest tests in the twelve Years of its existence, and has won for itself the high esteem in which
itis held for the cure of diseases of the throat and
ungs.
It possesses special virtue in the cure of severe colds, so common at this season.
No other rem-

It truly

acts

Stem Engines,
Mil)

Gas Works,

lg s

entirely new and

practical

and money.

8% AGENTS WANTED.

(ch. to Sep, 12, ’69)

Machines

sent

to Agents and given away to needy families.
For
Circulars and reduced prices, address J. C. OTTIS &
Co., or Franklin and Diamond S.M., Co., Box 397,
Boston, Mass.
418

FREEWILL

BAPTIST MINISTERS can

in all departments,

and Brass Castings, Gasometers and

til

Washington

standard reputation, is double thread, complete with

Machinery, (both eircular and upright,) Iron

like

656

rinciples, runs by friction, and excels all others ?—
hese celebrated
Machines, FULLY LICENSED, are matended for poor people who want to save time, labor,

timely use of some proper and safe remedy might relieve
and cure when allowedto continue, resultin ob-

baffles the aid of

No.

Table, constructed upon

AND

the

CO.,

WiaL will people pay $50 or more for a SEWING
MACHINE when $22 will buy oné that has a

STATIONARY

THROAT AND LUNGS.
A neglected cold and Sonsequent cough, which

indiscres

“Economy is Wealth.” Franklin

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

THE

1y9

victim of early

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES.
The best machine in the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEWING MACHINE
Boston Mass.

Boilers ; Barlow’s

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

DISEASES

QUACKS.—A

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iren Pipe ; Steam and

fir ana try it. 1. W. ENGLAND,

cases.

ZYLOBALSAMUM.

the Hair;

tion, causing nervous Sebitivs, Jrsthaquse decay,
&c.; having tried in vain every
advertized remedy,
has discovereda simple means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
a stampto pay postage.
Address J. H.
VE
78 Nassau St., New
York,
1y24

Compaxry,

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

edy equals it for all such

ite

:

AMOS

stinate disease of the lungs, which

Lo

Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobaisadnrime 's
id mt
be used one with the other.
SOLD AY ALL DRUSGI-T
Preprictors, 8. R Ven Duzer & Co. Wholesale Drixzist
35 Barclay Bt. and 40 Park Flea Few. Vork
4

to’ finish the

Machine

ALL

Hair

Wendt fil results. Its great supericrity and vconom
as a
Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomadss is
acknowledged ly all mot only in this ccunivy but rm

will,

=x
Ea
———

AND

Gray

Life, €olor and Reaputy.

without sediment,

VOID

premiums.

pyri

You Must Cultivate it.

preparation for

sale of it as soon as possible.

mong the

schools.

It will promote luxuriant growth,
FALLING HAIR is immediately checkaa

therefore, do well to send in their orders at once, as we wish

A

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing

A very large part of this edition has
Those

From these pri-

ces we make

a

admitted to. be far gnperior to any heretofore issued. Itneeds only to be seen
and examined to be appreciated.
{been sold.

list, and retail prices.

will go to

Roxbury, Mass.
‘Wholsale Agents—Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8.
Burr & Co.,
Rust Brothers & Bird, Carter & Wiley.

Weeks & Potter,

In another column, see

to

vant

tell me if a relief and

flman*& Bro,

THE REGISTER.

and in

any

specially favorable terms, by sending
D. Lothrop

obtain Books

desired

& Co., 88 & 40 Cornhill,

their

quantity, on

orders to

Boston.

magic, as thousands in Vermont and New Hampshire

testify.

WM.JOSLYN & SONS,

Barton, Vt.,
:

C. Goodwin

YANTED

& CO.,and BURR &

Propri-

ANTED—AGENT3S—8$75
to
$200
per
month, everywhere, male and female, to in-

PERRY,

troduce the GENUINRIMPROVED 'COMMONSENSE FAMILY
§EWING MACHINE

3m9

1—AGENTS

to sell the

‘“ LIFE

This Machine will s!
, hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
most superior manner.
Price only 418,
Fully warranted for five
years.
We will
pay $1000 for any machine
that will sew a
stronger, more
beautiful, or more elastic
seam than ours.
It makes the “Elastic
Lock stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut, and
still the cloth cannot be pulled he +: without tearing
it. We pay Agents from $75to $200 per month an
expenses, or & commission from which twice that
amount can be made.
Address SECOMB & CO.,

OF

GEORGE PEABODY,” illustrated, and published
at a price suited to the times,
Now i: your time to
make money.
4t9+
B.B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.

HAD

, or BOSTON,

MASS, or ST.
:

MO.

CAUTION
Beware of all Agents selling Machines
under the sal
as ours, unless they
can show
a Certificate of Agency Signed by us.
e shall not

A

hold ourselves responsible

for worthless

sold by other parties, and shall prosecute

either selling or using Machines

Machines

all parties

under this name

to

OR Family

500

GOD

AGENTS

IN HISTORY.”

WANTED

for

“HAND

By Rev. Hollis Reed.

Grand-

attention, as every family ought to have it. Also,
NEW CIRCULAR INTEREST
TABLE, se ar-

ranged as give the annual interest of any amount from
one day {0 seven Jars. from six to ten percent.
A
child could readily understand it. For terms and
New
3m9

Works

| Dishie

Bo kseller,
Concord, N. H.

soon to be issued.

to ‘“ Tee

IMPROVED

SEWING

MACHINES
Hizh

Speeded,

ver, N. H.

and by the best judges are acknowledged to be the
most practical Sewing Machines extant.
HH. 8. WIL-

& CO.,

cents

Importers and Dealers in
VEGETABLE, FLOWER & AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES, PLANTS, &C.
8T., BOSTON, MASS,

OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED GUIDE
the Flower and Vegetable Garden,

37th Edition,

revised,

enlarged

and

taining 148 pages, illustrated with more
gravings,

A BEAUTIFUL

COLORED

100

on

the receipt of

cents,

lied free of charge,
Addrdss HOVEY
arket Street, Boston, Mass,
\

con=

fine en-

enstomers

& CO.,

53

Send for a catalogue,

JAMES

“DOMESTIC

8, when

a sijgle

one.

Orders are solicit

STORE

And Religious Publications,
The
=

120

most Complete

Assortment and Lowest
Prices.
D. LOTHROP & CO.
38 &

40 Cornhill).

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
PRING TERM commences TUBSDAY, March(s,
and continues 14 weeks.

pages.

WAMILY

MASS.

Dr. S. 8,

PHYSICIAN”

describes all Diseases and their Remedies
, mail, free, Address DR 8, 8. ¥ITCH,
i
A
419
14 Broadway New York:
|

8 copies,

J. H. GREGORY,

MARBLEHEAD,

A VALUABLE GIFT.—00
FITCH'S

vegown
will
shall
each
shall

on

and

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBARIES

sup-

Y ANNUAL CATALOGUE, containing a list,

6t9

more

ain
FREE BAPTIST BOQK
IN BOSTON.

North
49

of many novaities, besides all the standard
etables of th: garden, (over 100 of which are of my
rowing), with a choice list of Flower Seed,
o forwarded gratis to all, I warrant my seed
prove ae represente !. I warrant it shall reach
purchaser.
I warrant all money forwarded

|

144 pages of a

those of ¢ Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year.”
2. It must be adapted to the use of

adult classes in our Sabbath Schools
and to follow in regular gradation the
book above referred to.
3. It must treat in a clear and systematic manner of Christan
Development and Duty.

He

Doctrine,

also’ offers to pay the sum of

$100. for the best

original

for a Sabbath School

manuscript

Question

Book

that shall meet the following condi
>
tions, viz. :
1. It must contain not less than 108
and not more than 120 pages,

each of

2. It must be especially adapted to

children from 10 to 15 years of age,
and to follow in regular gradation the
book referred to in the first condition
above.
3. It must present in ‘a clear and
concise manner theWLife and Teachings
of Christ or other prominent Bible
characters. Those of the. former are

edi
i
SH
5
No percentage is allowed on money sent preferred.
g
us for the Mrile.
Af generally,
Sample copies will be sent free on appliscript must have 52
cation.

Choice Garden and Flower Seeds.

reach me.

no

{ Fhe postage is payable at the office of de
livery. The
volume begins with the

PLATE,

Our

and

.sent to one address, than on

and a descriptive list of more than 2,500 varieties of Flow~
and Vegetable Seeds, embracing every novelty introWged In 1869, with full and Rain practical directions for
the culture of flowers and
plants, the arrangement of the
garden, &c. Also, n descriptive list of 150 varieties of the
best French Gladiolus, including the superb new varietles
of 1839, now first offered, all the summer-flowering bulbs,
such as Lilies, Tuberoses, Tigriding, &c., together with
every requsite for the gardeny A-copy
matled to every
appeal

a year;

first number in April.

improved,

than

not less than

:

or any number between one

And Catalogue of Seeds for 1870.
¥,

to make

Do-

ents each,—payable in all cases in and
vance.
PostAgE.—The postage on a single cope
of the Myrtle, “under the new law, is 24

LIAMS, General Agent for New England, 24 TEMPLE
PLACE, Boston,
»
12t9

HOVEY

The subscriber offers to pay the sum
of $150. for the best original manuscript for a Sabbath School Question
Book that shall meet the following conditions :
1. It must contain. matter sufficient

whose full pages shall contain 32 lines
of 85 letters each; or, pages like
TrrMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20 those of the « Story of Jesus.”

Easy

in construction; and as every part liable to wear is
adjustable, its consequent durability is unequalled;

Te

N. H.

should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME,

to operate, adaoted to the Successful use of all k'nds
of thread on every kind of goods or leather; Simple

MARKET

MYRTLE,” Dover,

All orders and remittances for the paper

‘Are of different Sizes—Stronz,

53 NORTH

Myrtle.

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications in
tended for publication should be addressed

OF

est Subscription Book of Modern Times.
Ministers
and Students will find this book well worthy of their

territory, apply immediatelv to
D. L. GUERNSEY,

use—simple,cheap, reliable, Knits geryiiing.

The

product of

the earth, i= producing the same beneficial results on
a more extensive scale in this countrys
2t9
SOLD
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

BOOKS.

lines of 385 letters each; or, pages like

ABENTS WANTED, Clreular and Sample stocking FREE,
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO., Bath, Me.
or176 Broadway, New York.
8

orders of the kidneys and general debi'ity. TARRANT’S
EFFERVESCENT SELTZER ‘APERIENT, which is iden-

tical in all respects with that spontaneous

QUESTION

;

upon by parties who copy our advertisement and cir

etd (tay
ments, but gently reinforces nature instead of
prostrating
tue bodily energies that it performs such
as.
tonish ug cures in dyspepsia, bowel complaints, dis-

NEW

book whose full pages shall contain 34

Do not be imposed

culars and offer worthless Machines at a less price,
6

Im Harmony with Nature.
Iiis because the
water of the Seltzer Spa contains no convulsing ele-

»

the full extent of the law, unless such Machines were

obtained from us or our Agents.

thing

one of the early Methodists.” ‘TI shall go
to my Father this night,” said Lady Huntingdon, The dying injunction of the mother
of Wesley was, ‘* Children, when Iam gone,
sing a song of praise to God!”
Looks as well as words often express
dying triumph. ‘Says one, after quoting
the last prayer of the Countess of Seafield,
“ With these words she closed her eyes,
and seeme
all présent to be yielding

;

your heart like a knife ; now

Hours at Home.

victory, #hrough

lamb !" said Grace Bennet,

it was

-

turn yourselfin bed. and ev

as worthy men have, nearthe heavenly portals, been filled with exultation and triumph
—have seen transporting prospects from

¢ My God,

ers, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

cure of 38y of these diseases in a few days is not the
Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!
DIRECTIONS
TO USE:
‘You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and in a few days ‘every:|particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dissolved and pass of by the kidneys.
‘
Manufactured by

turns to dust, and is changed into the leaf,

flower, and seed that ‘perish

In addition to the publications of oth-

the morning

at night ‘wishing

England.

in New

elsewhere

bought

wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very verge
of madness:
When you have the
:
SCIATICA,
(that I have just pot through with,) that most awful,
most heart-withering, most stre
-destroying, most
spitit-breaiink and mind-weakening of all
the diseas- ’
es_that can
afflict our poor human nature;
When you have the
;
iw
LUMBAGO,
:

YO

resurrection

suffer, in

every nerve in your being 18 like the sting of

PITTSBURGH,

edying tothee !” said Lady Alice Lucy
Lady
Hastings said, ‘ O, the greatness of

schools at as low rates as they can be

AND

When you have.the
:
NEURALGIA,

LOUIS,

ed up her last breath. Those who were
eye ean command the prospect that is re- present were not a little affected, both with
had no power over it.
°
It seems strange how many men, now-a- vealed afar. So respecting spiritual things her last words and her last looks.”
Said JAY
Margaret Steward, fore =irnPressed by the
days,—ah!
and
women, too,—are in our and the spiritual world.
churches with withered hauds. - They can cares of business, and confined to a close ed of Ker speedy dissolution, ** Sirs, I tell
touch no kind of work, can do no kind of intercourse. with what is simply material, | you that this night when your san goes
service, no matter how pressing the service the Christian, though doubtless conscious down my sun will arise, aud never go
or urgent the duty. No amounat of urging of the fullness of his Father's house, does down!" She testified: ** T have many times
or expestulating can. move them. Art all not get the inspiration that comes from rav- jpsoupe the Lord that death might be no
times the withered hands are hanging at ishing sights of the divine glory and the urprise to me; and neither is it. And I
have prayed, likewise, that death might
abundant provisions of the gospel.
their sides,
:
He must go apart now and then to com- not be a terror to me, and neither is it.
Some of these in these revival times have
been expostulated with and entreated to mune with himself and with his Lord. He “| And I have sought that I might not be terThe sun sank
exert themselves to stretch out their hands ‘must. scale the mountain in holy aspira- rible to others in dying.”
and take hold on perishing souls, and by tions that lift the soul to the apprehension low in the west, and as its last vays lit up
use gain the powerto use. But these peo- and converse with Love that.redeems and the hill-tops she sank to rest amid holy
ple have always a ready argument agninst purifies and saves. Ilere, held to the heart ejaculations and in great elevation of soul,
even an attemptat effort.
Ti ey say, * Don't of him who is his life, how his inner eye — Watchman and Reflector.

it would hang, and the

of the

—

. Clarkson, when dying.

RHEUMATIC

sit and

Prices.

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

Age!

KENNEDY'S

in a chair, yon must

What unconscious tribute we pay to the

doctrine

Dying testimonies of rare beauty have
fallen from the lips of pious women, and if
less familiar than those of eminent reformers and divines, they are not less worthy
as witnesses ofthe power of religion to impart spiritual comfort and triumph at the
hour of dissolution. Pious women as well

4

the

At. Wholesale

eagle heading, but I mean every word of it. 1
have been there. When your system is racked with
:
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, or sifting

Dying Words of Women.

life and all its interests on the perfect
Friend who does not break the bruised reed
nor quench the smoking flax, he is lifted
out of his lower self, translated 0, higher
moods and richer apprehensions of being,
blessed

.DR,

children

Solu by all druggists,

all women for your sake, unrepentant and
proud, ruining others the easier that he
has already ruined you.”

praying in a spirit that renounces all falseness and impurity, clinging to the ineffable
and all-sustaining love, resting heart and

brought into

to their

Boston, General Agents.

the Delectable- Mountains, and have heard
the music of celestial harps and the ringing
of celestial bells. They have walked in
Beulah, leaning on the arm of the Beloved,
and their souls, amid the wrecks of mortality, have been freshened .and exhilarated by
the fragrance and glory of a heavenly atmosphere. ¢ O, those rays of glory!” said

Without stopping for

—

GEO.

repairs,

adding fresh tunes to the

mem-

Graves.

etors.

ing in his poor victory over you, despising |

without

ot

HOARSENESS,

had found a noble-hearted girl, who also
trusted him entirely, just until she knew
she ought not to listen to him a moment
longer, who, when his love showed itself
less than human, caring but for itself, rose
in the royalty of her maidenhood,

Of

A SAFE ANDSPEEDY REMEDY FOR
CougHS, CoLDS,
CROUP, WHOOPING
- COUGH,

you, in God’s name, that

as he was

Many church

Few ever talk directly

needful
to her

Dr. John Hall, in a recent address on juster estimate of his own character and resome of our errors in Sunday school teach- sources, and the necessities of his immoring, intimated that a great many teachers tal being.
But he must go apart to pray. To keep
are much like barrel-organs. They have a
tolerably fair knowledge of Mo things, the childlike and confiding spirit of the
but fail to increase, by study, their store of true disciple, he must engage in special
knowledge. They get along pretty well acts of devotion where no eye but that of
80 long as the crank of Sunday school rou- the Divine One looks upon his retirement.
tine keeps them moving. They areregu- Fatigued by the worries and anxieties of his
lar in their motions. They say.the same earthly lot, he needs peculiar refreshment.
thing each time they take up one of their Discouraged by manifold sights of falset subjects. . If one of their subjects is a ness and vileness, he requires the inspiraittle out of tune, by reason of a broken tion that comes from contact with perfect
tooth or a tongue out of joint, it remains so, purity. Exposed to malign assaults where
and limps in the same way at each repeti- his infirmity is greatest, and suffering aftion.
That which was once a novelty, and flictions that dash out the very sunshine of
consequently possessed interest for its his- delight, he needs the grace of an infinite sympathy and re-enforcement’to his
hearers, becomes flat and wearisome when
And so,
it has fallen on the same earsseveral hun- -deepest and most secret life.

dred times or more.

y.

tempta-

womanhood as the strength of man is to
his manhood; and a woman is just as
strong as she will be. And now, instead
of humbling yourself before your Father
in heaven, whom you have wronged more
than

BLESSING

of the great ang-solemn truths of religion,
such as repentance, faith, the new birth,
and the new life. Fewer still ever retire
and pray with their children alone.
These
things being so, is it strange that our children are godless? that they prefer the dancing-school to the Sunday school, the theater to the class-nieeting, the world to
Christ ?
:
:
{N

tion, with a womanly foreboding of disgrace, to help you to hold the cup of your
honor -steady, which yet you dropped on
the ground.
Do not seek refuge in the
cant about a woman's weakness. The

withered hands and

for the Master,

her

purity, with a shrinking

get them restored.— Observer.

was good

to

*

gesture of lifting her

side, and said nothing.
“You knew you were doing wrong.
You telt it even more than hedid; for God
mads you with a mare delicate sense of

how much good you might do, if you would

only stretch out your

:

She made a broken

else than

within ear shot of éhem.
The principal objection to barrel-organs
is not the shrillness of their shriek, nor
even the untuned condition of disjointedness which so frequently characterizes the
/music with which they rend the air. Nor
ig it that the tunes they play are in them-

selves ‘objectionable.

She will not be the smallest Chrishand.
She will
No—oh, no!
in heaven.
tian

MEDICAL"

+ bers do not even maintain the form of fam- "NEURALGIA DISSOLVENT.
ily worship. -Others make it but a form, |
oing through with it hurriedly and light- RE ADER, you may consider this a sort of spread

>

The Victim's. Guilt.

general is thisnegleet!

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

-... THE GREATEST

oh

Iu the family is where religion is needed.
Sermons, prayer-meetings, missions, Sun.
day schools, will all be found insufficient to
mold a church into the highest type of piety,
if family religion be neglected. Yet how

Dither my Jeet are Jod,

gr

Work at Homé.
—Yr W—

-| Christian-they néver expect or intend to. do.

Little to me it mgfters

“«

%

opens "to sights that refresh and comfort
him! how the glorious truths of ¢*Jesus and

MARCH .9, 1~70.

TUTTLE, M. D., Prest.
Secretary,
Northwood Cgutre, Feb, 17, 1670,
E. 8. TASKKR,

each book manulessons and be in

the possession of the undersigned on
or before the first day of April, 1870.
Manuscripts not adjudged best,”
but having sufficient merit and adaptation to our wants will be bought at a

.

:

fair price.

The committee of award are Rev.
G. T. Day, Rev. J. A. LowsLys and L.
R. BURLINGAME.
7

L.

R. BURLINGAME.

Dover, .H N., Dec, 15, 1869.
EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
HE SPRING TERM of ‘this Institution will open
March 20, cor tinuing 12 weeks.
oi of
ition ffom $5,650 to $7,50.
Board,
$3,00,

k

Ru G. 8. BRA LEY,

Evavgville, Wis., Feb, 17,1870;

~

,

-

[3
Ld

THE MORNING STAR:

Warning Star.

he

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9, 1870.

—that the grog-shop is a place for the spoiling of manhood and the torture of the in-

cent. We must educate resisting con‘sciences ‘with the trath faithfully told, and
restrain and punish

offenders

against the

been willing to be poor, to labor with their
own hands, to do almost any way, that
they might preach Jesus; and they have
done it, and done it well,

in

fields

otherwise’ would have been neglected.

which

MARCH

9,

1870.

|i

fg

.

protested in a very constrained, awkward, piiiable and despairing way, presenting a sight equally sad and ludicrous.
The Senate quietly sat out the farce, Mr.

Revels smiled as the comedy went on, Mr.

——ON ProBATION.
We always knew that
a large per cent of the probationers in the
M. E. church relapsed into worldliness
again; but recent satistics make the case
much
worse than we supposed. From
185670 1865, there were 1,206,145 received
on probation ; while the net increase of the

We

give

—

liberally for

educational

»

and

Foreign Mission purposes, and that is well,
but upon what morsl principles do we leave

our Home Mission interests out in the cold?

*

The soul of a heathen in our own. country

We always feel like bowing with un- Colfax called up the new Senator and adis worth as muchas the soul of a heathen
feigned reverence to such men ; their hands ‘ministered the oath, and the feeble spasm
in India or any other country, and the la- - .
GEORGE T. DAY,
¢ EDITORS.
church, for the same time, was only 172,296, -borer as worthy of his hire. For the last
maledictions and the parties we have idol- may be thick and hard, their faces bronzed, was over.
GEORGE H. BALL,
4
or one seventh of those who were received few months, yea, for years, the reports
ized are shivered into fragments.
The their minds not quite as fruitful as the conCurrent
Topics.
‘communications designed for publication time has come for us to be done with mere
stant student's; but they are heroes for
on probation. There is something very by the Home Mission Treasurer have been
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
Chrigt; they love the work, and will preach, ——THE Erie RAILWAY, Of the financial sad, and not wholly right,in this state of scattering and meager. Are we not penny
confessions
and
sighs
and
verbal
good
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
wishes. The hour for resolute. deeds hus will do what they can, though it bring no management of this road we know nothing, the case. Facts would rather indicate that wise and pound foolish? Ought we not to
addressed to the Publisher.
the old gospel way of testing believers at learn a lesson from our General Baptist
struck, and every true temperance man is earthly honor; though brother ministers and have no interestinit. In its safety,regsummoned to his post. We have waited may sail grandly by them; though work ularity and conveniences, we are concern - once, by the act of Christian baptism, is brethren in England, who say in their cen“We Must Fight!”
and hoped and talked. Something else is be hard and salary low; though oppressed ed, and can not fail to noticea marked im- better than any new invention which makes tennial appeal for aid; ‘* we have greatly
a
ee
2
the terms of discipleship more easy. ,
with the fulluess of their efforts.
Honor to prowement in these respects, within a few
wanted now. ‘We must fight !”
neglected our home interests,” lest our his- §.
This emphatic sentence, attributed to
suchmen! Any man can afford to come years past. The air of order, quiet, attentory and confession be the same at our cenone of the orators of '76, expresses the
down fiom the highest seats to do them tion'to business and the convenience of pastennial year ?
.
i
growing conviction of the real temperance
Christian Enterprise.
reverence. Their crowns will be bright sengers, which prevail in the offices, on the
Ministers and co-laborers in the great
men of to-day. There is no evading a diand full of stars in the other world. Would traing, everywhere, is peculiarly agreeable.
work of saving the world, what say you
The Methodist Convention, at Syracuse,
Tect issue, in one form or another, with the
to God we had more of them.
to
this appeal in behalf of our home interAt the grand office, on 231 street, in this
Missionary Boxes.
before noticed, was an interesting and imliquor interest.
ests? Members of the churches in the west,
city, where the voice, the step, the moveThe traffic is more general and more open, portant event. The Methodists are a power
“One Thing or the Other.” ments, in the scores of departments, seem
If we do our whole daty for missions, will you save your mission? To yon and
and its supporters more bold, defiant and in New York, and the great throng of minto
be
held
under
some
magic
decree
of
orall
must contribute, regularly,and liberally.. your God I commit its interests.
The Ezaminer & Chronicle, of the 24th
determined than they have been for many isters and laymen, who assembled at SyraThe following quotation I make from "a
der
and
promptness,
we
meet
the
-inspira“Little
drops make the mighty ocean ;"
alt.,
has
ar
earnest
article
under
this
head,
talyears. The war helped to bring back the ciise, presented an imposing array of
‘“ pennies make the pounds.” If we can get letter just received from Bro, Tolford, of
tion which affects the whole route.
This
ent
and
earnestness.
The
subj
pon
[
&
Which
it
is
asserted:
1.
Thatopen
comIt
- old drinking customs- of social life.
.
3
is a ‘‘mere matter of. feeling.” 2. is a most grateful improvement over the our people to give a little, often, and all Cairo :
served to break down the habits of absti- which reports'were made, and upon which mu
past.
It
is
pleasantto
be
treated
consider
give,
we
shall
have
fourfold,
yes,
tenfold
*
Thave
received
aletter
from
Col.
Seely,
ommunion
churches
are
‘‘nondenence in many young men. It nurtured a animated, we might say enthusiastic disNo
)
more money than at present, to spend in advising us to ask Gen. Howard to transfer
script organizations.” 8. That open com- ately.
love of excitement and intense life that cussions were had, indicate the tone of the
the building erected here, to our society.
During
the
year,
we
have
traversed
the
spreading the gospel.
Will you attend to it? Our school numcraves the stimulus of strong drink, now meeting. They were: The Statistics and munion churches endorse infant baptism,
continent, traveled north, south, east and
To effect this result, the H. Mission So- berg, two hundred, and fie scholars are
that the exhilarations of army experience historical development of Methodism in the not in ‘‘man fashion,” but circuitously and
Missionary makin
10,
and ‘‘sheepishly.” 4. That Open Communion west, in all, over fourteen thousand miles, ciety have issued a Family
are over. The doctrine thatalcoholic bev- State ;—Temperance ;—Ouar position
and can truthfully say, that the Erie, ‘in
Col. Fg Sh Toms, kindly sent us a box
Box,
which
we
hope
to
introduce
into
every
Baptists
pronounce
believers’
baptism
‘of
duties
as
Christian
citizens
;—Education,
its
erages are both useless and mischievous,
| of books and a globe
; the express was $1.25,
many respects, surpasses any other road
family in the denomination.
which was accepted almost without open present condition in our church, and. its no account every time they come to the supand
I
had
to
borrow
the money » jay it.
over
which
we
have
traveled.
The
track
is
This Box is neatly made, is about four
demands; —Development of the per of the Lord.” 5. That Open Communquestion fifteen years since, is now quar- fature
1 had borrowed $4.00 the same day.Weare.
in
a
fine
condition
;
the
trains
go
more
reginches
long,
two
inches
wide,
and
two
ion
Baptists
are
not
needed;
there
is
no
out of coal and not a dollar
to purchase
sny.
reled with by many men who represent in- working forces of the church, clerical and
in the stové
at
telligence, culture, position and character. lay, both male and female ;—Spiritual life place for them ; they ought to go at once to ularly ¢ on time” than heretofore; acci- inches high, covered with bright enameled 1 put the last piece of coal
noon. What
can we do? will not our
Magistrates pronounce
against prohibi- in the church;—The family ;—The pub- the Congregationalists. 6. That the writer dents are Jess frequent; the passenger cars paper,—a very pretty ornament for the dear friends in the north send money at
tion on legal grounds, and clergymen plead lishing interest.” The enthusiasm of the is very anxious that they should go there. are wide, and luxugious,—palaces indeed ; center table or mantel. On one side is once to our Treasurer, Bro, Rice, to pay
the sleeping cars among the best ; the port- printed in gilt letters :
for a license system in the name of public convention culminated on the temperance, 7. That the Ezaminer stands for Close
our teachers and help us to live P”
Communion, and makes no concessions to ers. quiet and attentive, an example for
‘¢ Contributions are solicited from all
A. i CrAsg, Cor. Ses.
morals and religion. Open bars abound; citizenship and educational questions.
members of the family and visiting friends.
On Temperance, they called poy all the more generous portions of the Baptist some other roads; and as one glides over
men and women often appear in the street
the smooth steel ralls a feeling of admira‘Upon the first day of the week, let every
:
intoxicated ; liquors are boldly offered and Christians and good citizens to stand boldly family.
tion
is
inevitable.
We
are
not
surprised
one
lay by in"store as God hath prosperThe
Examiner
is
able,
bold,
and
deRevivals, &c.
freely takenin many -eircles where public and unitedly against the rum power, without
ed
him."”
;
.
?
that
the
travel
on
this
road
is
rapidly
incided,
and
we
like
it
for
this;
but
when
it
sentiment would once have made such regardto party ties or personal ambition.
On the other side of the Box are these
" EASTERN MAINE. During last fall and
Oa the duties of the citizen they. emphati- touches this question of communion, it runs creasing. They carried 2,497,113 passenthings almost impossible.
gers
during
the
year,—a
large
increase
;
and
:
RULES.
wild.
Is
Open
Communion
a
mere
feelwinter, Rev. E. Harding has been laboring
The Massachnsetts Legislature seems like- cally démanded that elections should not
1. Each person’s name, .address and No. half the time as missionary in the Ellsworth
ing? Is there no great priaciple involved ? if attention tothe comfort of the travelly to recede again from its support of pro- be left to the control of men of the *‘ baser
Christ regards any favors or disfavors done ing public id not relaxed, the increase will of Box are recorded on the roll of the Sec- Q. M., with good success. In Waltham,
sort,”
and
that
legislation
should
not
be
in
hibition and commit itself to a system of
to the least of his disciples as done to him ; be still greater in the future. When such a retary.
eleven have been converted. The church
license, though -experience so recently the interests of papists, nor unfriendly to
2.'An account is kept with each Box on Blue Hill Neck has been revived, and,
and so the exclusion of these from the Sup- great corporationis; careful to provide for
a
healthful
Christian
influence
in
our
public
showed that license, even in that state,
‘deserve approval, and
by number.
per is therefore an offense to Christ. The public wants, they
several are now inquiring the way to
practically signifies ' free rum. and whole- schools. The thrilling speeches on “educathe
Star
approves,
hoping
that
other
roads
3. Weekly, and, if possible, daily de- Christ.
Spirit
says:
‘‘Him
thatis
weak
in
the
faith,
Bro. H. has baptized three at
sale corruption. The two great political tion were followed by a demand, contrary
may emulate the example of the Erie.
posits should be made.
receive
ye.”
If
we
presume,’
therefore,
Gouldsboro’,
and reports two conversions at
to
the
programme,
for
a
subscription
on
the
parties of the country are generally dispos4. The Box must be opened quarterly by West "Ellsworth, where he labored last
to say,—‘‘receive him not,” is there no
spot
to
an
endowment
fund
for
the
University
ed toignore the question of temperance,
principle involved? Isit a ‘‘mere matter of £ _ Unirep Rome. It has been the the Pastor, and the contents reported to month, and where there is a growing interand the few efforts made at various points, to be located at Syracuse, and two hundred
accept or reject boast of Papists, that their church was a the Secretary.
| est.
This Q. M. is spread over a large
for the formation of a third party in the thousand dollars were raised in about an feeling” whether we
5. In all cases where the Box is disused, territory and has but few ministers to labor
whom
Christ
receives?
Where is the an- unit; and they hoped, through the grand
special interest of sobriety, have thus far hour.
Council at Rome, to silence every dissent-- it must be returned to the Secretary, REv. in it, but the readiness with which they reWe are especially interested in this con- thority for driving any Christian from the ing voice or impulse in all their ranks.
directly accomplished very little.
G. H. Bari, No. 30 Vesey St., N. York.» ceive the word of life, and the fact that the
Lord's table? Is there no principle inThe public sentiment of the country lacks vention, since it marks the strong tendency
But the exact opposite is likely to be the
We are now ready to send out these mission they have established has thus far
volved
in
taking
such
authority
without
a
vigor on this point. It assents to the evils of the hour, to bold, earnest action, to lead
result. The fact is becoming more and Boxes. The plan is to have each Pastor, been sustained by the brethren and sisters,
‘thus
saith
the
Lord?”
,
of liquor selling and
drinking readily the public mind, and give predominance
No one but a Close Communion Baptist more apparent, that the spirit of liberty is or some other person appointed by the show that there are large hearts within its
enough, but that is often the end of its to Christian ideas. The example of the
church, take charge of them, distribute borders that love God, and desire the proswould
hint that Open Communion Baptists gradually doing its work among them;
avowal.
It does not generally protest Methodists will be followed’ by other dethat the foolish dogmas of their ritual are
gave
a
less
emphatic
testimony.
for
believthem
to all who will agree to deposit some perity of his cause. May God's blessing
against their continuence and plainly de- nominations; indeed to some extent they
:
ers’ baptism, on account of their more lib- being boldly questioned ; and many of their amount every week, and see that every attend them.
mand their removal.
It is fruitful in verbal have been preceded by others in these
chief men are yearning to throw off the
Bro.
W.
C.
Hulse,
of
the
Bangor Semieral
practice.
This
erroneous
judgment
of
holder
of
a
Box
reports
regularly,
or
brings
regrets, but it is also barren of earnest pur- aggressive demonstrations. The Baptists
bondage which has so long held them, to the Box to the authorized person to have nary, is supplying the F. B. pulpit
at Unity,
the
Ezaminer
is
a
mere
‘‘matter
of
feelpose. It has plenty of sighs, but it is are to have a great educational convention
escape from the ‘‘dead body” which has
it opened, and the money counted and half the time for the present. The Brethren
greatly lacking in pluck. It readily wishes in New York next April, and the Evangeli- ing.”
properly reported. It will ordinarily be connected with the F. B. Society at Hermon
Should Open Communion Baptists re- been a stench in the nostrils of the ninethat things were in a better condition, but cal Alliance is to have a grand council here
teenth centuary. The German Bishops, led well to select some brother or sister to look are arrangingto build them a house of wormain
in
the
Baptist,
or
go
over
to
the
Pedoit is very slow in its purpose to bring ina in September, and the indfations favor a
Are they Baptists or by Dr. Dollinger, some of the most dis- after them, under the direction of the Pas- ship sometime during this year. Rev. N.
change. It looks the difficulties in the face, remarkable consolidation of Christian fore- baptist famiiy?
tinguished of the French Bishops,
and
F. Weymouth is preaching for them part of
not so much that it may plan wisely and es, of Protestant power, to move the hearts Pedobaptists? What is a Baptist? From some of the Italian Bishops, speak very de- tor. A proper time to open the Boxes
the time. A revival is in
in Palthe
language
of
the
Ezaminer,
we
are
would
be
the
Sunday
before
each
session
of
and
judgments
of
men,
and
promote
the
strike strongly enough for their mastery, as
cidedly against the ultramontane spirit
myra
village.
Rev.
J.
P
.
Longley
and
forced
to
believe
that
its
definition
should
the
Q.
Meetings,
so
asto
be
able
to
report
that it may find an apology for attempting truth. Protestants have heretofore been
which prevails at Rome, and suggest that the amount collected, each quarter, to the several ministers of other denominations
be
this:
‘A
Baptist
is
a
devotee
of
Close
too
isolated
;
they
have
wasted
their
power
nothing decisive. It-is more disposed to
Communion.” Any defect on that point at it is quite time for their church to learn Q. M., according to the recommendation in have been laboring there with good sucwait for something agreeable to turn up, in sectarian exclusiveness ; they feel ard see
the new Treatise. That will add interest cess. God has blessed
once
cuts off his birthright. Does he hold that they now live in the nineteenth cenus at East Pittsfield
than to go about the work of turning up this now, and are inclined to remedy the
to believers’ baptism alone? He is not tuary. We pray that the infection may
to the work, and stimulate all the churches for the past six months. An earnest deevil.
.
seme proper thing by means of its own laprevail, until the Papacy shallbe numbered
:
sire has prevailed among our brethren to
The Papists have no chance of success in therefore a Baptist. Has he been .im- among the things of the past, and the to action.
tent energy, that is every day threatening
Itis
easy
to
see
how
a
very
large
amount
mersed,
and
does
he
refuse
to
recognize
be
consecrated entirely to the Master's
this country, if Protestants, with their moral
to stagnate and pass away.
Christian world become filled with the of Missionary money may be collected in service, and our prayers have been answerany
other
act
as
baptism?
No
matter,
he
Things will not improve by silence, in- worth, intelligence and wealth,act together.
this way, if all will take hold of it. Oar ed. The work has been gradual but fall of
isnot a Baptist. If he does not shut the light of the gospel.
action, delay or compromise.
This evil of Our divisions, and our reluctance to assert
twelve
hundred churches, ought to take good results. One by one our neighbors
door
of
fellowship
in
the
face
of
every
——AMONG THE JEWS.
Bro. Alexander
intemperance is not one that corrects itself our rightsand urge our claims to be reChristian, Baptist'and Pedobaptist, who is McLean, of Buffalo, has been preaching es- 25,000 Boxes, and those Boxes: ought to have sought and found the Saviour. Eight
spected
in
the
legislation
of
the
land,
have
or expires by limitation. It is not self-conaverage a dollar a quarter, or four dollars have joined the church since the first of
not strictly Close Communion, then he is pecially to this people. He advertised
suming, through the consumption of its vie- been their opportunity to wield a controlling
a
year. But if they average one-fourth of October last, and six others have been renot
a
Baptist,
and
ought
at
once
to
join
the
thathe would address them in his own
tims. They perish, but it lives on, spread- influence. We do not wish to oppress
that, it will give usa much larger sum than ceived as candidates for baptism. Others
Congregationalists.
them,
but
we
must
demand
liberty
for
ourchurch,
and
large
numbers
of
them
came
to
ing and perpetuating its mischievous work.
“Dr. Bright ought to be able to see, and hear, and seemed deeply interested, for we noy#ollect. . 4 are rejoicing in their Saviour's love, and
Like the demons in the days of Christ, it on- selves and room to develop our Christian
still others are inquiring‘* What must I do
An
account
will
e
kept
with
each
Box
we
think
he
would
see
were
it
not
for
a
civilization.
Let
the
Methodists,
Baptists,
they continued to come for several Sunly asks to be let alone. Leave the liquor
to
be saved.” But very few extra meetings
“matter
by
the
Secretary,
and
the
amount
it
yields
of
feeling,” that the Open Com- day evenings, while these special sermons
Presbyterians,—all Protestants,—therefore,
sellers without any effectual hindrance, and
munijon
have
been held. No undue excitement has
Baptists
are
be
faithfully
reported,
so
that
each
may
bound
to
a
separation
were continued.
The line of discussion,
they will do their work of getting gain and declare themselves, and politicians,the rum
from Pedobaptists, by every reason which
prevailed.
A deep sense of eternal things
know
what
other
Boxes
are
paying,
and
power
and
papal
arrogance
will
be
forced
to
was to prove the divine legation of Moses,
breaking down the barriers of appetite with- |
ought to have the least weight with the
has seemed to settle upon our gatherings...
be
stimulated
todo
a
creditable
thing.
Of
yield
to
our
measures
of
reform.
the
inspiration
of:the
prophets
and
the
in"out asking any formal approval. Leave
Close Communion Baptists. How can an disputable predictions of a coming Mescourse the contributors will be at liberty to The feeling that life without Christ is a failthose who tamper with the cup without the
Open Communion Baptist officiate as pastor siah ; and, finally,
designate
to what Mission their money ure,—is worse than a blank, whilelife with
that
of Nazareth
shield of law and the restraint of public opinA
Question
Answered.
of a Pedobaptist church? Can he baptize was the very Messiah Jesus
shall be appropriated, whether Home or him is a glorious success, both as tothe inwhich
the
prophets
ion, and they will tread the drunkard’s path
children? Can he sprinkle, and call it bap- predicted should come, as he exactly fills Foreign, though the Boxes are issued by dividual himself, and as to his associates,
Inaction is esteemed encourin battalions.
These isa great advantage in having a tism? Does he not feel the obligation to out the description of him found in their the H. M. Society. G. H.BALL. Cor, Sec.
has been a strong motive with those among
agement, and delay is accepted as connivdual existence; editor and mission secre- testify in favor of believers’ baptism, by
us who have yielded to the Saviour’s
prophetic
writings. Such seed in such
ance.
They who are not openly against
tary help each other. The numerous let- precept and example?
Can he do that in soil ought to bring forth good fruit, and
claims.
the liquor interest are counted its allies.
An Appeal.
ters which have come in during the few a Congregationalist church?
Every one we humbly trast it will.
The Spring Term of the Maine Central
We know well enough the“nature of the days past are full of suggestions; they knows that he can not.
SI
Institute opens with a larger number of
enemy. The plea of benevolence, public bring the hearts’ of true and good men
To the Freewill Baptists in the West :
But why is the Doctor so zealous to send ——Rev. J. Hyatt Smite For OpeN CoMstudents than at any previous Spring Term.
necessity, public spirit, conscience, &c., is closer to our heart, acd furnish inspiration
Permit
me once more to call your attenall Open Communion Baptists from their MUNION. This distinguished Baptist minisA. L. GERRISH.
transparently foolish, not to say unquali- for more editorials than the Siar has room home? Is he afraid of their influence? Is ter, who has held the pastorates of some of tion to your home interests. It is painful
fiedly hypocritical.
Men do not sell or to contain. A brother asks:
¢ Should there danger that the whole Baptist family the leading Baptist churches in the country, to witness the inviting fields in the villages
PurLApELPHIA, N.Y.
We are enjoying
drink intoxicating liqnors as an act of brethren who have not received a thorough
I commenced
will become liberalized? Is it this fear —Ilike the 24 Baptist, Cleveland, Ohio; 1st springing up along the railways in the a precious revival here.
Christian self-denial. The bar is nofgget up education, be encouragedto preach.” We
which makes him so anxious to strip ev- Baptist, Buffalo, N. Y.; 11th Baptist, Phil- great west, and no effort being made by us holding a series of meetings, three weeks
and ipaintained, and the day’s po.
are answar, most emphatically, yes. Our exopen
communionist, of name and adelphia, and who is now pastor of Le- to-occupy them. Almost every sect under ago, and the Lord began to revive his work
not spent for champagne and whiskey-tod- perience is, that men. of good common ery
place, as a Baptist? But we are not going compton Avenue church, in Brooklyn,—has the sun, but the F. W. B., is making efforts atonce. Some few found peace in Christ
dy, as an act of fealty to conscience. The sense, fervent piety and zeal for the Lord,
to the Pedobaptists.
We have as good, declared
himself for the freedom of the to get possession of this rich field. Can we the first and second week. Then came the
grog-shop has its origin in the selfish de- make the very best of preachers. A goed
yes, & better right to be recognized as Lord’s table to the Lord's people. Brother as Christians, or as a denomination, afford Jefferson Q. M., and during the lat week
sire to make money, and the patronage that. knowledge of human nature, familiarity | Baptists than those who are less liberal. Smith'is a strong, earnest, bold man, what
A
to remain in this indifferent state until the many have been seeking the Lord.
gravitates toit comes of the wish to gratify with the business, the temptations, pecul- The first Baptist churches in England, | hg'believes fle has courage to declare
and whole field is preoccupied? Never, in any goodly number have found Christ precious, /
unreasoning impulse and the very lowest iar trials and modes of thought of men in from which those in America sprang, ability to defend. A leading Baptist clerage of the world nor in any country,
has there and we are praying that the work may
appetite. Men puttheir own selfish inter- common busy life, often proves a better | were and are still open communiorists. gymen recently said: “If we only had a
been open such a promising field for Chris- continue. Christians of different orders
ests and animal pleasures between them qualification than classical learning.
It is the Close Communion Baptists who leader, we could rescue the Baptist denomi- tian labor and usefulness, as at the present are at work very harmoniously in this
and all that is noblest in human nature and
1 think some thirty or more have
And men who have not enjoyed the ad- have abandoned the ancient rule, and im- nation from the bondage of close com- time in our own country. Will we have meeting.
worthiest in human life, when they lend "| vantages of the schools, frequently excel in posed a man-made yoke, excluding the munion.” Brother Smith has many of the’ no part or lot in this glorious work?
been converted and reclaimed.
their support to this evil of intemperance.
A. RANDLETT.
a practical knowledge of the Bible, and children of God. It is a great task to cor- elements of a leader, and if the Lord confers
Are our ministers and churches awake
They risk all that is most sacred in the in- are able to present the gospel to unedu- rect this error, and bring the wanderers upon him the honor of inspiring the timid
.dividaal soul and in the public welfare that cated men with more force, than the ripest back to the truth, but it will be done, and with courage to assert their convictions, to the fact, that their mission in the south,
ScorrssUrRG, N.Y.
We learn that an
which has added thousands to our numerical
they may get money andj pamper passion. scholars can do. We
are decidedly in Open Communion Baptists are galled tola- and stand up for truth and liberty, he will strength, must soon be given up? When extensive revival is in progress in this place.
Thatis the plain, simple, unvarnished fact, favor of all the education brethren can
bor for this reformation. The emancipa- proveto bea delfferer to the Baptist de- the seed has been sown, watered by the tears Under the labors of Rev. Mr. Peck, the
stripped of pretense and put into plain Eng- well secure, but -we fre fally convinced
Brother Smith has a book and labors of as faithful Christians as are to church has taken a new hold on life, and
| tion of Baptists will yet become an accom- nomination.
lish.
that any man of sense, full of the Holy plished fact.
nearly ready for the press, which deals with be found in our own or heathen lands, and maiy are seeking the Saviour. Atthe last
Now it is obvious enough that such an Spirit, can expound the plan of life, and do
this question, with characteristic thorough- the fruit just beginning to appear, we are covenant meeting, seventeen were added to
evil as this, which draws its life from the great good in the gospel ministry.
Yio
Tue Last Grimace.” Hon. H. R. Revels, ness.
compelled to leave, and let the enemy come the church, and several more are waiting
that
selfish elements of human
nature,
Prayer
__Theteis another fact, too, which bears -the-new Senator from Mississippi; who ——THE FEELING. A Presbyterian brother in and build up Satan’s kingdom. Is there an opportunity to do the same.
leagues all the unprincipled
into a fraterni- upon this question. The class of men of has-a brown skin but a white patriotism, expressed great grief that his daughter had
no word of alarm that we can give to the meetings and Bible classes are well attendty, and finds its victims in all circles,can not whom we speak are experienced in do- bad the honor and the amusement of be- joined the Cloge Baptists. “It is a sore
Free Baptists to arouse them to action? ed, and every meansis offered those who
be rooted out except through a resolute, mestic economy; they know how to live
ing made the occasion of the latest ont. trial,” said he, *“ to have my child so sepa- Not one of our teachers or missionaries has wish to seek salvation,
earnest and long continued struggle. Noth- cheaply ; how to make shifts and tufns, to vist of negro hate which the old pro- rated from me that I can not sit with her at been paid for his labor the past year, and
ing but hard -work,—costly devotion to accumulate a little here and there, and slavery orators of the U. S. Senate were our Lord’s table.” Many, very many, have moreover the Treasury is empty. All that
ErvinaTon, N.Y. The Evangelist, Rey.
principle,—real self-denial for the sake of piece out a deficient salary, better than enabled to indulge over the coming of a felt the same grief; and thousands, who we could possibly do has been to provide M. H. Abbey, has just closed an eight
* others’ good if not for the sake of our own, most men who have spent eight or ten of sable legislator to take his place as a peer otherwise desired to unite with the Baptists, for current expenses. Nothing but large weeks’ engagement in this place. His
“un readiness to dare and do, and, if need their earlier years in school, rather than in beside them.
This time it is not a theory have turned away, because they would not and immediate contributions can save. this scrvices have been highly acceptable, and
be, tosuffer some losses,—a hearty co-oper- industrial pursuits. And suth men are in- merely that confronts them, but a fact. enter into this bondage, The noblest and mission from certain ruin. These are the God has graciously smiled on his efforst. ation
in the measures that are plainly re- dispensableto the lifé and prosperity of They could not fling their gibes at some most Christian sentiments of the renewed simple facts. If we suffer a mission that A revival* of great preciousness
and
quired and that have been proved effective, many country churches. Some have little ideal Coffee on the plantation, but must soul protest against a usage which thus has produced such great good for the small power has been enjoyed. 1t is too soon
in
this will avail. - We must be- respect for this class of ministers, but they neds vent their spleen in the hearing of divides, grieves and offends the disciples
Christ, Itis a mystery, how good, pious amount’expended, and that, too, in a section to say how many hearts have been renew@ beginning. We must prove are worthy of highregard.' In the judg- an accredited
gentleman, who - only of
can sustain it. It must be a terrible of country ihat we have longed for years to ed, but many have most manifestly turned
aleohol rg pnison,—the free ment, it will appear that they have done waited the formality of a vote and the men
cross for them to bear; and when we con- enter, suffer iv to die, for one I should not their backs on the world and set their faces
traffic in, i a
orime,~—th
free use of it a more for the cause than many who oath to make him their acknowledged sider that it is self imposed, we pity them only feel discouraged, but ashamed ever heavenward. Preaching has been enjoyed
species
of suicide and a war upon society, have commanded high salaries. They have equal. They frowned and muttered and and pray for their deliverance.
every evenifig and most of the time on
after to be called a Freewill Baptist.
public welfare, even
ments we have heard

though the compliin the air change to
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The

service.

this union

been marked with quietness and order, 80

that those-who have been hopefully -converted have been led to Christ, not under

rickville, a Council hi
to organize a church in
Any church desiring

but of the truth of God's word. The interest has steadily increased until the last
H.
and still continues.

Bro.

ing, with no abatement of interest.

Edger writes that as many as two hun-

dred have been forward for prayers, and at
least one hundred give evidence of convergion. The house is crowded every night,
and a goodly number meet every afternoon
to pray and converse about the great salvation. Many influential families have become interested, and great strength is coming into the church. This is a remarkable
and most blessed: work. Considering that
we really had no church there of influence,

outward appearance, would have said that
But the
prospects were indeed dark.
Holy Spirit moved Bro. Edger to undertake the work, and now we have many to

rejoice and wonder, exclaiming, ‘Behold

the

church,

Com.

extensive revival is

and

ME.

The

B.

VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM for Coughs,

"" Com.
religious

interest bas been deepening for wo months
in this town. Over one hundred have been
converted. The Methodist and Presbyterian ‘churches have shared largely in the
glorious work.
Our church observed a week of prayer before the Q. M. assembled, which prepared
a way for the Spirit's presence. Rev. Wm.
Taylor and Rev, J. W. Hills, from Warren,
Pa. were with us, and preached the word
with power. , The meetings have continued
with increasing interest since. The church

has been quickened,

members

A Voice from

reclaimed

Rev. Simeon Cleaveland, of 8. Jackson, Mich.,
has closed his labors with the church in that
place, and is at liberty to confer with other
A. Randlett will return

Any

church desiring the labors of Rev. H. F..
correspond

with

him

at

ford, Vt., as he is at liberty to engage with
church desiring his labors.

assumed

any

importance, therefore,

and of Rochester

Seminary, has

recently

changed

Theological

his

denomina~

tional relations from

the Close Baptists

Free Baptists, having

pnited with

Hillsdale,

Mich.

to the

the church at

His inability to endorse the

profitable Bonds.

ACOUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

=¥

friends in

North Lebanon.
Rev.

L.

B.

Starr and

family

would

express

thanks to their friends in Potter,

N.Y., for their

annual

donation of $230,

and to

their friends in Middlesex, N. Y., for their donation of $1567.
‘
Rev. J. C. Osgood and wife acknowledge a donation of $104,75 from friends in Gilmanton

Works,
? —~—

Iron

:
+

"

2

Ordination,

Bro. F. Randall was set apart to the gospel
ministry in the F. Baptist church at Newark
Street, Vt., Thursday, Feb. 17, by the following

order of exercises: Reading of Scriptures and
Invocation by Rev. BE. W, Culver; Sermon by
Rev. C. B. Peckham; Ordaining Prayer by Rev.
_ E. Guilford; Charge by Rev. W. L." Noyes;
Hand of Fellowship by. Rev. F. L. Wiley; Adr

dress to the church by Rev. L. B, Tasker.

Bro. Randall

was

a captain

in the Union ar-

my, and we are glad to greet him as an officer in
the army of the Lord.

wa 1)

FP. L, Wey,

a

Clerk of Council,

BROWNS

BRONCHIAL TROCHES

clear and strengthen the voice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure te
OBTAIN the true
_BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
6md4
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Abverrisers.

The

rates

4t10

tha Gould of G.

In Potter, N. Y.,

P.

BOQUET

JAMES VICK,
ROCHESTER,

2t10
19

Notices.

PERSIAN
Ak yonr druegist for HOMAL'S
the best known rameand

$9.4 SH,

you will g-t

MOTIL PATCH. TAN and FRECKby B. F. Rackley, Drug:
Mannfactured only
LES.
6mb
gist, Dover,N. H. Price $1.00 per bottle.
dy for REMOVING

'

B

WORST

THE

I wish to

PILES CURED.

from

derived

spread abroad the great benefit I have

the use of DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZ:
ENGES. I have suffered years from the worst Piles.
PURPOSE, until

I USED EVERYTHING TO NO

I found

the Lozenges: in less than a month I was cured, and
have only to resort to them when costiveness RE.
TURNS and always find instant relief. 8, O. NEAL.
For sale at No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A.
HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, and by all Drug2m7
gists. Mailed for 60 cents.

MINK, 31 MUSK RATS, 8 OTTER. I caught
them all last week and am taking ten times the

from mink to bear. Allabout boats, traps, fishing,
&c., tanning secrets, arts &c., &c., all kinds. All for
25 cents, 6 for $1, sent post paid b,

FLORA.

Advertiser, having been restored to healthin

he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing.

Parties
dress
smi2

the prescription will please adRiv. EDWARD A. WILSON,
Williamsburg, Kings County, New York:
wishing

finest known, pt $10

of

advertising in the Morning Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Gro. B. Coss,
at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any

business belonging to the advertising
department.

BOTANY.

per

voll of 40

yards;

the most

modern English Tapestries, at $1.60 per yard; In.
grains, 75 cents to $1.00; 8 Ply, $1.50; Oil Cloths, 50
cents; also a complete stock of new, rich and fine
Carpetings, all at prices to suit every customer. Union
12t9
Carpet Co., 51 Hanover Street, Boston,

it

is the

only

one on

which I have

ERS

|.

COMBINED!
THEY HAVE
EQUALS IN ANY RESPECT!

badly.”

been favorabl® known in every section of the country

for the past sixteen years.

Collections of Flower Seeds by Mal,

V. CC. SAWYER, Ohio.

“I bought 1 bushel of seed of N. P. Boyer & Co., which
they advertised as Norway Imported Outs, before I saw
your advertisement,
1 then sent for one peck of yours
and gave each an equal chance. The peck of your seed
produced as much lacking b4 Ibs, as the bushel of theirs;
and yours did not lodge, theirs did.”
’
L.L. DODGE, Penn,

The following collections contain the
varieties in our large assortment,

oat is all hull, and a very d- ceptive grain,

half price for them to feed my

COLLECTION A—contains twenty choice varieties
Of ADPDUAIS..ssevsinsnrntananen $100
is
B—contains twenty choice varieties
of Biennials and Perennials....100
“
C—contains ten extra varieti.s of

.

i,
ta

eid
Jrane ow

Gray’

G

Els

anual of Botany,

now

being sold as ours,

genuine, and farmers are cautioned

PRICE

1-4

$7.50
4.00
250

1,00

No

charge

for bags

or

cartage. Sow oae bushel of seed to the acre. Send money
.
with order by draft, P.O. order, or registered letter,

All farmers should read our large illustrated paper, free

3,00 | on appligation.. Remember,we challenge the world to pro2.50 | duce an oat that will yield half what the Norways do, and

vol.
Illustrated

D. . W.

Sip)

Address

8,00 | are ready for a trial.

350

LLL & CO
RAMSDELL
A

"

350 | 218 Pearl st., N. Y.; 171 Lake st., Chicago, 11l.; or 612

DRL

n

Grays Boanisis Mierogeope, 2 lenses
{

proved

“

2 1bs. by mail, post paid

}39

Gray’s Structural and Systematic Botany

Floraof the Southern
States
3
i

two

these frauls,

By the bushel, by ‘express
bi
?
1-2 bushel
“

2.50 |

5

20 plates

only

against

IVISON, BLAKEMAY, TAYLOR & (0,

.

North Fifth street, St. Louis, Mo.
’

medicine

AND

in

HERB

PLL

the world

DO
ia

oy
DR,

MEDICINE,~a

GOoOD.”—The
LANGLEY’S

long

tried

and

best
ROOT

stan.

dard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious Discases.
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Dyspejria,
Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache, and all disenses
arising from Disordered Stomach, "Porpid Liver, or

Impure Blood. They cleanse the system, purify and
new create the blood, restore the appetite, build up
and strengthen the whole Hod
GEO. C. GOUDWIN & CO,, Boston, Sold by all druggists,
4m9

PUBLISHERS

American Educati’l Sevies of School Books,
AND

MANUFACTURERS

OF THE CELEBRATED

Spencerian Double Elastic Steel Pens
Steow10

i
oN .

ters, Double Hollyhocks........100

Any

one sending $3 (0 will receive the

four collec

tions postage free.
The reeds contained in the above assortments are
of our own selection. Purchasers who prefer to make
their selection from the catalogue will be entitled to a
discount proportionate to the quantity orcered.

Collections of Kitchen-Garden Seeds.
The followirg Colle tions are ma~e up in the most
liberal manner, care being taken to give a sufficient
quantity of all the finest varieties and most useful
+orts of Vegtables required in the Kitchen Garden.
ASSORTMENT No; 5 contains 55 vari: ties........$3 50
“
+ No, 6 contains 33 varieties...... «200
“
No. 7 contains 18 varieties........
The above are prepared expressly for sending by
mail, and will be sent, postpaid,upon receipt of price
annexed.
Larger collections, which can be safely sent by

ex-

country, as follows: No. 1, $2000; No. 2. $1500;
3, $10
0 ; No. 4, $500.

No.

press (freight paid by purchaser) to any part of

NORWAY OATS.
with a few
We are prepared to make arrangements
for us next year.—
more responsible farmers to grow seed
ELL & CO, 2:8 Pearl
« | For terms address D, W. RAMSD

street, No Y., or 171 Lake streel, Chleago, Ill

the

For a list of the contents of each Collection,
see eats

alogue.

The Sixteenth Anvual Fdition of their Illustrated
Seed Catalogue and Guide to the Flower and Kitch.
en Garden

is now

reany

for distribution.

No pains or expense has been spared in preparing
thisedition,to make it the mosc complete work of
kind ever published in this country.
It contains 12) pages of closely printed matter, and
two hundred cholde Eagravings of favorite Flowers

portion of which are entire~
and Vegetables—a 1
of
ly new; also two beautiully-colored Litographs
Litium Auratam Add 4 gronp of Pansies and a deserfiptive | ot of upward
of TWO THOUSA
species
and Varieties of FLOWER
AND
ETARLE
of the past seaSEEDS, including all the A0¥el
ture; also, a list of
son, with Directions for their
upward of One Hundred Varieiles of choi e GladiBulbs,and
olus ; with many other Summer. Flowering
much useful information upon the subject of Gardens
A copy will
be mailed to all applicants”

e

OF THE

Carpation, and
Picotee P.nks,
Verbenas,Truffaut’s French As-

ing gens rally,

47 and 49 Greene Street, New York.
“Buy Mr AND

ties,sels cted from Prize Flowers,
of English Pansies, German,

A Complete Assortment of Vegetable Seeds for One
Year's supply, for a Large or Small Garden.

LIST,

Sold by the standard of32 Ibs.

One
Gray gk ansons and Manual.
Gray’s Manual, with Mosses, ete.
¥

samples of seed

hd

"
ro B02 Drawings

SEED.

Many parties are advertising Norway Oats for sale who
have not the genuine seed. Our seed is gray in color, not
white, nor as dark as the ordinary black oat. Those ad=
vertising Imported Norway Oats, having copied our testimonials, are defrauding the farmers if they represent
their seed as the Ramsdell variety. H.W. Marshall, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, claims to be our agent. We do not know
him, and he uses our name without authority. Out of 20

Price, $2.50,

Annuals and Perennials,embracing many of the new and choicest
in cultivation....ceeeee. srennsuss 100
ID—contains five very
choice varie.

“

NO

This is a new book ; a complete key to the
vegetable and floral Physiology, Family and
Genera of all common Plants, native or exotic; giving their common, English names j
whence they came, how they’ may be recognized, and for what ‘they are, or may be

most showy
full directions

may order without fear of disappointment.

I would not pay

horses
M.V. WILSON, Kentucky.
“They are 50 to 100 per cent. better than the ordinary
oat, and the straw is more nutritious. We also recommend it as a valuable addition to what we now have for
early feed in green soiling cattle.,”—
WN. ¥, Tribune.

COUNTERFEIT

with

for culture. Each packet contalns a mixture of the
different colors and varieties of its species, so thata
greater display can be made at a much less pricc than
when ordered in separate packets. Those unacquaint«d with flowers,as well as the experienced cultivator,

“The Norways yield with me more than double what the
Surprise do, and are excellent in quality, The Surprise

GRAYS SCHOOL AND
FIELD BOOK OF BOTANY.

used."

:

Seeds for the Fiower and Kitchen Garden which have

not been

humbugged.
Show me an oat that will beat it for yield or.
quality, and I.will gladly Ray $1: u for a bushel.”
.R. HIBBARD, L.I., N.Y.
“My yield from 11-8 acre was 100 bushels. Common
oats on same ground yielded 30 bushels per acre. Norways are heavier, and stood up while the others lodged

. ByASA GRAY, M. D.

make known to his fellow-sufferers the means of cure.

To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the prescription used (free of charge), with the directions for
preparing and using the same, which they will find a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHI718, etc. The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread information which he conceives to be invaluable; and

0., Publishers,
Hinsdale, N. H.

ways, and

The above are a few specimens of over two thonsand endorsements that we have received, in, addition to Fortyfive
First Premiums which have been awarded the Norway
The latest, best, most popular Botanical Text Books.
Gul the late State and County Wairs. It now remains
\| for
you to decide whether you will-be one of those farmers
who are to help supply this seed next year. One acre will
pay a few hundred dollars, and a few acres willpay a
thousand dollars. The profit is as sure as anything can
Of Harvard University, and Botanic Gardens, Cambridge,
be. 1tis an opportunity that does not often ocrurin a
Mass.
farmer’s life, and should you decide to avail yourselfof it
—
the sooner you get your order on our books the more
SALEGREATER THAN THAT OF ALL OTHlikely you will be to secure them,

TO CONSUMPTIVES.
THE

N.Y.

game I ever did before.
Thus writes a Maine boy
who uses the “Hunter’s Guide.”
Itis the only reliable work.
Tells how to hunt, trap and catch all
game

HUNTER &

’

to the profits of the farmers yearly over two hundred and
Jfirty millions of dollars by the substitution of th's seed.—
It would require two more crops to supply the U. 8. with
this seed, if all could be retained for home use; but.a foreign demand has sprung up which will take fifteen per
.cent, of all we have from the last crop, and not less than
one-third of the next crop. We have already filled a large
numberof ordersfrom Poland, Sweden, Norway, Russia,
Scotland, and other foreign countries, mostly coming from
tests made in those places, from samples sent last year.—
These facts form a curious part of the history of these soNO. 54 CLIFF STREET, NEW YORE.
called Norway Oats. A careful estimate shows that all
the genuine seed raised last year would not furnish each |.
Agents for the sale of the Bonds.
farmer in the United States with a tablespoonful. These
4110
facts furnish a basis on which we may estimate the probab’e price of seed next year. The price cannot go under
$1 per Dushel for the next crop; but suppose you realize
$2 per bushel, it does not take much figuring to rompute
the profit on every acre you grow.
The following extracts from letters will interest every
farmer:
“The yield is enormous. The additional value of the
straw more than pays cost of seed.”
?
. D. LANGWORTRHY, Alfred, N. Y.
“My
yield from five acres Is 753 bushels. I will beat the
world next year.”
J.L. DIVINE, Chattanooga, Tenn.
“Yield from 32 pounds seed on one acre, 113 1-2 bushels.”
J. BARKER, Spring Mills, N. Y.
“One bushe: of your Norways produced as much as five
bushels of the Surprise Oats.”
ADAM RANKIN,
Proprietor of Premium Farm, 111.
“Yield from 15 1bs, seed, 50 bushels; weight 36 Ibs.”
i
GEORGE WILLIAMS, Minn.
“Grew six feet high, I took one bushel to our County
Fair, and received first premium. Sy elent, 52 Ibs.”
A. WOGALON, Millersburg, Ohio.
“Their spreading qualities are enormous. Yield from 7
Nos. 41 Park Row, § 151 Nassaw sireel,
1bs. seeds 15 bushels.}
G.M. BREWER, N. J.
wYield 90 bushels per acre. This is the kind of humbug
I like.”
J. H.8COTT, Warwick, N. Y.
NEW YORK.
“One bushel of Norways are worth two of other Oats to
feed out. They have substance not all chaff.”
Importers, Growers, and Dealers in Garden, Field,
8. M. WAITE, President Brattleboro (Vt.) Bank.
“The testimony is all one way—strongly in their favor.”
and Flower Seeds, Horticultural Imple— American Agriculturist.
“All who got the genuine seed seem to endorse them.—
ments and Garden Requisites,
The testimony from farmers is overwhelming.”— Moore's
Rural New Yorker.
Would invite attention to the folldwing Collection of
“I have bought all the improved seed down to the Nor-

CULTURE OF FLOWERS AND VEGETABLES.
The FLORAL GUIDE is published for the benefit of
my custome) s, but will be forwarded to all who apply
by mail, for TEN CENTS, which is not half the cost.
Address,

Henry Dee and Miss Caroline Stape, all of P.

Special

OF PHLOXES.

It ia the moet beautiful, as well as the most inetructive Floral Guide published,giving plain and thorough
directi.ms for the

L.B. Starr. Mr.

Rev.

20, by

Jan.

We KNOW these Bonds. to be
good, and we know the character and
capacity of the Company’s estimates
can be implicitly relied upon to give
these Bonds the highest standard.—
We therefore freely and fully recommend them.
A
W. BAILEY LANG & CO., Mercht’s

of us.

B. K. BLISS & SON,

1870.

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY THOUSAND copies of
VICK’S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF SEEDS
AND FLORAL GUIDE bhavealready been circulated.
1tis Sleganily Jprivted on fine tinted paper. with about
200 fine wood
Kngravings of Flowers and Vegeiables,
and a beautiful COLORED PLATE—consisting of seven
varieties of Phlox Drummondi, making a fine

“Vip ET CREDE.” The Union Carpet Co, just
established at 51 Hanover Street, are opening, at popular low prices, an invojce of Japan Mattings, the

~ Notices and Appointments.
"To

TOWN.

GUIDE

FOR

a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having
suffered several years with a severe lung affection,
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to

5

will most invariably give instant relief
ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
S,
BRONCHITI
For
and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
SINGERS and. PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to

. Rev. and Mrs. I. C. Guptill gratefully acknowl.

their sincere

The road has

the local trade and from the carrying of coaltheandline to
from the points of their production along
The
Chicago, where Shey are in steady demand.
at present
Bonds are for 18,000 to the mile only, and
the
upon
cent.
per
10
nearly
pay
they
price of gold
investment.
exchange
the
by
realized
be
may
A handsome profit
of Governments for these equally secure and more

Disease.

Rev. D. Boyd and wife acknowledge a donation of $107 from their friends in Rockland, Me.

the

and

Requires immediate attention, asneg
lect often results in an incurable Lung

Donations,

a denation of $217,138 from

has

both from
an assurance of large and profitable trafiie,
iron

unite with

FLORAL

ficiating clergyman, and Miss 8. Emma White,young.
H.
est daughter of the late Alvin White ot Exeter, N.

urchases are 80,000 oak
locomotives. 130 freight

cars, and other articles in proportion.

him in expressing thanks to their numerous
friends for their kind remembrances during his
long and painful season of affliction.

edge

ext nsion

materials for the

Among these
equipment,
ties, 9,000 tons of rails, 20

his recovery.
His disease is of such a nature
that it affects the lungs, thereby rendering him

His family

purchasing

IN EVERY

VICK’S

Malcolm Burbank of Huntingdon, Pa., son of the of:

the

Danville.
2
In Glocester, R. I. Nov. 14,by Rev. A. R. Bradbury,
Mr. Wm. C. Joslin of Putnam, Conn., and Miss Dian-

been

laborers. His P.O. address is Burlington, Ca)houn Co., Mich,
‘We learn that Rev, I. M. Bedell, of the Center
Strafford church, is still unable to attend to pas_toral duties. He tendered his resignation, but
his p2ople,
till lately,
retained
hopes of
incapable of preaching.

Mills. both of Corinna.
In Exeter, March 1 by Rev. P. 8. Burbank, Mr.

from Chica-

payable semi-annually.
large, and the Company

WANTED

A copy given to any person securing agood Agent,
with Agent’s first order. 80 pages sent free. Address
—stating Tenitory desired—
J. W. GOODSPEED & CO,
3 Path Row, New-York, or 148 Lake Street, Chicago.

C. Chandler and Miss Angenette Runnels, both of P.
Feb. 26, Mr. Alvin H. Emery and Miss Elberta A.

0 to Momence, 55 miles. and soon to be extended to
anville. The road:-bed is solid and of extra width,

40 years to run, interest
sales have already been

Bro. T. is spoken of as a man of fine culture and

and

In Pittsfield. Feb. 13, by Rev. A. L. Gerrigh, Mr. H.

sUpon this road thus constructed, \he Company are
sleling First Mortgage 7 per cent. Gold Bonds,having
The

excellent spirit, and we hope he may at once
find himself with plenty of encouraging work on
his hands, in some fleld where he may truly
honor the Master and be aided by his new fellow

Spurling

Enoch

by the same, Mr,

n t amden,

Mrs. Belinda Brewster.

concerning the construction of the Chicago, Danville

now in operation

AGENT

S.
L.

Hanson and Miss Lizzie P. Atkinson. Feb 20, Mr.
Tyler, all of H.
Frank L. Tarbox and Miss Lizzie
Boyd, Mr. Leslie
In Roctland, Dec. 4. by Rev. D
Campbell and Miss Rebecca H Hewett. Dec. 28, Mr.
Alonzo Trafton and Miss Mary B. Young. Jan. 29,
Mr. Alonzo Maddocks and Miss.Addie M. Athearn.

obtain the business which their projectors anticipate.

Calvinistic theology and the restrictive practice
of the denomination with which he has heretofore been identified, explains his recent step.

Mr. Nathan
r. Wm. H.

In Hollis, Feb. 6, by Rev. P. Smith,
Kliza J. Smith.
Atkinson and Miss

and the culverts, bridges, &c.,of a character for many
yoirs wear. Upon this, whice oak ties are laid to the
unusual number of 2 800 to the mile. The rails are of
the best quality and weighiog 56 pounds to the yard,
and these rails are secured by fish joints. It Is evifor
dent that such a railroad will need but little Tepair rapmany years to come, and that it can transact its
ding
idly increasing busmess without the correspon
which most new roads require as soon as they
pre’

that Rev. R. H. Tozer, a graduate of

Rev. C. H. Kim-

In Danviile, Feb. 19, 4 the same, Mr. Osman 8.
iss Sabra M. Dimond of
Curries of Fremont, an

& Vincennes Railroad,

Drew, or D. B. Gile.
College

In Nortn Berwick, Me., Jan. 12, by

road is built upon which a loan is being negotiated.
We have been interested in noting some of the details

The churchisin

SHEPPARD,

AGENTS WANTED | i

Mary Hill, dsughball, Wm. Hobbs, Eeq., and Miss
ter of Friend Wm. Hill, Pres. of North Berwick Nat'l
Miss Phillips,
and
Ricker
Morrill
Mr,
Bak, 3 ap, 15,
all of
N. B.
G. Smith
Nicholas
Mr,
19,
In South Berwick, Jan.
and Miss A. Butler, daughter of Geo. W. Butler of 8.
B..
N

must neces

for investors to know how

BY

-

F. Corson and Miss Eliza A, Cummins, both of Lebanon,
Me.
In "Rochester, Feb. 22, at the residence of Dea.
S8am’l Meserve, by the same, Mr, Dana J. Mooney of
New Market, and Miss Mary A. Meserve of R.

running throug

there

AN

95,60

7]

‘erence in the amount which will
sarily be ag
have to bededucted from gross earnings for operatin,
expenses and construction repairs. It ls of espéeia

want of a pastor, and it is a good field for labor,
Any desirous of the- place will address A. B.

Oberlin

business,

1,00

the thousands of letters we have on file, which show on the
face of them earnestness and truthfulness. but would purchase seed at once, The tabular statement, compiled by
the Hon. Horace Greptty, from reports received from
farmers of the yield of the Norway Oats, last year, com-

Descriptive Catalogue of varieties mailegfree to all
applicants.

20,00
3,85
4.00
7,00

Married

of the rich Western States,

will have largely Saying

Rev. C. C. Foster has resigned the pastorate at

‘We learn

railroads.

Western

thickly settled portions

North Tunbridge, Vt., to take effect April 10;
and any church desiring to correspond with him

can address him at that place.

that

2,50

All this is verified in detail in the
complete Pamphlet, which can be had

4t10

29 FULTON 8T., NEW YORK.

8,00
-

fn Gonie, Jan. 31, by Rev. G. J. Abbot, Mr. William

While it may be safely

A FIRST-CLASS RAILROAD.

Straf-

JAMES

THE
MORTGAGE
COVERING THE
ENTIRE ROAD, EQUIPMENT, FRANCHISES, AND ALL PROPERTY, PRESENT AND FUTURE—INDEED THE SECURITY OF TWICE THE AMOUNT OF
BONDS ISSUED.
THE LOW CURRENCY PRICE THEY
ARE NOW OFFERED AT.
:

THERE
has heen a very general misunderstanding
among a portion of the farming public in regard to this
new cereal, as is indicated by the large number of letters
of inquiry that reach us. We know perfectly well that
there is not a farmer in this broad land who, if he knew
‘the real facts, or could call at our store and read a few op

and Flower Seeds.
FOR, SALE

1,75
3,00 |
2,80
2,20

Treasurer.

C. 0. LIBBY,

& WILDER,

Dover,N.H.

made the Hair grow thick, soft and awful pretty, and
moreover prevented it from turning gray. If the proprietors of these articles did not send the sisters an
invoice, they are not smart.
:
4t9

Groton, Mass., about the last of March, and will
be at liberty through the summer to supply the
desk of any church that may wish his services.
J. Beribner, can

aij

Garden

8,0
10,00

THE SECURITY AFFORDED BY REG-

HOW THE FARMERS ARE SWIN'DLED.

FRESH AND GENUINE

10,00
2,00

BY

1 YEARS.

Facts.

HOW T0 MAKE MONEY.
WHERETO
GET GENUINESEED.

FROM

N. E. AGENTS,

OUT

ISTRY.

PATTERNS,

. PLUMMER
GENERAL

’
fleld, Me. pe A Dunton
Lake Village,N H, for support of a boy
8ab school,
in India. per J L Odell
per E D Lewis
Prairie City Q M. Ill.
Underhill
Y. per J P
Aurora, N
Seneca Q M. O. per I B dtinebaugh

3

Interesting

144 Tremont St.,0pposite Common.

»

Mrs A G Plummer, Mrs A Dunton ,50 each, White-

gerous to men, no doubt): and that Lyon’s Kathairon

to his home in

CURTIS,

L Wells, Arcade,N Y.to con Mrs Anna Wells L o
2.
ee
per CC
L Emery, C Chaffee $1 each, Arcade, N'Y
ML & A F Sheldon, Glasgow,lowa, for support of
a boy in India
Honey Creek Q M. Wis. per H J Brown
Lydia Ross, Lawrence, Mass
Rev E P Ladd $1; Mrs Ladg ,50; Eugene Laad ,25,
§
Limerick, Me
Summerhill, N Y. per A Griffith
Sheflield, Ohio, per D Woodworth
Rev D Woodworth, Lenox, UO
Mrs Amy Gray $5; W Clark $2; Mrs M Gilman $1
Paw Paw, Mich, per W Clark
Eliza Bailey. Lawrence, Ma. s, towards support of
4
a
.a chlld in India

of

NORWAY OATS.

—TO—

w

Foreign Missions.

nolia Balm overcame Sallowness, Rough Skin and
Ringmarks, and gave to the complexion a most dis
tingue (Sorosian) and marble-like appearance (dan-

churches wishing his services.

167,52
Treasurer.

should have been $15,00 instead of $45,0v.

So they all voted that Mag-

seek it where they could.

50,00 |

.

THE ‘PLANS COMPLETED. AND THE
MONEY EXPENDED, FOR VIGOROUS
FINISHING OF THE LINE IN THE
SPRING.
THE EXCESSIVE EARNINGS TO ACCRUE FROM THE COMPLETION OF
THE WHOLE LINE.
THE AMPLE SINKING FUND FOR
THE CERTAIN REDEMPTION OF THR
BONDS.
THE VERY
LIBERAL INTEREST
RUNNNING OVER A TERM OF 40

THE RAMSDELL

57 and 59 Bromfield 8t., Boston,

2,00
2,00
7.00

.
o

Concord, N. H.

THE LADIES’ SOROSIS CLUB, of New York, recent
ly changed their discussions from woman’s suffrage
to Hair preparations and Pimple Banishers. They
declared that where nature had not endowed them
with beauty, it was their right—yea, their duty—to

Ministers and Churches.

BUTTERICK’S
REMOVED

The sum credited to the church in Candia, last week,

in view of the above established facts, it is not surprising that their extensive machinery is kept running night and day to supply a demand that is rapidly becoming universal.

L. HANSON.

Rev.

SILAS

tent, by the Sea Moss Farine Co., 53 Park Place; and

have received license to preach.

.

50,00

1

Isaac Budlong, Scottsville, N Y.pledged at G Con

thirty professed cooks. many of them hailing from the
best hotels in the United States,have voluntarily come
forward and pronounced RAND’S SEA Mo&s FARINK
the finest aiticle for puddings, custards, blanc mange,
creams, jellies, and other favorite items of the dessert
that has ever come under their notice.
So much for the palatability of the new element of
food.
A still greater number of distinguished physicians
end scientific chemists indorse 1t as a nutrient of the
very highest class; while every housekeeper who
uses it admits that it is full fiity per cent cheaper than
maisena, farina, corn starch, or any other preparation from eorn or the cereal grains.
The new food staple is manufacture. under a pa

and sinners redeemed.
Two young brethren, Thomas Robbers,
of Pultney, and James D. Smith, of Urbana,

-

Upwards

Kitchen.

the

Lh
31,00
15,62

L M per

Mrs M D Perkins, New Hampton, N H
Mrs OC Fo. 8, Ashford N Y
QM. N Y.%or L B Starr
Union

in
most exelusively, but it now has a powerful rival
from the fact that the organ is capathe reed organ,
not.
is
piano
the
which
of
effects
ble of many musical
Music with sustained harmony cannot be plat ed upon the piano, while the organ can give it the fullest
ible expression. “The great improvements made
n this class of instruments within a few years past
have deservedly brought them -furward very promi
the
nently. These improvements have developed
celebrated American Organs, manufactured by Mes:rs
8. D. & H. W. Smith of Boston, which are universal
ly acknowledged to be far superior to allother instru.
ments, These organs possess not only all the desiramakble qualities to be found in instruments of other
ers, but also certain peculiarities which give them su
perior tone and power.

in

several

The

00

;

THE RICH COUNTRY THE ROAD
TRAVERSES, WITH ITS AGRICULTURAl. AND MINERAL RESOURCES. .
_THE CASH SUBSCRIBED TO THE
CAPITAL STOCK.
:
THE
EXCELLENCE
OF
THE
56
ADY
BUILT, AND ITS

Books.

REMOVAL.
HOWE SEWING MACHINES

ION.

FREEDMEN’

home instrument, and for a time it held that place al-

have been hopefully converted. It is God's
own work, and his people are rejoicing

Souta PurLtnEy, N. Y.

Missi on.

Isaac Budlong,Scottsville, N Y. pledged at the last

a

essentially

The plano-forte is

MUSIC.

ORGAN

this city is being favored with a very interesting revival. Many have been quickemed

thereat.

Me

THE

THIS WILL BE BORNE

has engag.d one of the

School

|

Gheapest yet offered to the Public.

York,

Assortment Large—Prices Low—Catalogues Free.
AM. TRACT SOCIETY, i64 Tremont Street, Boston.
' WARREN & BLAKESLER, Agents. 8t10

A friend, Lawrence, Mass
Oneonta ch. N Y. to con Peter Scramlin
»
G P Ramsey
Ch at Farmington, N H. per 8 N Tufts

THE
Colds and Consumption. As good as ever—as ever
the best. Getthe genuine. Prices,$1 and 50 cents.

Banner”

_ Sunday

Noribiield Cen, Vt

Home

New

AND

b52t8—pb

the *‘ Star Spangled

Rev W W
Nutting,
Haverhill, Mass
D W McGregor,

3

Broadway,

-

BEST

most talented reporters in N. Y, City. to write up all
the new tricks and traps of swindledom, expressly
for this paper.
He will search out and ventilate
every attempt at swindling. These letters will be
worth for the year $1010 any one. Remember the |’
“Banner” is u large, illustrated, 8 p
paper, brimming with real live reading. Toere is Dothibg oldfogy, dry, or stale about ir. ,Overflowing with Wit,
Humor, Fun and good things generally, it is the
cheapest, raciest, richest, ani wittiest sheet ever published. The entire press oi the country pronounce it
unapproachable, except
a few weakly, swindle sup:
4
ng, semi-silly and religious sheets, which,lackin
alf the circulation or power of the *‘Star Spangle
Banner,” can but howl in their impotent
e at its
wonderful, unparalleled success,
You want it. Your
wi‘e needs-it: your children will read its pages over
early. ALL FOR |
and over ag»in,; . 480 long columns
75 CENTS ONLY. The superb steel plate “Evangeline”
we still sénd on reller GRATIS to every subsci iber.—
An elegant parlor ornament one and one half by two
feet in size Money refunded if you are not perf: sty
mens 6 cents. Send 75 cents to “ST.
satisfied. S
BANNER,” Hinsdale, N. H.
SPANGLE

D Lothrop & Co. Boston, Mass
Lewiston,

Waters, 481

=

WILL BE FOUND TO BE THE

RAKaLITY VENTILATED.
In addition to all
former aids in Exposing swindling and humbugs»

EXPRESS.

FS As

RAILROAD . CO.
, UPON EXAMINATION

OFFER !!

offer.

1

Gen Con

church

in spirit, and others reclaimed, and

EC Smal

CHICAGO, DARVILLE & VINCENNES

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODEONS, ant ORGANS of'six first class makers, at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING THIS
MONTH, or will take from $6 to $256 monthly until
paid; the same to let, and rent money a phien if pur
chased. Chickering pianos are ody
the above

Asa Randlett, Philadelphia, N ¥

.

ten or fifteen

F.

*

OF THE

4

8 Merifield, Benona, Oceana Co. Mich
Re

THROAT AFFECTIONS such as Hoarseness, Loss of
Voice, and Weakness of the Bronchial Tubes, yield
readily to the White Pine Compound. For sale every:

more are nearly ready to follow them.
;
L. HAN8SON.
RockLAND,

BY MAIL,
v J P Underhill, Ea Aurora, Erie Co. NY
J Carpenter, care G»o Kayser, Valleyford, Ohio
Be
N'Y
« JM Langworthy, Prospect,
« BF Hayes, Lewiston, Me
LA
‘Wm H Littlejohn, Wheelersburg, Ohio ka
Risinger, Ballstown, Ripley Co.
Henry
N
Center,
Rev W yu ‘Chemung
« J H Loveless, Weavertown, Warren Co.N Y
« A D Fairbanks. Leighton’s Corner, N H
Lilly. Sciote Co.
Ohio
James E Rutherford, Pickwick, Winona Co. Min

Persons Jequiring purgutives or pills should be
me pills not only cause
careful what they buy.
griping pains, but leave the bowels in a tor id, costive state. Parson’s Purgative Pills will relieve the
bowels and cleanse the biood without injury to the
system.
4

where.

Received.

Books Forwarded,

many of them use it in their practice with great suc-

It begdn about

some

W. BROWN, Clerk.

ORGANS.

i

D

: BO

TH

i

S

N

E

x

METHOD

NEW
FOR

A GREAT

P- ttingill & Co—J Park—R J Poston—J A Parker—8PoinP
dexter—Mrs
-0 F Russell—M Smith—8 Sage—AShepard ~

Thig, we believe, all endorse, and

Anodyne Liniment.

Smith, and continues at the present
have already unjted
Twenty-one

with

L.Rexford, Panama, N.Y.

—W J Carlton—G Conant—B Cogswell-R Davis—H F
Dickey—W F Eaton—) Erskine—A R Cowell—Emeline
Fuller—J P Fitch—J Fothergill—D Francisco—D Green—
G Goodwin—O D Gilman—A L Gerrish—J F Gleason—E
A Godard—E 8 German—D M Hamilton—I.-Z Haning—B
an—dJ Hobbs—T 8 Hyde—L Hauson
F Hayes—L Hod
s—J Hooper—Amos Jones—D
C Kimball—J M Lungworthy=—Y
Juckson—F Keniston—S
MclIntyre—
d-

It is & rare thing that physicians give any countenre of which i~ a seance to a medicine, the manu
cret. About the only exception we know is Johnson's

the first of January,under the labors of Rev.

J.D.
_ time.

L.D. Howe, Ashford, Catt. Co. N. Y.

“

Horace

license to preach one year,
church, received
We were favored with the labors of Rev. J. W.
Collection for MisHills, of the Owego Q. M.
L. B. STARR, Clerk.
{
sions, $14,00.

cated last fall, any one, looking upon the

An

«.

-

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Office Addresses.

UNION, N. Y., Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Pultney church, It wasa refreshing season
to all present. Bro. J. Smith, of the Urbana

power and mercy; and evidence of success, when one goes forward in the name
of the Lord... When this church was dedi-

*
WELLE)

Many Firat Class Teachers of music have hitherto
refrained from giving lessons upon the Cabinet and
other Reed Organs, for want of a thorough method of
instruction.
The desideratum is now attained by the
ubiication of this highly successful and popular
book.
n conpection with its attractive studies itis inter.
spersed with the finest selections ever brought together in one book, thus greatly aiding in forming a
correct musical taste.
:
;
(Copyrighted 1859.)
Price $2 50. Se¢nt post-paid con receipt of price.
O.DITSON & CO., Boston.

M. Jenkins, Paw Paw, M ich.

Letters

TrOY Q. M..—Held its- Dec. term with the
Granville church. All the churches, except

of the most marvelous displays of divine

UrBaANA, N. Y.

+

Athens, were represented.
The devotional exercises were spiritual, the preaching was intensely earnest and practical, and much of God’s spirit
-enjoyed. Next session will be held with the Sul-

little help from any quarter, it is really one

in progress in this place.

Rev. W.

Next session with the Huntington church,
comencing, ¥riday the 13th of May. at b
:
J. W. CARPENTER, Clerk.
-0’clock, P.

only a very small congregation, and very

what the Lord has wrought.”

Post

livan church, Feb. 26—2T7th,

B

:

REED

appointed by the Q. M.
SEBEC Q. M. will hold its next session with the
that place.
; 1st Sangerville church, commencing March 18.
:
|
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk,
the next session of this
the Clerk soon.
. W. MAYHEW, Clerk.

business meetings were harmonious and meetings
of worship spiritual. Rev. I. Z. Huaning, pastor
of the Columbia church,
protracted the meeting some days with good success.
Four conversions occurred, and two were baptized.
There
was an addition of five to the church, and the
church is mueh revived.
’

is still progress-

noticed,

city, before

Fi
ppv

Ai

CLARKE'S,

HOULTON
Q. M. will hold its next session with the
church in Linneus, commencing Friday, P. M., the
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE, Clerk.
18th day of March.

ATHENS Q. M.—Held its Feb. term with the
Columbia church. The attendance was good,

The work. of grace in

‘Eumira, N.Y.
this

Q. M. will please nowy
:

wt

AREER

The friends in the Q. M. are
of the Lyndon Institute will be present to reccive
.
$
:
subscriptions now due.
. DANIEL JONES, Clerk pro tem.
d

Coundil, was admitted to the Q. M. in due form.
Also at the request of a band of brethren in Her-

excitement,

of - unmeaning

the influence

IR

MORNING STAR: MARCH 9, 1870.

Warren church, Jan. 21-23. Delegates from
most of the churches were present, and the
gs were harmonious and spiritual. The
‘mee
Covenant Meeting was one of the best. A church
0!
ed in Litchfield by Rev. J. Swank and

the Freewill Baptists have participated in

SORE

ke

every other afternoon,
meetings were held on
afternoon for the children.

NT

:
:
:
:
jon with
. M. (P,Q)
eh
6s net session
oid ita
wi 2 hold
(P.O) will
: us Ion OM.
is requested.—
Sunday in March. A jull delegation
reminded that the agent

:
Quarterly Meetinssgs.
a
OWEGO Q. M.—Held itslast session with the

:
for a season,
each alternate’
Others besides

aa
and,

li

enclosin

five Oents; our regular customers supplie
Tweoty
without charge. Addre
\

B. K. BLISS & SON,
IP. 0. Box 3713, New Work,
2teow]0

..
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your work. We can't have any idle folks
about this house, big or little, boys or
girls,”

When

Be

fairly settled to listen,

you went to see when you were at Delavan,
upin Wisconsin, please, mother.”

Let sailors sing of the windy deep,
Let soldiers praise their armor,

‘“ Why, Nettie,

But in my heart this toast I'll keep,—

The Independent Farmer.
‘When first the rose, in robe of green,
Unfolds its crimson lining,

And ’round his cottage porch is seen
The honeysuckle twining ;
%
‘When banks of gloom their sweetness yield
To bees that gather honey,

He drives his team across the field
. Where skies are soft and sunny.
The blackbird clucks behind the plough,
The quail pipes loud and clear;
Yon orchard hides behind its bough
The home he loves so dear;
The gray and old barn doors unfold

all were

Mrs. Goodwin asked what they wanted to
héar about.
N
¢« Tell us about the deaf and dumb school

The Independent Farmer,
ed

;

'

His ample store in measure,
More rich than heaps of hoarded gold,—
A precious, blessed treasure ;
‘While yonder, in the porch, there stands
His wife, the lovely charmer,

The sweetest rose on all his lands,—
The Independent Farmer.
To him the Spring comes dancingly,
To him the Summer blushes,
The Autumn smiles with mellow ray,
His sleep old Winter hushes;
He cares not how the world may move,
No doubts or fears confound him;

His little flock are linked in love,

State.

They furnish

their own clothing,

except where they are too poor. It's really
missionary work to teach these poor mutes.
Without this teaching, they usually know
only what belengs te the wants of the body,
but here they are taught, not. only how to
get a living, but about the hereafter, and

that ?»
:
s
Joe put his fingers in his ears for a few
moments, There was such a queer look on

how to get ready to live with God in hesvy

his face, the other children began to laugh.
¢¢ Tell you what,” he said, when he had

“Well,
I'm glad we're not mutes,” said Joe,
drawing a long breath,
He had kept still

opened his ears again; * it isn’t anything
to laugh at. I thought 1 would see how it
would seem not to hear. Why it’s just awful. Only think ! Folks might make all-the

an unusually long while, for him, so as to
see how it would seem to be dumb.
“We must be careful how we use our
ability to hear and talk,” said John.

fun of you they'd a mind to, and you'd nev-

. “Yes, 'mreal glad we're

er hear a word of it.”

duihb,” said Joe again, listening to what
his brother said, as if'it were very nice to

¢“ That

:

didn’t I tell you about

—

“It must cost a great deal to keep them,”
said John:
¢ Do their parents have to pay
their board and schooling ?”
¢¢ No, dear; they are supported by -the

would

be no

great

loss,”

said

Nettie, * but there'd be lots of good things
one would miss. You'd never hear the

en.”

;

not deaf and

be able to hear even ‘‘Johnnie’s preaching,”

as he was apt to call it.
birds, or any sweet music, or—"
“And I'm glad good people take so
much pains to teach those .who are,” said
' « Mother's stories,” threw in Joe.
‘‘Aren’t deaf and dumb people very sad.P” Nettie, ‘letting them out of the cells of
silence,’ as mother calls their muteness, so
asked John.
Ra
that they can know about Jesus and heav¢¢ No, dear; they seem very cheerful.”
¢¢ But, mother, only think of the thou- en.”—8. 8. Scholar.
sands of beautiful things they can never
know about for themselves.”
Farmer Ralph, the Swearer.
“Yes; but if you make up your mind to
Ina certain district in the great county
make the best of everything, it will do
more to mgke you happy than it would to of Yorkshire, in England, there lived a
have every wish gratified, if that were pos- prosperous farmer. Now, ofall conditions
in life, that of a farmer, who is thriving and
sible.”
:

blasphemy, been praying for curses on him-

This was the family sitting-room.

Said Peter, “ with children like these?

Seest not how, from morning till evening,
He teacheth and healeth disease?”
Then Christ said,
Forbid not the children;
. Permit them to come unto me!”
And He took in His arms little Esther,

And Rachel He set on His knee;
And the heavy heart of the mother
Was lifted all earth-care above,
As He laid His hands on the brothers,

And blessed them with tenderest love;
.
As He said of the babes in His bosom,
“ Of such is the kingdom of heaven ;”

‘‘ They can’t hear

themselves,

I s'paose,”

blasphemed

his name,

he defied

Him,

he

said Nettie; ¢‘ and so they laugh away just
as it happens.”
‘‘ They make queer enough noises when
they laugh,” said Mrs. Goodwin, ¢¢ and this

used the great gift of speech to call down
curses on his head and on others.
It the great and holy God, who inhabiteth

shows that our laughter is pleasant,because
we try to make it so.”
¢¢ Do they make signs for things, mother,

their faces with their wings, had answered
the awful words of the profane man, he
would not have had eyes to see with or

or do they spell out the words with their
fingers ?”
‘¢ They talk both ways. By signs first,
for of course they can’t spell out the words
till they learn to read. After they learn to

write, they are very fond of writing out

eternity, and before whom

the

angels

veil

limbs to use; for many tines every day

did

he imprecate God’s wrath upon every member of his frame.
Many people were shocked and indignant
at this swearing man.

They

avoided thim,

or if they were obliged, in the way

of busi-

congregation in Albany on this subject. We are
glad to receive the condensed substance of these
discourses in this permanent form. He strikes
with all his force against the exclusion of the

ing in of an evening, you would have seen
Lance one side of the table in the big easychair, reading his paper, or chatting with Bible from
our schools, and argues with even
Laura, sitting opposite in her shaker rocker: ‘greater vigor against, dividing our
school fund in
with her sewing. One great advantage in aid of sectarian. teaching. That side of the
marrying a farmer is, that you have him at question is very ably presented in this volume,
home with you ‘evenings, provided you and the argument deserves a wide reading, which
make yourself tolerably agreeable to him. it will be pretty certain to secure.

self, his family, his possessions! Yes,that's
what he had been, and what he was con-

slantly doing.

A profuse sweat broke out upon him, the
bright rays of the morning sun, as they fell
upon him, seemed to scorch him as with fire.
He could not look -up, his knees trembled
under him, and, with the paper shaking in
his hand,he fell down, saying, “‘O what shall Laura, even if she were married, still
thought it worth while to fashionably arIdo?
i
:
: It was a dreadful moment—every horrid range her hair, wear the bright bow, the
oath he had uttered seemed ringing in his dainty collar, the little et ceteras that really
ears. He could not bear his feelings.
add so much to a woman's attractions.
Reader, God always opens a door. of es- Lance had too much respect for Laura and
cape for every one who really wantsto leave himself too to sit-down for the evening in
his sins. Farmer Ralphrose from his knees,
wiped the moisture from his face, . and set

his old frock, tumbled hair, overalls

off to call the nearest minister, taking the
letter with him.
We need not detail his further career;
suffice it to say that it was the turning-point
in his history. From that time he became
'| achanged man.— Good Words. -

How

for

my

Saviour,”

said a young

Christ

girl.,

“I

“Ido; I feel thatI am

Yes, I can

trust

I will cast myself
Iam so glad!”
And the face
with doubt aud
with a new-found

him;

I

do

believe

hurst.

Enlarged.

profesHawx-

New

1869.

York:

16mo. pp. 187.

only where the

spirit of in-

and active.

The suggestions

and wholesome, but are little more

parlor

H% brushed his hair, donned
lit-

pansion

of some

of the

are generally

pithy

and

maxims of ‘‘ Poor Richard,”
summed

good

than the exe
well-known

The rules

may be

up in a sentence,~Be intelligent, enter-

‘prising, industrious, ' economical, persevering
and honest, and you may hope, providential hindrances excepted, to gain a competenee, and possibly get rich, If you should not, it is the ‘part
of wisdom to be patient and hopeful and philo-

sophie, sleep soundly, seek a good digestion and

try to keep on good terms with conscience and
the world. That is very good advice; and it is
easy to believe that many men are ready to testi-

fy in favor of it, as they do on these pages. It is
not very new, nor very profound, nor need ene
go very far to find men capable of giving it.

For fashion in Knipsic Farms
Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.

of every respectable farmer must

contain a very hard and slippery
sofa, six chairs, and

OLD AND NEw is the earliest of all the comers
that represent the Magazine literature for March.
The third number of this periodical is very well
described in general terms by the language used

hair-cloth

a huge rocking

chair

possessing the same qualities in even great-

er degree; other furniture to correspond,
arrangedat stiff angles around the walls.

respecting its two predecessors.

It is an embod-

This sacred apartment, as well as the whole
main part of the house, was kept cold, dark,

tarian theology becomes
more and more manifest
as the successive numbers ‘appear, and one ean

iment of much culture, taste, literary art, vivacity and sympathy with the living world. Its Uni-

shut up, suggestive to the bold invader who

twell help remembering how decided a step
‘taken when the scholarly and critical Chris-

dared. penetrate their dreary
funerals. The family lived
kitchen, sustained, probably,
consciousness of possessing

shades only of
mostly in the
by the proud
a best parlor

v

and

Passing by at

“ Religion in Schools,” Gladden’s ‘‘ Things New

hair cloth furniture.

tiun Examiner was

among: which

nobody would

and Old,”
the article
School Men and their

the ‘* L” reassure you. Did company come
unexpectedly, so great a parade was made
of building fires, opening rooms, getting
out the best things, that the unfortunate
guest felt he should never dare come again.

for -

fail to

on -*‘ England’s

put Mayo’s
New

Colo-

Bureau.”

Its two depart-

ments, known respectively as “ The Examiner”
and the “Record of Progress,” are ably managed.
Boston:

Houghton & Co.

THE ATLANTIC

were unconsciously

doing missionary work in demonstrating
that a farmer’s home need not necessarily
be destitute of any desirable comfort or re-

MONTHLY

is not very

ing nor strong

this month,~that

by the

standard

highest

then sets up. The
sixteen articles are
and Adventuresses
Typhoon, and the

finement.

which

strik-

is, when tried
itself now

and

most characteristic among its
those entitled,— Adventurers
in New York,—A Night in a
somewhat unique discussion

of the question, Is Marriage Holy?
But if there
is nothing noticeably brilliant, there is ‘nothing

.

Gems.

tediously dull,
"OUR

There are words which are worth as
much as the best actions, for they contain
the germ

room

nyy’ and Siduey Andrews’s presentation of “The

ed, did not a ray of light from away back in

So Lance and Laura

given up to make

this comparatively light and racy Magazine. Several papers in this issue are able and valuable,

night, you would think the house uninhabit-

Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.

YOUNG

FOLKS,

issued

by

the

same

House, is a capital number of a splendid juvenile.
It brims over on all sides with a wholesome and
magnetic interest.
To tell of all the good things
in it would require many words, and that would

of ‘them all.

Exaggerated expressions do not chord
with the idea, and wound the ear of an ex-

be less satisfactory than to read it,—a thing
which we advise all our young people to do, who

act mind,

can.

Intellectual pride is less outraged by the
obscurities of faith than by the authority
with which it is clothed.
There are people who never give their
hearts; they lend them, and always at high
interest.
No two persons ever read the same book,
or saw the same picture.
—Madame Swelchine,

THE GALAXY

{is always—the Galaxy, without

pretense or equivocation.
It has a spice of au
dacity, and it is not always as thoughtful as it is
positive; but its ability and intense life must be

confessed on all hands.
University

The paper on Cambridge

is a pleasant

one;

McCarthy’s

por-

trait of The Prince of Wales is in no danger of
being overlooked, and, bad as he is made to look,
itis plain that the writer has put no shade on the

canvass save as truth and fidelity demanded it
Ten Years in Rome will be read just now with

him.

special interest, and it will reward the time spent

over its photographs.
Co.
;

Literary Review.

HARPER’S

The Farmer's Home.
>

Is there any reason why the home of a
farmer should not be as tasteful as that of

the man of the same means

and

factory performance

York:

Sheldon

MAGAZINE

comes

&
out

in its best aspect this month.
Besides its illustrated papers on Pussy, Frederick the Great,

Lincoln:
1870. 12mo. pp. 832.
Sold by D.
Lothrop & Co.
The numerous rival commentaries upon the
Scriptures testify to the growing interest in the

terings in England, we
have a very
strong
discussion of Civil Service Reform, and another
dealing with Our Relations with England, that
will repay a very careful reading. Of its shorter

critical study of the sacred

Nature's Common Carrier, and South Coast Saun-

tales, its Easy Chair and its Drawer there is no

volume, and supply

need to speak.
But we especially appreciate
its new feature, The Scientific Record, as something timely and valuable. Harper has always
been popular; it was never before so attractive

the means of obtaining a knowledge of that vol-

in the village:

MONTHLY

New

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MATTHEW; With
Notes: Intended for Sabbath Schools, Families

and Ministers. By Nathaniel Marshman Williams. With Illustrations. Boston: Gould &

’

Honest

This is a large title for a small book, and the
ample promise is likely to be followed by a satis

had ordained an entirely different order of
things from that prevailing at Lance's. The

that had been shadowed
discouragement lighted up
joy.— Christian Banner:

es

Revised

New York Publishing Co.

upon him, sin and all ; O,

et

to

to business

success,
pplicable to all trades and
sions, &c.
By Asher L. Smith & J. W.

leave for the city, if it could be as pleasant

condemned for

A Key

barn-yard:

at home.

ger of being lost?”

or,

a Practical Ghide

into coarse boots, savoring strongly of the.

“Do you feel,” said one who had addressed her, “that you are a sinner, and in dan-

is said, but I don’t understand

Being

economy is already existing, strong

how it is; I do not see the way.”

what

GET RICH;

dustry and

wasn't so bad, after all, and they wouldn't
be in such a hurry to grow old enough to

hear

TO

Wealth.

tacked

an old coat and slippers, and so, with a

to Trust Him.

:
a ——
‘But I don’t know how to trust

How

tle trouble, gained vastly in comfort and his
wife's affections,
;
From their windows the light of a happy
home streamed cheerfully out over the snow,
a benediction to the passer-by. People were
fond of dropping in there for an evening,
it was *‘ so pleasant,” they said. Many a
farmer's boy and girl, after an evening at
Lance’s,
went home thinking farming

my dreadful sins.”
:
‘And what can you do for yourself in
Johnnie glanced across at Joe, but the well-to-do, seems the very happiest.
He the case P”
He’s Nature’s nobleman in life,—
young gentleman was looking very steadi- lives amid the pleasant sights and scenes of
“0, I cannot do’ any thing. I have
The Independent Farmer.
country life, beholds his fields rich in ‘ver- tried and tried; but I get no better.”
ly at his work just then.
pt
“¢ Jesus says to such as you, ‘Believe in
¢ They have a very pleasant place to live dure and fruit "ness, his farm full of plenty,
at,” said Mrs. Goodwin; ‘the house is his cattle fat a 1 ourishing; every object me ; trustme; cast your sins upon me.'”
Christ and the Little Ones.
“I would if I could; but when I try,
large and nice, upon a hill, with a beauti- tha tmeets his eyes has something to interit does not seem as if he received me: I
—
ful creek winding about it. The rooms are est and please him.
But it is not what a man sees around him am always afraid he does not. O! Ido
airy and pleasant, and well warmed and
The Master has come over Jordan,”
Said Hannah the mother one day;
>
lighted. Everything looks so clean, too, in the beauties of nature and the bounties not keow how to believe and trust.”
‘ He is healing the people who throng Him,
“Let me illustrate
faith to you.
The
the table, and the long rows of little white of Providence that can make him happy.
“With a touch of His finger, they say.
y climbed a ladder to
It all depends on the spirit in which he be- other day a li
beds.”
:
"ol a house. It wgs an unsafe
¢ I suppose they do all their talking with holds and receives his daily mercies, wheth- thie“roof
And now I shall carry the children,
place,
and
his mother hastenedto call him
their
hands
?”
said
Johnnie.
er
they
are
enjoyed
or
not.
Litue Rachel, and Samuel, and John;
The roof was slippery, and his little
“ Yes; they recite all their lessons with
I shall carry the baby Esther, ,
Farmer Ralph, as we will call him, in all down.
*Féfthe Lord to look upon.”
their fingers. Their chapel exercises are his prosperity, was not a happy man. His feet slid in the descent; so he crept to the
all silent, too. Nobody says a word. And spirit was discontented ; and as out of the edge, where his friend stood anxious for
w The father looked at her kindly,
their prayer-meetings—only think of a fullness of the heart the mouth speaketh, his safety. Mr. O. reached up his arms,
But he shook his head and smiled :
__
|
prayer-meeting where nobody said a single his heart being full of bitterness and wrath, ‘ Now, Willie, jump, and I will catch you.’
% Now, who but a doating mother
syllable !”
3
it overflowed in wicked words and shameful Willie looked at the stone pavement below,
Would think of a thing so wild?
¢¢ 1 guess that would suit some talking oaths. No habit grows more upon a man and drew back. “Mr. ‘O. tried to persuade
folks,” said Johnnie, ‘ for if everybody did than the habit of swearing. Farmer Ralph, him, but the child was afraid to trust.
If the children were tortured by demons,
¢¢ « Willie,’ said the mother, ¢ Mr. O. says
as they do, there’d be nothing said, out when the weather was: bad, swore at the
Or dying of fever, ’twere well;
~~
Or had they the taint of the leper,
loud, at our meetings.”
weather ; when the days Were fine, he swore he will certainly catch you does he not
Like many in Israel.”
“Do they teach them to work, mother ?” at his men ; when any mistake occurred at always tell the truth?
<Q, yes! he says true,” Willie answer“0 yes.
The boys make shoes and his home, he swore at his family, The
“ Nay, do not hinder me, Nathan,
cabinet-ware, and the girls learn to sew.” poor dumb creatures on his farm were not ed.
I teel such a burden of care—
¢“¢<Now obey, Willie," said the mother,
‘“ Did you see any of them playing?” free from his curses. Nay, many times
If I carry it to the Master,
‘don’t make him wait; he is all ready.’
Perhaps I shall leave it there.
asked Joe ; ¢* and did they seem to have real every day he swore at himself.
‘The boy trembled; but there was no
jolly fun?”
It could not be said that holy names were
If He lay His hand on the children,
‘Why, yes, they were just as merry as not mentioned by him, but I tremble to other way, and he leaped from the roof.
My heart will be lighter, I know};
any set of children -and young folks I ever write, they were profanely used to curse His trust in Mr O. was faith; and when
For a blessing for ever and ever
he was clasped in a pair of stfong arms, he
saw. They have their croquet grounds, with.
Will follow them as they go.”
¢ Farmer Ralph, the Swearer,” was a did*not doubt that he was there; he was
-| and swings, and they seem to enjoy them
So over the hills of Judah,
name he justly merited. As he rode upon not afraid to rest. Christ tells us to cast
as much as anybody would.”
Along by the vine-rows green,
his gentle and sagacious horse, and was fol- ourselves
“
Do
they
laugh
like
other
folks
?”
asked
upon him just so, and believe
With Esther asleep on her bosom,
lowed by his faithful dog, how much below that he receives us.”
Nettie.
:
And Rachel. her brothers between;
these dumb creatureshe degraded himself
‘“ Of course, you chick,” said Johnnie;
‘“Is that the way?” asked the young
’Mong the people who hung on His teaching,
¢¢ there isn’t anything the matter with their by his vile words ! Every faculty the poor girl; ¢ do you trust Christ so?”
Or waited His touch and His word,
tongues or throats. It's their ears that are beasts had was wisely used in service of
“Yes, just in that way; simply and
Through the row of proud Pharisees listentheir master—the strength and fleetness of wholly as Willie threw himself into Mr. O.’s
spoiled.” ’
ing,
:
the horse, the courage and affection of the arms. Cannotyou do so, believing that
¢¢ Not so fast, Johnnie,” said his mother.
She pressed to the feet of the Lord.
«¢ I guess, if you'd hear them once, you'd dog, were gratefully given to him. How he does his part as fully as you trust me?”
think they didn’t laugh like other folks.”
did Farmer Ralph serve his Master? He
* Now, why should’st thou hinder the Master,”
“I never saw the way so clearly before.
And household angels round him;
He trusts to God and loves his wife,
Nor griefs nor ills may harm her;

Look-

ume to all classes of students.

Mr. Williams has

or city—why he should not have a furnace not undertaken a needless task in the preparation
and bay windows, and spend his evenings of this work in exposition of Matthew. His
¢¢ [ should think,” said Johnnie, after a his foul tongue among themselves, but none in the front room?
This is a pleasant and notes are always fresh, pithy, suggestive,' and and worthy as now. New York: Harper & Bros.
little brown study, ‘it would be tremen- had the courageto speak to him.
certainly not an impossible picture, which deal directly with the real work that a true comdous hard work to teach them words that
ARTHUR'S
HOME
MAGAZINE
grows
more
One servant
of Farmer Ralph's was a we clip from its frame in the last number of ‘mentator should undertake. He has availed himworthy within as it gains in beauty without.
self of the last and best results of biblical eritistand for things that they can’t see—for pious man. He never heard the -oaths of Harper's Monthly :
PS
cism, and has given us a volume that embodies The publishers and editor are themselves a
instance: memory, and hope and such his master without a shudder and an inward
Early in October they were married, and learning without pedantry, a positive belief with- pledge of “Wwholesomeness
and interest, and the
things.”
a
!
prayer that he might beledto see the ex- moved into their new home, now hardly to out repulsive dogmatism, sometimes a'depth that pledge is constantly redeemed, Phila.: T. 8.
‘¢ Yes, indeed, that’s the hardest part of ceeding sinfulness of his sin. Poor pious
be recognized in its daintiness of fresh paint, isnot obscure, and always offers the ordinary Arthur & Sons.
the work of teaching them. I went in to John was richin his Saviour’s love ; he had
The Children of Silence.
THE CHILDREN’S HOUR,—Same Publishers,—
pretty papers, new furniture. 1t was far student real help without relieving him from the
see the history class. They were sitting felt the burden of his sins and carried them
a
——
from being a fashionable or imposing resi- necessity of independent thought. The style is is just the finest, nicest, prettiest, pleasantest,
| round in a hollow square; =the teacher in to the foot of the cross, and there they had
plain, direct and vigorous, the illustrations and
cheeriest little monthly, for young children, that
dence ; nothing Gothic, or Italian, or Eliza¢ No use talking, Joe; it blows harder front of them. He wrote a line upon the
all been taken away and his soul set free. bethan about it, unless indeed we except references to ancient life and eastern customs are has ever been sent to the family circle to gladden
and harder ; and the air is thick with snow.”
numerous and helpful, and the work is just such
the juveniles,
blackboard,
and asked them what
each When he felt the joy that filled his own
Laura's one extravagance—the little bow- an one as intelligent Sabbath school teachers will
Nettie Goodwin flattened her small nose word meant. The sentence was something
heart, he longed that others should feel the window; but it had an eminently cosey, find well adapted to meet their wants. The auHOURS AT HOME comes this month thoroughagainst the window pane, her two bright
like this: ¢ This blow fell heavily upon the same
; and having been long in the service
thor is an openly avowed Baptist, and his expo«
ly laden with good things. Varied in style and
eyes peering out into the storm, as if there colonists.”
He asked them to define ‘blow.’ of Farmer Ralph, he made it a matter of homelike air. The moment you stepped sitions, though never exhibiting the spirit of the occupying quite dissimilar planes of thought, the
inside, you received a comfortable, cheerful
must be some hope, somewhere, of its clearSome of the class began to blow with their special prayer that his master might
be impression, as if here were a Pee where partisan, always lend their countenance to Bap- papers on Thackeray,~Men and Brutes, ~The
‘ing off, if one would only look sharply lips, while others doubled up their fists and
tist views, in which we think him both logical
House of Lords and its Leaders,~The Mysteries
brought to see his sins in their true colors—
enough to find it.
people were in the habit of enjoying them- and Seriptural.. He also endeavors to find a juss of Dreaming, and The Literature of our Sunday
made a pass, at something—all in the mer- red with the reflection of the lurid flames
of selves. Entering a little square hali—on tification of close communion in the last two Schools are especially noticeable for their inter.
«0, pshaw I” said Master Joe, snarling riest mood possible.
In another class hell!
;
one side was the dining-room ; on the other, verses of this gospel,~an effort that is made in a est. Filling a niche of its own, and having no:
up his face; * that’s just the way! We there was a definition contest. The teacher
Once as John rose from his knees a thought the parlor; back ef the parlor, the bed-room. kind and thoughtful spirit, but which we. think real rival in its chosen sphere, this magazine denever can go anywhere! It's just sure to asked them to define the verb ¢ open.’
entered into his head. He dare not speak to The farnace imparting a summer tempera- meets with the usual very partial success. But serves high commendation and a liberal patron
come up a hurricane, or some mischief or Now, they all knew how to open a knife,
we have here a valuable popular commentary
age. New York: 'C. Scribner & Co,
other, if we think we're going to have a or a book, or a door, but the thing was to his master on the subject. He could not ture, the doors of these adjoining rooms all which will do good wherever it circulates,
al
write
such
a
letter
as
would
be read by him. stood open, giving good air, and a deal of
good time.”
put it into words.
x
LIPPINCOTT'S
MAGAZINE, besides an installYet he felt he must do something to try to roominess for so small a house.
“ Well, Joe,” said Johnnie, looking up
The parlor
ment of Anthony Trollope’s Story, and some
Some
of
them
were
odd
enough,
you
may
IMMORTALITY.
Four
Sermons
preached
before
arouse
him.
A tract called * The ‘Swear- paper was a green and gilt flower on a
from his book, *‘ may be if you fret right
lighter papers, has a peculiarly taking article on
the University of Cambridge.
Being the Hulbe sure, asthe teacher explained them to us. er’s Prayer” had fallen in his way. John light drab ground ; the carpet, an ingrain,
‘hard, it'll clear off.”
Jim Lane of Kansas notoriety, an able discussion
sean Lectuves for 1868.
By J. Stewart PeL400, you!” cried Joe, crosser than ever. One young fellow said, ‘ to open is to let read it carefully. Yes, the swearer prays, small checks, green the predominant color, _.rowne, B: D, New York: Anson P. F. Ran- of the coming Revolution in England, a pleasdolph & Co.
1870. 16mo. pp. 163. Sold by D.
ant paper on Shelley that deals, however, rather
¢¢ Of course you don’t care about the Pano- the door go.’ Another said, ‘ to unshut.’ but it is not for salvation, but for perdition. Through the bow-window the sun shone
Lothrop & Co.
freey with his domestic relationsand experiencAnd so with everything they defined ; their He prays not thathe may escape the wrath brightly in over Laura's plants, making a
\_rama—you've seen such lots of ’em.”
"This is an old theme, and, so far as the general
es, and a pretty earnest protest of several pages
mistakes
were
funny
enough.
They were to come, but that it may fall on him and burn summer within, even if the ground were views presented in these discourses are concern: against the effort of the government to lower the
“May be I don’t, then! But what's the
in high glee—one ide crowing over the him up forever. So, John put this tract white with snow outside and the mercury ed, there is nothing especially new. But in the premium on gold, The number for March is unuse o’ playing up the ery-baby about it?”
Quite likely this teazy speech would have other when they beat, just as plainly as if into an envelope,and, in h¥s very best hand- down among the zeros. Each side of the method of presenting the case’ and managing the usually strong and varied. Phila.: J, B, Lippindiscussion, Mr. Perowne has shown that his ‘cott & Co.
writing, with great care he wrote his mas- bow-window,
made poor Joe spunkier than ever, if Net- they could talk,”
on
little brackets, Parian grasp of the subject is
strong and intelligent,
tie hadn't called out :
ter's name on the outside, putting the words, busts, ¥ive and Psyche, wedding presents, and his
‘“ But can’t any of them talk at all?”
development of the facts and the argua Friend¥ in the corner. He looked out from English ivy that twined ment is happy and impressive. He first passes
Goop HEALTH is going on steadily in the way
“ Yes, now and then one can
read the “From
« Come on, Joey ! let's go and find mother, and see if she won't come and tell us lips,’ as they call it. A young lady showed placed this just inside the barn where it around them, and then met over the hang- in review the modern theories, including an ex- of success, gaining in merit and practical value
experience and time. It sustains the same
about something nice. That'll be the next us overthe place, and we never misfrusted could be seen when Farmer Ralph en- ing basket in the middle of the window. amination of the views of the naturalists, the with
relation to the physician that positive prevention
panthelsts
best thing to do. Iexpect God knows best tivat she was a mute, till a gentleman told tered.
On the walls hung two or three good .en- ers the viewsand the spiritualists; then he consid does to probable cure. To circulate it is to serve
of the future life held respectively
about the snow,” she whispered, when she us. She had been talking” with us, and anEarly the next morning his master went gravings and photographs, over them clus- by the Egyptian, the Greek and the oriental na- society as well as to provide very wholesome and
got bold of Joe's hand, *“ and may be he swering our questions, as well as anybody alone intothe barn, and the first thing that ters of bright autumn leaves—souvenirs of tions, then presents the notions entertalned Ly pleasant reading for the family, Boston: Alex.
won't quite like to bave us-make a fuss could. The scholars seemed quite fond of met his eyes was the letter:
the wedding tour. A set of hanging book- the Jews, and finally exhibits the grounds upon | Moore.
neni,
eause he let it come down just when
ye each other. At home, there is usually only
‘ Why, what's this?” said he, taking it shelves, bearing the united libraries of which the Christian believer rests his hope of
had the promise of going to the rand.
one in a family, and there is no.one who up and looking at it in great perplexity, Lance and Laura, presented an odd combi- another and a better life. It is, on the whole, | Tae LADY'S FRIEND. A Magazine of Literature and Fashion. P
of the most candid, vigorous and satisfactory
s Deacon & Peterson,
+ T's'pose he knows we like sleigh-riding awd feels just as they do. Fach one is shut up Ho turned it about, and at length opened nation ef poetry and works on agriculture one
discussions of the great theme, within a narrow _~AMtractive, wholesome a cheap.
snow-balling pretty well,too. 80 come on, by bimself, as -far as knowing and doing t.
"
and ** The Horse.” Then there was a lounge compass, that we have net,
Joey
I"
Su
“The Swearer’s Prayer.” The name ~not a rack contrived to exasperate the
“what other people know and do is econcernIowr's MUSICAL MONTHLY, containing more
eat) children.” said Mrs. Goodwin, ed. Itis amusing to see thtm whisper ‘‘ Swearer” smote hig heart ; yes, that was human frame to the utmostby its knobbiness
OF THR HOUR: The Bible and than twenty pieces of sheet music, one-half of
when Nettie and Joe had led her to her with their hands. If a boy wants to tell himself, nothing could be plainer—he wag —an easy-chair, a camp-chair, a shaker Taxthe QuesTioN
School “Fund. By Rufus W. Clark, D, D, them purely instrumental and the other half conBoston: Lee & Shepard, 1870, Paper. 16mo, ‘sisting of songs with piano accompaniment,is
chair, with
a great deal of ado and another a bit of fun, that the rest are not to cons'rained to read it.—¢* Prayer,” what did rocking-chair, one or two cane-seated chairs,
pp.
12 .
laughing; ** I'll tell you anything you'd know, he holds up the skirt of his coat, so that mean? A calling upon God; and ha
here again to ma‘ c us wonder how so much good
a center-table with the h'g lamp, books,
‘We have heretofore presented an extract from material can be told for thirty-five cents, Bos-Jike,
if I can; but first you must all get that the other boys can't sco his hands.”
he really, in his horrid oaths and dead];
papers, and Laura's work-basket,
one of Dr. Clark’s discourse
And strength for all duty and trial,

That hour to her spirit was given.

what they would like to say.”

ness, to meet with

him,

they

talked

about
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LITERARY

about two yards in a minute, and, in their

MISCELLANY.

—

giving. Malice, cunning and rich promes befool even the wise; the farmer helps
the bad, treacherous snake out of the hole,

of drivers

and then, as

cal regions of Africa brings one into a very
undesirable familiarity with that extensive
tribe of insects, the ants, some species of

saw them,

unable

your bed, determined to share both.

They

are of all sizes; some so small’ that they
pass easily between the threads of common
insinuate themselves into

muslin, and even

your watch as it hangs in your chamber;
others measure nearly an inch in length.
‘The habits and food of the different species

differ greatly.
Some,
as the
termites,
called white ants (which, however, are not
true ants, but Neuropterous insects), eat

vegetable matter exclusively, destroying
. our houses, furniture and clothing; others
are carniverous ; others feed upon sugar or
the sweet juices of Jlsnts. Any one of the
in so great abundance,

many species, found

would

furnish

sufficient

material

for

HOnths of study for the enthusiastic naturst.

:

or

an open

patch

at six

to say.

The natives

Their path, from constant

quite worn and smooth

are very careful to remove all

grass trom the

means

vicinity

This

of their houses, ag 4

these pests.—Amer-

of keeping off

his

reward,

AMBROSE WHITNEY died in Lowell, Mass.,
Feb. 19, aged 63 years and 7 months. He was

can Naturalist.

farmer

until his death,

and the snake

whom

seen and read by

|’

which

‘Fifteen

mit the case to him; he says:

the exaggerated

church

and

pass; they

then branch off right and left, wy again divide and subdivide, till the whole ground
.is completely covered; not an inch is left
unexplored, and every crack and cranny is
entered, Fivisg vo little hope of escape to
any creature
that! may be found secreted
there. Attacking their prey they plunge
their foreste

into

it, regardless of the size

or strength
of their antagonist.
Nothing
will cause them to relax their hold. The
animal or insect writhes and twists under

the

pain,

but his case

is

rendered

more

Tt is said that there are now four

many cattle in Texas asthere

him

some

details about

Beranger,

“the greatestFrench poet.” “Ah! Beranger,” said M. de Lamartine, ‘he made
advances

to

me,

and,

of course,

wished

tioned along the sides of their path; or, if
they are to pass through a place of uncommon

exposure,

these

soldiers

form a cov-

ered passage, by standing upon each other's back and hooking their forceps together; through

this arch, thus formed,

the la-

borers pass in safety.
When

they leave a house it must be from

some signal from the leaders, assome of
them are seen ruuning from one to anoth-

er, evidently

giving command.

treat is made in good order; not one individual is ever left behind.
They often
bridge narrow streams of water when these
come across their path, by going in large
numbers upon a flexible plant on one side

of a stream,
bend

to

activity

until their weight causes it to

the other

side.

For courage and

the soldiers have no equal;

they

know no fear, and when on duty they stand

with their shiny black heads erect and forceps open, ready to seize on any passing
animal. No horse, donkey or dog can be
induced to cross their path, seeming to
have an instinctive dread of them ; and woe

—

When Isaac Hopper, a member of the
Society of Friends, met a boy with a dirty

face or -hands, he would stop him, and inThe
quire if he ever studied chemistry.
poy, with wondering stare, would answer
**Waell, then, I will teach thee how
“No.”
to perform a curious chemical experiment,”

said ‘Fiend
piece

of

‘ Go

Hopper.

soap, put

home,

it in water,

briskly on thy hands and face.

no idba what a beautiful

take a

and

rub it

Thou hast

froth it will make,

and how much whiter thy skin will be.
That's a chemical experiment; I advise

be to the individual, man or beast, who gets thee to try it.”
among them at night. Ifa twig is drawn
through their ramks-'they instantly close
their forceps upon it; and others in turn
The World’s
close upon’ their bodies and legs, until a
——
mass of them is seen at the end of the

Gratitude,

stick, looking like a bunch of curled hair.

Philip Melancthon, at dinner with Doc:
These insec's have no eyes, but. their tor Martin Luther and some other friends,
4 gense of smell is very geute, for if the the conversation. happening to fall on the
breath be blown on them from the distance Lingratitude of the world, introduced the fol-

of some feet, they are instantly in motion,
running to and fro with the greatest speed,
evidently aware of the approach of some
human being. When a live coal is dropped
in their way they immediately A
it,
though hundreds mdy perish in doing so.
‘They are very .aensitive to tho. lightof the

sun, which

is fatal'to thom. = Fhey sel

move during the day, and then only when
cloudy, choc s'ng then the dark woods or

thick “grass.

Their ‘ra‘'e of progressions

y

:

'&

/

lowing story:
A big serpent fell into a cave and cried
piteously. A farmer came to the entrance
to know

what

snake begged
no!" gaid the

from

serving

the

was

matter, when

the

him to help her ous. “0,
man, “no good can come

bad creatures.

ish a'serpent in-my bosom.”

I ight nour-

But the snake

entreats, and, by the God who once spoke
by her, she promises the farmer the best
reward which the world is in the habit
ME!

ou
PEt

\

Bright Day

;T6
,0

Bradford, Feb. 15, 1870,

Sunny

Skiesyeeecscsssnces

Pompeii and

L.

410
40

2b

Herculaneum, eeeceeesecees1,26

Address,

means of grace, yet she was

faithfulin the use

and,

nally, alter

The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no longer to be
published.
”»
ely
§
wt
~

WILL

.

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.

SALLY, wife of Brother Moses Twombly, died
in Alton, Nov. 19, 1869, aged 89 years, and 2
months.
Sister T. and her companion were
among the first settlers of Alton.
She experi-

enced religion in 1805, under the labors
dall, who also

times as

baptized

her.

She

united

the first F. Baptist church in Alton

they will be at the risk of those

\.
OF MUSIC.
.LEGE

ways lived a devoted, Christian life. In just two
weeks from her burial, her son Benjamin was
laid by her side in the grave.
Both mother and
son were much beloved by all who knew them.
Funeral

writer.

services

mony and Composition.

Young

died

in Lower

by the

ANNIE STEVENS PEAVEY, only child of Hon.

Geo. C. Peavey, died in
22, aged 7 years.
M. DELANO, widow of
lano, died in Abbot, Me.,
was a beloved mother
Christian and member
church.

Strafford,

N.

An

Iron

NATHANIEL FRANK, youngest child of Nathanfel and Bethah Josselyn, died in Freeport, Me.,
Jan 1,aged 11 years, 3 months, Krankie is safe
He loved singing on earth and
with his Saviour.
Funeral] services on
is now singing in heaven.
N. BARD.
the 8d, by the writer.

ANGELINE S. BEATTY died in Holderness,
Dec. 29; aged 22. She embraced religion in earof which she
ly life and united with the church,
remained a worthy member until called to join
Her amiable disposithe church triumphant.
tion, excellent deportment and consistent Christian life endeared her to all her acquaintances.
When sickness came, she was ready to suffer and
die. Parents, brothers and a sister are comforted with the blest assurance that their loss is her

eternal gain.

Gro. W. ADAMS died in South

J. M. SMITH.
Royalton,

Dec. 12, 1869, aged 60 years and 10 months,

Vt.,

Bro..

‘Adams experienced religion atthe age of twenty-

eight and joined the church on East Hill, in Tunbridge.
‘At the organization of the No. Tundridge church he removed his connection “to that
church, where he remained a member till death.
Hewasabetoved
and honored “Christian while
he livedand
ag fone to a better rest. He leaves

a wife ind several children. one of ‘whom is Rev.
D. H, Adams. . Funeral services by the writer,
'
C.C. FOBTER.

J.

N.

HARRIS

&

PERRY

us

ue

DAVIS

&

9

O.

SON,

General Agents,

PROVIDENCE, E, L

«>

-

Children’s Lives Saved for 50 Cents.
of Dr.

Tobias’ Vene-

up my

Liniment,

and never heard of a child dying of Croup when my
Liniment was used; bat hundreds of cures have been
reported to me, and many state if it was $10 per bottle they would not be without it. Besides whichi}it is

3m2

OBERLIN,

ANTED.
TOAGENTS and POULLRY KAJSERS.—We want men to act as our Agents in evs
ery County.
NS

FOR

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.

by HoLmMEs & BLANCHARD.

J. P. DINS

Circulars frce.

T Ww 0 Steam

{0 A Escoam

Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap
ply to

!

SWASCOT
SOUTH

16¢f

J NERVOUS
DISEASES.

An UNFAILING REMEDY for NEURALGIA FAC:
IALIS, often effectinga perfect cure in a single day.—
No form of Nervous Disca+e fails to yield to -its won:
derful power.
Even in the severest cases of Chronic
Neuralgia affecting the entire system, its use for a
It

contains no materials in the slightest aegree injurious.

I't has the unqualified approval of the best physicians.
Thousands, in every part of the country, gratefully

acknowledge its power to soothe the tortured nerves
and restore the failing strength.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.

,

.

.

120

lyeow48

of the General Conference,

Street, Boston,

The Reports of the Freewill Baptist:
Benevolent Societies for the year 1869
are now out of press.

Mass.

N{ALESMEN.—Wavted, a few reliable, energetic
salesmen, to sell by sample standard goods
4towlOteow88

Upon application, they will be sent

H. H. RICHARDS & CO.

413 Chestnut S4., Philadelphia,

Pa

to any address on the receipt of four

AGENTS WANTED.

cents for each copy to pre-pay postage.

MALE AND FEMALE.—-NEW BOOK.
The most fas~inating relizious work ever published.
The demand increasing.

Highly

¢smmended

by cler-

gymen of every denomination. Largest commissions
and extra inducements offered. Old agenis, ladies
and clergymen wanted,
Address J. P, FITCH, Publisher, Hartford, Conn,

3t8*

$25 A DAY MADE AT HOME!
40 entirely new
articles for Agents. Samples sent free.
Address, H. B. SHAW,
Alfred, Me. .
Smo

|

Frst Letter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENOED IN 1817,

BOSTON TIPE TOUNDRI,
ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs

TEN PER CENT COUPON BONDS.
FIRST
Yh

ye

CLASS
sell with

INVESTMENTS.

GUARANTY

OF

CONVERTI-

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
BOOK

formerly

of No.23

Congress

Street, now at No. 121 Washiagton St., Boston, Mass.
i

horized to take advertisemen®

our

Iowest rates.

CURE

FOR FEMALE

for the

:

JOB

TYPE

And lately for its unrivalled

p

do

do

JOEN

FACES.

KE. ROGERS,

55

Water

Ntveel,

Bound,
?

do

de

Ri

do =

.

do

Ey

Book)

Appeal to Conscience,
do
do
do
Communioaist,
o
Choralist,
do
Minutes of General Confer:
ence,
A@ There is no discount
WARRRNTED
hoice

Flower

04

29

us

2,88

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,

,16
1,44
1,00
9,60
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28
,20
2,40
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,11
1%
120
12,00
38

dozen,

2,88

60
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5
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2%
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1,
58

¥
06
20
3:16

2¢
2,66
120
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1B

1.44

28

ingle,

20

04

4

dozen,

2,00

44

244

3
120

12
1,4

bp
864

single,
gingle,
dozen,
gingie,
ozen
single,
dozen,

,l4
1,35
i

04
20
-

18
1,8
J8

9
20
,7%
single,
on thej Minutes by the
J

New

SEEDS.

Seed

Potatoes,

and Seed Oats, &c., by mail to any P. O, in the
United, States, Our Illustrated Descriptive Priced
Catalogue for 1870, is issued, and will
any ad regs on receipt «f 10 cents.

487

mailed to

EDWD. J. EVANS & CO., York, Pa,

-

“SONGS

OF

GLADNESS.”
This choice new Music Book, by J. E, Gould, is al
ready very popular in Sunday Schools of all denominations. $25 and $30 per 100, copies, Send 25 cents
for specimen.

47

n

GARRIGUES & CO., Publishers,
608 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,

Shrub and Evergrece Seeds, with directions
or Culture, prepaid by mail.
The most
complete and judicious assortment in the

country.

Agents wanted.

:

25. 8orts of either for $1.00; prepaid by mail, Also
Small Fruits, Plants, Bulbs, all the new potatoes, &o.,
prepaid by mail. 41bs, Early Rose Potato, prepaid,
or $1.00. ~ Conover’s Colossal Asparagus, $3 per 100;
$25 per 1000, prepaid.
New hardy fragrant ever
blooming Japan Honeysuckle,
50 cts. each, prepaid,
True Cape Cod Cranberry, for upland or lowland culture, $1.00
per 100, prepaid, with directions, Priced
Catalogue to any address, gratis; also trade lst.—
Seeds on Commission,
B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries and Seed

Warehouse, Plymouth, Mass,

Established in 1843,

4mb2

READ THIS!

“AGENTS!
Wh

WILL PAY AGENTS A SALARY OF
$30 per week and expenses, or allow a
commission, to sell eur new wonderful inventions,
M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.
Address,

BATCHELOR’S

Agent,

Koston,

tf

This wonderful medicing, made from an Indian ree- | =
COLTON’S SELECT FLAVORS,
tipe, 1s entirely vegetable, and is a certain cure with
DELICIOUS, strictly PURE, of the Choicest Fruits,
out supporters, By enclosing a three cent postage
Dr, J. G. Hollamd
(Timothy
Titcomh), Spring
stamp, Fwill
d yon my circular which will give
anufactured and sold:by MRS. LINUS fleld, “They are the standard in all this vicinity.”
_testimonials.
well known dea!
the
I.
R.
Newport,
Sayer,
Falius
BELOHER, Randolph, Mase,
1d by @. C: Goodwin & Co.,’ 38 Hanover Street, or in lnxurica. ‘1 have trebled my sales with them
Grocers
and
Duggists
treble
their
sales with thom
;
,and_
by
all
Druggista,
Price,
$1
per
Boston,
Mass,
:
eoWwbm3o
cow Gmdg
bottle.

HAIR

DYE.

The best in the world—does not contain lead no vitrial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death

It is perfect'y harmless—reliab¥o—instantancous.— ..
Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations boast.
ing virtues they do not possess, If you would escape

the danger.

The genuine W. A. BatcHelor’s Hair

‘Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold

ty. Sold by Druggists.

LY.

its integri-

Applied at 16 Bond St. N,

¢

an al

»

25

2,40

GARDEN

Seeds,

24 he]

i)

ah

Thoughts upon Thought,
single,
© do
do
do
Zen,
The Book of Woratih
single,
Ha do 3
do
i
ane,
of Jesus, (Ques, Book.)s!
To
ph
rd
Year,

1,28

m.

“ar The Morning Star type is from this Foundry

J

tl

sing]

do

i
ozen

e

Total

Sosen, 1530 330 158

?

Lessons for ig

1

single, 8

do
do Paper Covers,
do
do
Life of Marks,
do
0
:
Church Member's Book,

Address orders to

Star at

WEAKNESS.

AND

NEWSPAPER

Detroit, Michigan.

. MR. HORACE DODD,

do

And its large varieties of

Best of references piven,
Send for Cironlars,
WILKINS & CO,, BoND BROK! RS,

419

can now be had

The Reports.

Postage 6 cents.
aid
|
Sa

do

Thea,

dozen.

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 ents each for two or more copies. Orders are solicited.

& CO., Proprietors,

Tremont

B

The New Treatise, just revised by order

Itis sold by all dealers in drugs ‘and medicines.

TURNER

CO.,

Treatise.

Magical,

cure.

MACHINE

NEWMARKETN.,

chat

Its Effects are

$1.00
5.00

Flues 18 inches

in diameter.

CERTAIN

1,10

4

eodozen, 0818 = 1%96 WE4

( N

iss,
0

Boiler

81-2 x 20 feet, with two

A SAFE,

One package
Six packages

15 inches

SECOND-HAND

by Inhalation.

do Embossed Moroceo, single,

Christian Baptism,

Boilers

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues

J. P. DENSMORE, 36 Dey st., N. Y.

permanent

A

H.

Books,

2%

dE
do

Sheep,

HipleY:

diameter.

in all its forms,

J

Jai.

stamp,

Proprietors of
47

Single,

a

Also,

SECOND-HAND

DR. H. ANDERS’
IODINE WATER,

Sole

with

of Fre ewill Baptist

Pealmody, 18me. I

Has been in

use about two months only.

MORE, Piop’r, 36 Dey st., N. Y.

Cures CONsUMPTION

cris ran

Stones 30 inches in diameter, manufactured

CAUTION.—All genuine has the name ‘“PERUVIAN
SYRUP,” (not “Peruvian Bark,”) blown in. the

Address,

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the sams.

[SECOND-HAND

ONE

Cures Dyspepsia and Debility.

Cures SCROFULA

salary er commissions

qualification.

PITMAN
& CO., Lynn, Mass.,
“The American Egg Producer”

SALE.

Pics

sent free.

Good

practical knowledge of the habits and care of fowls a

Invigorates the Brain.

A 32-page pawphlet

MRS. M C. LEGGETT, Hobnken, N.J.

OHIO.

ALCGIEOLy

Makes the Weak Strong.

glass.

by a simple

remedy, and will send the receipt free.

48

3
2

CO.,

Sole Proprietors, CINCINNATI,
Sold by all Druggists.

WAS cured of Deafness and Catarrh

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,

Tonie,

WITEQOUT

H., Feb.
CoM.

the late Mr. John DeDec. 23. 1869,aged 63. She
a faithful
and sister;
of the Freewill Baptist
A. R.

Allen's Lung Balsam is the remedy to enre
all Lung and Throat difficulties. It should be. thor
oughly tested before using any other Balsam. It will
cure when all others fail. Directions accompany
each bottle.

Sore Throat, Sweilings, Mumps, Cholic, Diarrhea,
Dysentery & asms. Old Sores and Pains in the Limbs,
Back, an
est. No one once tries it who is ever
without it. Itis warranted perfectly safe to take internally. Full directions with every bottle. ‘Sold by
rs in the United States.
the Druggists and Storekee;
48
Depot, 10 Park Place, New
York.

TERM

begins February 15, 1870,

C. HEATH.

PERUVIAN SYRUP,

Address

J. G. MUNSEY.

Suing

Address,

Gilman-

Gilmanton,

Army
‘cava

a certain cure for Cuts, Burns, Headache, Toothache,

SPRING

THE

fails to produce a complete and

died in Lower

the

oviractod

It is now 22 years since I have put

For full particulars send for circular.

before

gingle square can well be afforded to uny single
obituary, Verses are inadmissible.

Surgeo:

“tian Linimeutin the house, you never need fear losing
your little one when attacked with this complaint.—

Piano Forte, Cultivation of the Voice, Organ, Har

May the blessing of God be upon and abide with
the surviving friends.

Ohio,

cents, and always have a bottle

BRANCHES TAUGHT.

with

of

the war, from Jy

HOUSANDS OF CHILDREN DIE ANNUALLY
of Croup. Now, Mothers, if Is would spend 50

brated Conservatory.at Leipzig, Germany.

and has al-

WITH

He says: “I have no hesitancy in stating
avi Was
by the nse of sourLuse BALSAM that ¥ am new alive
and enjoying health,”
>
HER, of Misson: I, sags: 1 recommend
Tour Basal in reference to any other medicine for
oughs, and it gives satisfaction.”

the present corps having been educated at the cele.

of Ran-

THOSE AFFLICTED

ALLENS LUNG BALSAM,
Dr. LLOYD,

few days of intense suffering, calm an Teatetal,
as when the Autumn sun goes down without an sending them.
intervening cloud, ‘ being ready,” she passed
over to the land of rest. A husband, three sons,
one Janghter, brothers and sisters, and a large
circle of friends mourn her departure. May they
all be * ready.”
8. POINDEXTER.
BENJAMIN DURGIN died in Limerick, Maine,
Dec. 80, aged 75 years. The diseased was highrespected by all who knew him. He was a
evoted and exemplary Christian, an upright
citizen, a kind father and a sympathizing friend
He early identified himself with the people |]
The claim of this Institution to first rank as a place
God, and was faithful unto death. He was hospitable at his home. and charitable to the poor.
to
obtain a thorough education in all departments of
He reared a large family of children, some of
whom are filling positions of trust and influence. Music is being sustained by a constantly increasing
Seven sons, two. daughters and a wide circle
of friends mourn their loss. Sermon
by the patronage from all parts of the country,
writer.
E. P. LADD,
None but first-class Teachers are employed; all of

(ONSERVATOR
OBERLIN

ALL

COUGH or CONSUMPTION

of money for our publica-

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Otherwise

HARMON

Read the following
and learn
the value of

York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office

a

L.

THE QUARTERLY.

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New

of those means committed to her trust. - From
the time she first put on Christ, having worn the
armor faithfully, establishing a reputation among
‘all her friends and acquaintances as a peace-maker and lover of Jesus, she patiently
awaited the

summons of the Muster;

L. RB. BURLINGAME,
Dover; N. H.

Remittances

call’

<

May his widow, | . Postage on the dollir-and-a-half books, 16 cents
;

.

'

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad.
vantage of purchasers.
;
Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX 0CTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
$65; same rents for $5 per yuartes and rents pay for it,
Address REV. L. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H,
Residence, 14 School Street.
ts.

Series.
sesesescncessel

re.
sol

REMEMBER

Bright Days,cseescessessssscsccesssessssl,3

ted with a hearty welcome.
For a long
time ill health had deprived her of the public

Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a

EMMA

a

Jamie and Jeannie, cece cecccesscscances
Boy’s Heaven,ceeecesscccsseccscesssosee

The school

ployed in their several departments, and are

The Christ Child,eccesccssescccccssscccee JI
Good Little Mittie,cceeeeseccsssoscsscace , TB
Making Somethingyeessssseseccssscessass 410

of

next.

the most learned lecturers in this country.
a
known reputation of this Academy tor
thoroughness
of instruction is fully maintained. Ap!
ation. ma;
'| be made to Miss XBBY H. SS HNSON,
rincipa,
Bradford, Mass., or Rev. RUFUS ANDERSON, LL.
0]
Boston, Mass.
JOHN D. KINGSBURY, Se¢c’y.

Mrs. Child’s Series.

of

ministers

Day

Ladies.

present term, and it is found
ments, The course of stud)
vised, and is comprehensive, embracing
the
id and ornamental branches, Able teachers

reseesl,B0

A Rainy Day at Schoolycesccsecasesccese
Birth Day Presentyececsescccscssseccsess

few days affords the most astonishing reliefand rarely

N. H., Jan, 27th, aged 9 years,

Wr

The

Rainy

Young

and lighted by.gas.

seceee veeel,60

Mattie, ceeesesssecsccnscane

.

M. E. church for twenty-seven years. But she
was no sectarian. For many
years she was a
constant reader of the Star; and, at her house,
the
servants of God of all churches were always

ton, N. H., Jan. 12, aged 61 years.

A Chemical Experiment.

Aunt

Euy.

finished and newly furnished.

Luttrell,sececececsseccee

with whom he lived in great harmony for 56 |each ; on the doHar-and-a~-quarter books, 16 cents
years, and his entire family, so dear to his heart, each; on the 7b cents books, 8 cents each.
find that God drawsnearer to them as the ties of
Parties designing to get mew Sabbath School
nature are breaking, and that in heaven they
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
with him may enjoy a blessed reunion.
4
_H, B. MITCHELL.
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the
SALLY H., wife of Col. Charles Wadsworth, of
Hiram, Me., died Jan. 13, aged 70 years and 7 books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Mrs. W was a worthy member of the Sabbath §chools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
. months.

@ bituaries.

DEARBORN FRENCH

The re-

member

Series.

cad

tion
the 80th day of March

Wellness’,

Cures Chronic Diseases.

Ab-

shocking to the

his blacks, not a little

olitionists of the present day. Fine words,—
patriotism and disinterestedness, and so
forth! grand to write and to listen to! But
look at the real trath, and out comes the
great patriot jodkying his acquaintance
(for he **dear-sir'd the poor man
all
through, after a fashion which would have
merited a place in Bell's Life and run a
chance of incurring the wider celebrity of
the Old Bailey. Ah! itisa fine thing, is
patriotism! ¢

to heaven.

“It is well with the righteous.”

Hopeless every moment by additions to the for my acquaintance; but he is a sort of
A writer in the Mark Lane Express
number of his assailants; at length, when man with whom I do not choose to have thinks it is possible to make bect-rout sucompletely exhausted by struggling, he any connection!” Think of that! Mr. Rog- gar so cheap,as by and by entirely to crowd
yields to his fate and is despatched atthe ers told the story himself, with the greatest colonial sugar from the markets of Eu- victor’s leisure.
indignation, to the Ruskins, and they told rope.
The attack goes on simultaneously, in it to me.
Vattel, in his Veterinary Pathology,gives
different parts of the house.
Animal subWASHINGTON.
.
the varied pulses of our domestic animals
stance being almost exclusively the food of
the drivers, an immense number of the
Washington was a Virginian, remember, as follows: ‘Ducks and hens, 140 per minsmaller vermin that infest our dwellings and they are all horse-jockeys. just as the ute; rabbit, 120; cat, 110 to 120; dog, 90
to 100; goat, 72 to 76; sheep, 70 tw 79;
are consumed by them, and some of the Yorkshire squires of the last ceniury were;
larger animals, when confined, are also de- and this series of letters from the great pa- oxen or cows, 35 to 42; horse, 32to 38.
stroyed by them. They have been known triot contain as notable'an‘éndeavor to * dn”
An Eaglish farmer thus gives his conto attack a human being, when rendered an acquaintance in the sale of an English clusions about
guano: Powder it, mix
helpless by disease, and cause his death in- horse as ever figured in the annals of .New- with plaster, apply broadcast; if used in
a few hours. It is interesting to see a market. 1have no
great fancy for the cel- the hill or drill, mix with loam vis pounds
band of these midnight marauders return- ebrated personage in question. He was of it are equal to a load of avérage barning home from a scene of plunder on the much too cold and calculating for me, and yard manure.
approach of day. Issuing from thesame I was exceedingly amused at the correspon. |.
place they entered, they ‘are each seen dence, the genuineness of which was testiearing away some trophy with them; a fied in a manner that could not be disputed.
joint of a cockroach'$“leg, the body of a Also there were "certain directions anout
spider, or the larvae of some insect, &ec.,
are the various spoils.
As the laborers
pass on with their loads they are guarded
by a large body of soldiers, which are sta-

a fdithful

© «For

Shining HOUrS,ceeesssssessscscesrsosrensl,il
Master and Pupil,ececcecccssescscscece
1,60
May Bell.ceosorsscsesesssasssenssssencssl,0
Sabrina Hackett, :eeesesevosoessegosssessl,B0

the gospel always found his house a ‘welcome
home, and there many times, by his request,have
the people assembled to worship God.
We felt,
as we looked upon him for the last time on earth,

A correspondent prevents his books from
becoming mildewed by applying spirits
of wine to the backs and covers with the
teather end of a goose quill.

Mr. Rogers asked him, with strong interest,

remained

them in the way

A few pieces of horse-radish root placed
among pickles, will prevent scam from
gathering on the top of the vinegar.
An invention has been brought forward
in England by which, it is claimed, bread
can be mide directly from the grain without grinding.

Girondins, I always detested his writings,
—s30 weak and wordy and full of vanity.
And Les Girondins, they say, is untrue beyond the usual untruthtuloess of history,—
a mere party pamphlet. When he was in
London a few years ago [written in 1848],

And

the same until God called him to the church triumphant,
During his Christian life he has been
a'steadfast follower of the Saviour, and while he
was very. much attached to the church of his
choice he has also been interested in the cause of
God in general, He, with a few others, used his
influence to gather in the young and instruct

the war.

fear for France.
As to Lamartine, I never
did expect any good from him; except Les

to give

were

and

BRADFORD.

CHURCHES

Superintendents.

Prize

was

wasa

JOHN BURBANK died in Gorham, N. H., Febs
T, aged 77 years.. Father Burbank was convert
ed thirty years since and united with the F. B.

Items.

no escape.
An invading army could not - exhibit a morbid virtues proved so decidely a dehigher state of discipline than is seen in the fective moral sense.
LAMARTINE.
movements of these insects. They enter a
house usually at one point, where a strong
Ah! my dear love, I have nothing but

ard is stationed to defend the

which

His sickness

us it may benefit or hurt.”
Soon an old horse comes along ; they sub-

As we have said in reviewing her letters,

characters, of

living sermon;

all men.

a numerous circle of Christian friends to mourn

Jears have I served a carman ; to-morrow
e will turn me over to the knacker.
this lady’s criticisms and estimates of char- That's the world’s reward.”
Likewise
acter are - often ‘ludicrously astray,—her speaks the old dog to whom they next apideal heroes, for instance, being the two peal: “I have for ten years assisted my
catehing foxes and
Napoleons and Daniel O'Connell. Bat, for master in hunting and
hares; now he has directed the gamekeeptheir cleverness, we quote from the true er to hang me to the ‘willow-tree, That's
and the false alike, and first of an anony- the world’s reward.”
The farmer is los| ing hope, when a fox comes trotting along.
| mous person :
| Tohim the farmer appeals, promising him
:
A BORE.
all his chickens if he will relieve him
Mrs. Raggett brought with her a certain from the horrible reptile. Th~ fox underMiss Lucy, a thousand times more formal, takes the business, persuades the snake to
more stupid, and more ugly than her sister show him the cave, the danger in which
Jane. Only think what martyrdom I.nn- she has been, and the service the farmer
derwent in etartaiaing c=] use the com- has rendered her.
They arrive at the hole,
mon word, though it isa very improper the fox glides in, the snake follows and
one to apply to her; she never can be en- shows him all the intricacies of the cave.

there is

He was

his loss, The funeral took
place on Monday,
21st inst. A sermon was preached on the occasion by J. B. Davis.
Com.

no matter whom of

8.

and delivery.

Sr

from

belongéd to that. class who

wilt not believe me,
further says: ‘‘As
let us appeal to the next two we meet and

‘Miss Mitford's Sketches.
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AND TO

well-read, strong-minded, and prompt and faithful in the discharge of all his duties. His life was

one long prayer and

It is of one species only that I propose te
speak, the drivers (annoma arcens ob W est- ‘tertained ; ‘but, till a new language is "in- Just then the fox slips out, and before the
wood), an insect whose life history is yet vented adapred to her species, one must snake can turn round, the farmer, atthe
from: fox's suggestion, quickly shuts up the hole.
very tmp
ly known, but of whose hab- ‘use the ol one,—this prim damsel
:
its the dweller in the tropical ‘regions of Af- one o'clock to seven! She is ayoung old- The farmer being. thus saved,
the fox derica can nat long remain ignorant.
‘maid, and as much worse than the full- mands that in the evening the hen-house
The driver ants vary in size from three- grovs animal as owlets are uglier than be left open for him.
:
guariers of an inch to one-third of an inch owls.
The farmer gets home, tells his wife
the soldiers being
the largest.
what has happened, and what he has
MARGARET FULLER.
They are of a glossy, jot black color, with a
pledged the fox for his service. ‘‘ChickI think youn had been reading Margaret ensand geese are mine,” says the woman;
large head, armed "with exceedingly sharp,
branching forceps, or mandibles, with Fuller's life,—a strange, wild woman, who “you can’t give them away.” Neverthewhich they seize and cut up heir | prey. was, they say, insupporiagle at Boston, but less the farmer, determined to. keep his
became better at
New York, where she
ey do not appear
to have a
d
hal
word, leaves the chicken-house open. But
tats as ab the termites, i
kins was treated only ds a lion; befter still at the wife, noticing it, goes with» the fox,
the ‘earth from
the roots
of trees, Paris, where she knew a little French ; still and when, after dark, relying on the
d, where she was talked farmer's
and in'the davity
thus formed lay their softer in En
faith, he comes sneakin
-eggs and rear their young, and from which over by. Carlyle; and really good, and in- along, they close the door upon him, an
they issue in in
ble numbers (literally teresting in Italy, where the woman took beat and finally eatch him. ¢Alasl” says
millions of millions) to go upon their completely the place of the sibyl. Some the fox, “is that right, and is that the
American friends who wgre here on Friday
raids.
world’s highest reward for the greatest
"The night is chosen for their fi
ng ex- knew her well. They were disgusted by service?
If that be so, if such be the
peditions. In the midst of social. enjoy- her conceit and arrogance and affectation ; world’s gratitude, then I to-night bear witment the stirring announcement is made, but spoke of her purity, her strong sense pess to it with my life and skin."— Liberal
«sHere are the drivers!” and instantly,as of duty, and her general powers. One had Christian.
;
by an electric shock, all are on the alert to read in America that letter which contained
her
adventures
when
lost
in
Scotland;
all
' escape a personal attack. Lanterns and
Poetry.
bamboo torches are lighted, and a search had heard of her admirable conduct inthe
A curious story was
made about the house to learn the direc- hospitals at Rome.
tion taken by the assailants; and,if in their told to them of Ossoli by the seulptor, and
Alphonse Lamartine said; ‘‘ Poetry is
usual numbers, the house is often left en- himself who figures in it. Margaret went the morning dream of great minds, foreOssoli
that
said
and
sculptor,
eminent
tirely to them for hours. And still more to an
shadowing the futdre realities of life; it
unwelcome at the hour of midnight is the had much time and much taste for his art. evokes the phantasms of all things before
Certain¢*
bleating of sheep and the cackling of hens, ‘Woild he admit him to his studio?
the things themselves appear: it is the
in the enclosure. “All hands” are awak- ly,” repligd the artist, and questioned Os- precursor of action. Overflowing intelsoli
on
his
vocation.
He
said
if
he
had
any
ened from their slumber, and the whole
lects, like Ceesar, Cicero, Brutus, Solon,
yard lighted ; the animals are released from taste or talent it was for sculpture; and a and Plato, begin by imaginationsand postry
put
was
clay
proper
with
model
a
confinement and left to take care of them- foot for
the exuberance of mental vigor in heselves; the fowls removed to a place of into his hands. A fortnight after, Ossoli roes, statesmen, philosophers, and orators.
in
safety, if one is to be found; butif neg- brought back the model and his copy,
Sad is his lot who, once at least in his life,
lected and left without the chance of es- which the great toe was placed on the has not been a poet.”
wrong
side
of
the
foot!
caps, their destruction is sure.
he drivers are alike the enemies of
MADAME DE GENLIS.
In the development of every moral
man and beast, though there are times
Yes! I have read Madame de Genlis principle, there is, svoner or later, a crisis
when their visits are most welcome. On with great amusement. What a delight- reached which, if safely passed, ensues the
. their approach every kind, of vermin is ful mixture of eant and affectation and greatest possible amount of good of which
seized with consternation, and seeks safety shrewdness and vanity she is! I had a the cause admits; otherwise the greatest
in flight.
Centipedes, cockroaches, scorpossible amount of evil.
The weight of
peculiar pleasure in reading these volumes,
pions, &c., &c., leave their hiding-places,
as they completely justified the contempt a feather may turn the scale.
and are seen seeking places of greater se- 1had
always entertained for the authoress ; Lo
curity, only to fall at last inso she clutches a contempt
chiefly grounded on her good
of their relentless foe,

He

sort of paralysis, in which he slept most of the
time, and without a struggle or groan he passed
over the river, He leaves a wife, two sons and

abide by their decision,

PASTORS

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are now ready for sale

united with the Free Baptist church,of which he
remained an honorable and consistent member
constitute the bone and sinewof society.

=
.

ed and united with the church at the early age of
eleven years. Hemoved to Lowell in 1540 and

she prepares to

ded,

is con

TO

born in Chesterville,
Me., in 1806,and was convert-

drown him. ‘‘Have I deserved that of
thee? Does that agree with thy promise?”
“I am double-tongued,”
asks the farmer.
eplies the snake. “That's the way the
Sod rgwards. He whom you save from
e galldws generally brings you to it.”

how long -it continued I am

travel, became

which are found in all parts of the world,

but which are greatly multiplied in the
tropical regions of the globe. Africa, it is
believed, can boast of a greater variety
than any other land. Their name here is
They are everywhere; out of
legion.
doors and in doors; in your food and in

crossing

o'clock in the morning, and at six o'clock
at night their number was unfinished.
How long they had been passing before I

E—

few hours residence in the tropi-

A very

STAR: MARCH 9, 1870.

journeys from place to place, they go from
four to eight abreast. , I have seen a stream

Ants of Africa.

~The
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Sumner,

that

“matters debated at length were the bill for an
air-line railroad to
New York and the tariff bill.
The Indian appropriation bill was passed.
On Friday, in the Senate, a bill repealing the
test oath act of 1862 was reported.
Mr. Trumbull finished his speech on the Supreme Court
question.
The funding bill was postponed
till

Monday, and the balance of the session
debating the bill for

circuits.

considered

spent in

called on the Secretary of

the Interior for information concerning the Piegan Indian massacre.
Mr. Wood’s reputation, so

far as charges of corruption in connection with
ecadet

appointments

affected it, was

cleared

up.

A Senate bill removing the restriction en a railroad company as to sales of land ‘was passed.
The Georgia bill was then debated till adjourn-

ment.
On

The

:
Saturday,

House

the

Senate

was

met for general

not

debate only,

Messrs. Farnsworth, Lawrence, Beck
made speeches on the Georgia bill.

and

25,000 “times

A large burial-mound in Salt Lake City was
lately opened in a railroad cutting. The Salt
Lake City News says:

in session.

and
Kerr

¢ Officer B. Y. Hampton brought a gunny sack
full of boxes, fragments of pottery, flint arrowheads, pieces of sulphar, and a species of brick,
MISCELLANEOUS.
to our office this morning, which had just been
engaged in leveling the
Rich discoveries of gold have been made in Ar- dug up by the men
ground. A long row of fireplaces were discoverizona.
The Public Debt statement exhibits a further ed yesterday; two or three more were found
to-day; and the bones which he brought were
decrease of over $6,000,000. 2
those of a skeleton, which was found in a sitting
The Illinois Woman’s College at Jacksonville
posture, with its chin resting on its breast, near
has been destroyed by fire.
one of the fireplaces. The Mound, which was
Among the jurors drawn for the March term of a very large one for this country, seems to have
the Albany County (Wyoming) Court were elev- been formed by the remains of the dead; scarceen women.
ly a shovelful can be moved without disturbing
The Senate Judiciary Committee has decided bones.
The skeleton was that of a large man,
that a reorganization of the Georgia Legislature
larger than the present Utah Indians.
The skull
is necessary before the state can be admitted.
was tolerably large, resembiimg in shape the
It is now ‘thought the Maine Legislature will usual Indian type; and the teeth were all sound
not take a recess, but press through the business and were those of a young man.”

before adjournment.
The Military Government of Mississippi has
been dissolved, and the State placed under the
control of the civil authorities.
Jt has been discovered that the recent freshet

A singular phenomenon occurred a few days
since in a field of Mr. John Gould, Jr., in Lisbon.
A very 1oud noise was heard, and the people
in the vicinity rushed out of doors and looked
around to discover the cause of the noise, but
nothing unusual was to be seen.
Since then a
large mass of earth has been found lifted from
its place, having the form of a parallelogram,

has seriously damaged tke great dam at Augusta,
Me., which can not be ‘repaired before next summer’s dreught.
:
Patrick J. Meehan, editor of the Irish American, was shot in the streets of New York by

James Keenan.

It was a ®owardly

attempt

about

at

were lost.
the

more

important

matters

before

Congress ds that regulating the Alaska far seal
fisheries. :Secretary Boutwell favors putting the
business immediately iz the hands of the government. Others favor leasing the whole business to a-cempany under-certain restrietions.

ed.

The
‘work,
stween
‘weeks.
The
«are of

is to secure a recognition of the
J

second volume of Mr. A. H. Stephens’s
“ A Censtitutional
Wiew of the ‘War be‘the States,” will be published in & few
The health of the author is improving.
more information we get about the massathe Piegan Indians, the more rewelting

Dr.

Mayer,

of

proved

heit.

«<ent.Colyer’s report'fs

He asserts

answers

that if two bodiesof the

This last calculation is by no means im-

probable, eonsidering
as possible’

Heilbronn,

Experiments
with Lord
Kosse’s
telescope
show that there is actually some heat in the
moon’s rays, even in those that have reached
us after having lost much of their heat in the vapor of the upper
atmosphere.
He
calculates
that the radiation of the moon is 1,900,000 part
of that frem the sun, and that the moon’s surface
at full moon must be. about.500 degrees Fahren-

Department.

£ans as soon

hypothesis that
ing inte

size of the sun were to come in collision, the
resultant heat would .be enough to dissipate
them both as vapor through space. He thinks
that such cases must oecur, and that meteors
may be thus forming.

and dnhuman it appears. An earnest attempt
will.be made,in.eonsequencs of this deed, to prewent the transfer of the Indian Bureau te the

‘War

But

thatdt has been

3

Supreme Beigg in the-Constitution.

and

the

moon’s

day, which

is

a month long; but yet it is not at all certain,

that Via-

unfiir, and says the ques-

A new

tionis simply, Shall Indians kill white men, and
worse than kill white women; or, shall white

explosive, ot

asserted

great

power, is

announced by English journals under the name
of ammonia powder.
Analysis shows merely a
@ubstitution of nitrate of ammonium for nitrate

men shoot Indians?
;
It is reported that Secretary Fisk will cause a of potash, ordinary gunpowder; the change addthorough investigatioh to be made into the cir- ing immensely to the explosive force. The salt
cumstances

of the recent

executions

of Ameri.

cans at Santiago.

FOREIGN,

quite

your

powder

deliquescent

dry,”

the

would

old

adage

"Fie Cartes ste debating the motionto indict
Arango, 8 prominent Cuban, has surrendered

fo the Spaniards,

.

X

The Duke of Bichmond will be the Tory lead:

er in the Lords.
people of San Domingo have voted in fation to the United States,

distress
among the people.
* Whe proposition for Government aid to emi.

Saturday, promised » delegs-

Western

store. I gave it seven pounds of- granulated
sugar in solution, and it wasina splendid con-

sess

dition in the spring. Granulated sugar is preferable to sugar candy, first, because it is cheaper; and
secondly, because it is more soluble.
On the first day of October I placed equal quanin

asmall open

box in my

cellar.

the granulated

Fine Feed...28 00
Middlings ...82 00
HAY.

On the 20th,

sugar was

completely liquified,

whereas the candy then merely showed signs
of ‘moistness.
A saucer of dissolved granulated
sugar, exposed in my
sitting-room, began to
candy only after the lapse of nine weeks.
Moreover, I apportioned fifty pounds of granulated sugar among twelve stocks insufficiently
supplied with stores, allotting to each in proportion to its seeming deficiency, and estimatirg
one pound of granulated sugar as equivalent to
three pounds of honey; and all these passed the

GUANO.
Sardy’s Sluble
Phospho-Peruvian,
=
AND

Ammoniated

graually fainter and disappeared.

Kiso,

CAROLINA

During the

combustion of oil, tallow, gas, etc., water
er we see It condensed on the windows,

By

the burning of gas twenty-four hours in Londor
more

water, it is estimated,

is produced

than

wuld supply an emigrant ship on her voyage

J from. England to Australia.
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Guano,

New York,
TAXES.

Bones,

CATTLE

ressed

beef,

WORKING OXEN~$150 to $265 per pair, or a
rd.
ing to their value ae
Beef, Handy Steers, #80to $125.
Mi10H COws—$80 to $60; extra good, $93 to $85,
with or without calves, as may be agreed; farrow
and ordinary, $30 to $50,
iad
Stores— Yearling $15 to $25; two year old, $23 to
15; three years old, $00 to $00,
/
oe,
10 to 1165;

CALF

retail 103¢to 140,

81,8040 $1,75

each;
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ESAPEAKE

In the event of‘a connection with the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad, at the Potomae river,nearly twenty-three miles of railroad transportation will be saved between Charlottesville and Baltimore, and the entire
more

and

East.

Potomac

-

will have as feeders, the Alexandria and Fredericksburg Railroad, the Balti-

Railroad

(an

extension of

the Pennsylvania Central Railroad),

the Northern Central Railroad, owned and

and the extensions and connections of tne Raritan

Bay Railroad, now nearly compl

, through

Delaware

and

Maryland, to the Potomac

controlled by

and

Delaware

River;

aleo sev-

eral lines ” LD eamets now running from New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, te Acquis

Creek and

ericksburg.

The recent action of New York capitalists, among whom are Messrs. A. A. Low, W. H. Aspinwall,C.P,
Huntingdon, Fisk and Hatch, and others of equal prominence and standing, who have subscribed
Twelve Million (812.00,000) dollars to the Chesapeake and Obio Railroad, guarantees the early completion
ot this most important work to the Ohio river,
:
:
By this action the Fredericksburg and Gordonville Railroad is placed at once in the front rank of the
Virginia roads, as far us earnings are con. erned. Carefully prepared estimates of the pros
business of the Road show that these will amount to from $7,000 to $10,000 per mile per annum, an amount sufficient over and above the operating expenses, not gniy to pa the interest on the bonds and
vide for
the requirements of the sinking fund, but

to

leave a

large surplus as dividends to the stockholders.

The principal items of revenue are lumber, lime, plaster, iron, and other ores;
, to
Safile and other Sve Toki Sita, Xheat, flour, coal, and passengers; as well as general merchan
tilizers, Agiicultu

ements,

etc.

wood,
fer-

=

The agricultural pln ere
wealth of Western Virginia and East Tennessee is too well understood
to need comment. The richest deposits of coal, iron, copper, lead, and salt, south of the Ohio and east of
the Miesissippi, are found in the above named districts, and immediately on the lines of railway under
construction.

In referring to the Fredericksburg and Gordonsville Railroad, as the Key

is one of the Grand Trunk lines running east and west through the Alleghany
Mountains, and possesses advantages over the New York and Erie, the Pennsylvania Central, and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroads, which will make it the

MOST IMPORTANT CONNECTING LINK in the GREAT NATIONAL HIGHWAY

across the Continent to the Atlantic seaboard, as the distance is much shorter

this

over

road

is 585, and

to

from Louisville

;

From Cincinnati to New-York, via the Pennsylvania Central,

756 miles

From Cincinnati to Philadelphia, via the Pennsylvania Central,

669

<

| From Cincinnati to Baltimore, via the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
From Louisville to New York, by the shortest lines, .
.

588
862

«
«

From Louisville to Philadelphia, by the shortest route
From Louisville to Baltimore, by the shortest route,

nosis
.

.

TTD
694 «

American Agrieult
Agent, O, A. énCLrGG

J

(

”

8t,, N. Y., or 136 Washington 8i., Ohoager ni. wun

tion.

has been expended,

per ton, can be laid down in New York ats
.

The saving of sixty-five miles of railroad transportation, which will be effected upon the completion of
the Fredericksburg and Gordonsville road, is equivalent to a reduction in the above cost of not less than
one dollar and thirty cents per ton, and enables the latter Rad to command a transfer to it at its western
terminus of all heavy freight seeking deep water for a shipping
point.
The financial condition of the Company is [4 good. The work 1s: to daté has been paid fir by stock
subs
Hpi
thw
subscriptions,
of which
a sufficient amount hasas been ob tained to prepare the road ad bed its entire
i length for

The surveying and engineering
Rights
ot way have been secure
aye
are

have been completed, and the route located for the entire distamce.—
and deeded to th the Co mpany, and i it also owas the necessary land for denow

graded; bridges

built, culverting and masonry

in

good order,

exceed

$20,000

and

ne

ready fox the superstructure, which is being laid. The balance of the a, i ET
contract, id
“will be rapidly pushed forward.
The iron for the entire road has been purchased, and is now being delivered at Fredericksburg.
y+
bg Loy s:ock hus been ordered, and the e entire
The roiling
i be completed and in running order by the
entire li line will
The work on the road is beine well and substantially done, and will compare favorably with any
heretotore done in the State. The equipment of the road will alsd be of a superior class, and fully ample
for the large trade which it is believed the road wil command immediately on completion.
The mortgage. is of such a nature that the bondholders have the most extensive piotection, It covers
the depots, brid es, sidings,
the rolling ttock us well as all the ogher property of the Company, including
per od vy
to $10
cebt is limited
water stations, rights of way, franchises, ete.: snd while the mort
the estimated cost of the

thus giving
from $30,000

road

to

the bondholders an
to $35,100 per mile,

the

Company,

flniched

and

unusual margin—-the bonded
8

equipped,

will

per

debt of the other Virginia roads
Bl

A synopsis of the foregoing statement shows that

the Fredericksburg

Gordonsville Railroad possesses the following important advantages :

mile,

bein

i

and

1. It passes through and opens up a rich and rapidly improving country.
2. There is no parallel competing line running to or from its points of junetion with other main lines.
3.” From its western terminus at Charlottesville, it is the most direct outlet,

and

the

SHORTEST

BY

MANY

MILES,

for all the freight and travel’

.which comes from the entire West, Northwest and Southwest portions of the
United States, whether secking deep water for shipping points, or going to.
:
the North and East by rail.
4. It is one of the most important connecting links in the system of lines
now being organized as through lines from Boston, New- York, Philadelphia,

Baltimore, and other points to the Pacific coast by way of the Central and
Southern Pacific lines of railroad.
A’limited number of the bonds (issued in denominations of $500 and $1000)
are offered at 92 1-2 and interest from November 1, in currency, and at this
price are the

CHEAPEST GOLD INTEREST BEARING SECURITIES
IN

THE

:

\

LJ

MARKET.

»

amphlets, which explain satisfactorily eve
Mape and
nestion that
oar
‘| seeking a
A pf profitable investment, will en hod on ADU Iiea tion,possibly be raised by a party .
We ‘recommend
Rave inves thentod
the
advants
of
this
railroad,
and
th
‘
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Joseph with Fort Kearney,
through route to California.
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The Fredericksburg and Gordonsville roa |,connecting at Charlottesville with the Chesa)
e and Ohio
road,reaches DEEP WATER on the Potomac by a route 65 MILES SHORTER than the route via
West Point. Its:
line is nearly straight. and its grades, which are light and short, are in favor of heavy traffic.
Virginia and West Virginia contain about one-tenth in area of the entire coal fields of the world,and three
times as much as is contained in the wholeof Great Britain.
The Cannel coal of the Kanawha Valley is equal to the best English Cannel, and the demand for it is alwostunlimited,
while the supply of this and other fine coals along the }ine of the Chesapeake :nd Ohio Rail
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been over the line several times; and examined it thoroughly; he reand its early completion of the utmost importance to the rich section of

Chesapeake and Ohio road)
West Point is 661 miles.
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on which it can depend for local trade, are Albémarle, Greene, Madison
Spotsylvania. 1ts position assures it an abundant share of through

and the grades less than those of any other of thie roads named, the maximum
grade of the Chesapeake and Ohio road being only 29 1-2 feetto the mile.
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VAST MINERAL AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS OF CENTRAL AND WEST VIRGINIA, and the connections of which extend by the sHORTEsT and most direct
routes through the entire West and Northwest, and to the Pacific Ocean. It
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For sale in bags in quantities to suit purchasers, by
J. B. SBARDY,
P. O. Box, 5883,
88 Wall St., N.Y.
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The use of the above Soluble Phospho-Peruvian and Amiated Soluble Pacific G
is particularly recomded. being
pounds of the richest Phosphatic Guanos, rendered solubie; the former containing a large percentage of Peruvian Guano, and the latter highly ammonislated animal matic r—making
t concentrated and
profitable fertilizers for all cereal, tobacco and fruit crops.
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The entire line passes through a good and improving country—that portion west of Orange, knownas the Piedmont District of the Shenandoah Valley, being very rich ; so much so, that it is estimated that the local traffic on

orth and
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It is asserted hy the Mechanic's Magazine
had been addedto its population.
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winter in excellent condition.—Bee Journal.

Jose its significance

tire northern sky presented the appearance of a
sea of fire, from which fell & constant and dense
shower of many colored sparks; the Immense
sheet of a fiery arch, from which the brilliant
rain continued to
d till the whole waxed
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A wonderful spectacle was observed in Ger:
many, ou the nightof the 1st of January, At
Meseritz, (rom midnight to one o'clock, the en-
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Cardinal Garcia,

ing empty combs, can swarming be prevented.
4. That a colony may be well wintered on seven pounds of granulated
sugar.
In the first]
year my colony had not one pound of honey in

of United

The distance to tide-water over this road is—

it, whose motion is converted into heat, that
dn denominations of $1000 and $500, coupon or registhe supply of meteors would in timesbe exhaust- dered, with interestat Eight per cent. per annum, pay-

A convention is in sessien in Pittsburg,
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“four feet wide,

It has been objected 40 the
the sun’s heat is fed by ime

The impeachmentof Auditor Wickliffe.of Lou.isiana has rasulfed in his «conviction on.ewery article of the ¢harges.

long,

In the Ballarat district of Australia, there:
has been for years, a systematic destruction of
timber; and, as a result, there has been a regular |
diminution of the rain-fall from 87.27 inches
in ‘1883 to 14.23 inches in 1868. The government
has appointed an inspector of forests, whose |
duty it shall be to prevent the waste of timber
and establish nurseries of forest trees in various |
parts of the colony.

The U.S. steamer Oneida, carrying‘8 guns,
was sunk fifteen miles out of Yokohama by a
collision with an English mail steamer, and 120
officers and men, suppesed to be all on board,
of

feet

about one foot thick. The spot has been visited |
by many persons, and all pronounce it a remark- |
able-and unaccountable oceurrence.

assassination.
The trouble originated in a meeting of the Fenian Senate.
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very certain; still the swarm left. Only by removing combs of maturing broods and imsert.

The source of the sun’s heat is a most puzzling problem.
In a late lecture, Dr. B. AGould said that the - heat was equal to what
would be produced by the combustion of half
a pound of coal each second on each square
foot of its surface.
Supposing the whole of the
sun’s mass composed of coal, and to burn at
this rate, thus giving out its present amount
of heat, it would last only 4,000 years.

revising the Supreme Court

The House

8. Bees will swarm when so disposed, in spite
of all the preventions the bee-keeper may please
to use. Give them as mach room as you please,
and ventilation to reduce the temperature; yet
go they will, if the swarming mania seizes them.
This colony had the entire garden-house as room
for expansion; and that it isa cool place I am

too low, although he calculates that

the nucleus of the spots is nearly
as bright as the full moon.
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ey for winter food.

The spots on the sun look quite black te the
eye, from their contrast with the exceeding
brightness of its general surface; and yet Dr.
Gould says that Herschel’s estimate is generally

Mr. Brooks made a long speech against the latter.

lout,
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Commences at Fredericksburg, running Wert auesing the Orange
and Alexandria Railroad at Orange
Court House, thence through a gap, and down the west side of the Southwest Mountains, to Charlottesville, which is the point of junction of the Ukioeapeake and Ohio Railroad, and the extension of the Or
and Alexandria Railrosd, connecting with the
Virginia and Tennessee Railroad at Lynchburg, which,
with its connections and extensions, is the only AIR LINE road leading to the eniire South and Southwest.
Tne whole length of line is 62 miles, in two divisions; the first ope of 38 miles, extending to Orange
Court House; the second, from Orange Court House to Charlottesville, 24 miles,
The two divisions are of vast importance to the connecting roads the first division being a feeder to the
Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Road, of local freight to Richmond, and of through freight and
passenger travel over that portion of their Iine connecting with the Potomac at Acquia Creek.
The second division makes an AIR LINE connection between Orange and Charlottesville,and besides pass
ing through a much more favored country than the line via Gordonsville, is six miles shorter.
‘
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a layer of about four inches of hay. There was
no trace of water dearth. Only be careful that
your bees are not restricted to old candied hon-
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an old coffee bag on that, and covered this with
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ten-twenty, was accepted. In the House the two
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the funding bill was debated till adjonrnment.

the winter as well as any of the

others, but came out last spring as true colossal
colonies. I had merely, as in former years, plac-

The latest application that we have noticed
of mathematics to natural history is the partially
successful attempt of Dr. A. Macalister, reported in Nature,to express by logarithmetic formula
the spirals in shells, as one method of distinguishspecies.
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On Thursday, in’ the Senate, there was a debate on the bill requiring

the bees did not winter any better than before.
As this plastering in the bee-house was so incon-
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are visible in a good telescope, are so faint that
a single sperm candle, burning at the distance
of a quarter of a mile, would give 20,000 times
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occurred to me that it: might be better to close
all these interstices thoroughly. Adopting the
notion, I plastered them, shut with clay. But

quite as strong as anywhere else, a microscopic
section of the joint showing a perfectly homogeneous textare,
;
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with extraordinary quickness, the fibres of the
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intercalated with each
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Wngnimously. The reports on the September complete union of two masses of iron, while thé
junction is only superficial if produced by the
gold panic were presented.
hammer.
Among other experiments, two iron
‘On Wedn®sday, in the Senate, Senator Wilson bare, one and a half inches -in diameter, were
introduced some. resolutions of ingwiry “Fegirds heatedto the welding point and brought under
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nly absorbed all moisture.
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after the expiration of the year. The evidence
in’ the case of Representative Deweese was reported, and a resolution of condemnation, like
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The forces of Lopez have been again annihilated, and the war is ended until another steamer

arrives.

For twelve

Mid.to

win-

have wintered my bees alternately in a cool,
dark, dry, and quiet cellar, and in the open air.
When housed, many died; dysentery prevailed
among them, and the stocks were weak in the
spring.
When left in the open air, on the other
hand, none of thése evils were experienced.
2. Water dearth is a mere imaginary trouble; for
the colony had over head no covering on which
vapor or moisture could condense.
The window recess is only four inches broad, and all the

It is reported that the North-western states of
Mexico have declared in favor of independence:

Strong is secure, and that of Judge Bradley
probable. In the House, a bill allowing whiskey
to remain in bond more than a year was passed,
on

tered out of doors.

when
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and comfort, than
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long executive session all about the
Court judgeships.
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to their health
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General Quesada has written a letter to some
New York sympathizers with the Cubans, expressing great gratitude for the favorable opinion of Americans on the merits of the Cuban
\ A!
struggle.
$
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resolution

bill was briefly debated, and then there was

supplied with stores, and their hives can shield
them from the severity of the weather.
Placing them in some wintering repository is a use-. Ordinary....... 20 @.. 21
less and superfluous labor, and is less conducive Good Urdinary .22 @ 22%

returned without obtaining any information.

against future unconditional grants of land to
railroad corporations was adopted. The funding
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his bees economically, the following results:
1. In wintering bees it is needless to be so exceedingly anxious and careful, if they are well

to
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M. Bottner, in the Bienenzeitung, states that

Sable Island in search of the City of Boston, has

in the cadet
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of Mr,
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he has learned from his experiments in endeavoring to prevent swarming, and in wintering

Washington and to Pekin.

appointment irregularities, resigned.
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messages of condolence
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For the weekending, Mar. 2, 1870.
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platform was adopted, in spite of determined
opposition on the part of the democrats.
Messrs.

Tuesday,
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The Czar has sent

tion of Judge Strong’s nomination to the Supreme Court bench was reconsidered. In the
House the recent massacre of Indians was debated, and a resolution of the Seymour and Blair

On

in Edinburgh

The celebrations in Paris of the anniversary of
the French Revolution in 1848 were orderly, and
undisturbed by the Police.

Was an exciting session, in which the" confirma-

Deweese, implicated

been issued

forbidding the sale of Tickoor & Field's
of Tennyson’s works.

On Monday, in the Senate, Mr. Sumner intro.
duced
a bill to secure the enforcement of con
stitutional amendments.
Mr. Sherman made a
long speech in support of his funding bill. There

Golladay and
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"The
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An injunction

CONGRESS.
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It is reported that Gen. Jordan has resigned
the chief command of the Cuban insurgents.
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"MARCH 9, 1870.
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BANKERS & BROKERS,
No., 16 Broad Street, N. Y. City.

